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OVERSIGHT HEARING ON FULL EMPLOYMENT

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST "13, 1981

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBOOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Los Angeles, Calif.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9 a.m., in the Muses
Room, Museum of Science and Industry, 700 State Drive, Los Ange-
les, Calif , Hon Augustus F. Hawkins (chairman of the subcommit
tee) presiding.

Members present. Representatives Hawkins, Weiss, and Wash-
ington.

Also present: Representative Peyser.
Staff present: Susan D. Grayson, staff director; Carole M.

Schanzer, legislative assistant; and Edie Baum, minority counsel,
for labor.

Mr HAwioNs The Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities
is called to order.

I realize that there will be many others drifting in, but the
committee is very strict on starting on time and trying to termi-
nate at a reasonable how, in order to accommodate the witnesses.
We do know there are several witnesses whose time is limited, and
for that reason, we want to accommodate them.

The subcommittee begins 2 days of hearings in Los Angeles on
employment policy. These hearings are a continuation of the sub-
committee's oversight on programs and policies to increase employ-
ment opportunities This morning we will examine current econom-
ic policies and their impact on employment in the context of the
mandate for full employment under the Full Employment and
Balanced Growth Act. Tomorrow, we will be receiving testimony on
equal employment opportunity laws and affirmative action pro-
grams.

I am very pleased that three distilaguished members of the Edu-
cation and Laboi Committee are joining me in Los Angeles. Con-
gressman Ted Weiss from New York City is due to be with us
sometime between 9:30 a.m. and 10 a.m. However, to my immediate
left is the Honorable Harold Washington from Chicago, a member
of the subcommittee and the host of our hearings 2 days ago in the
city of Chicago Seated to his immediate left is the Honorable Peter
Peyser from New York, a member of the full Education and Labor
Committee Both of these gentlemen have been invaluable in their
support for full employment and equal opportunity. I appreciate
their attendance today.

an adjunct to that statement, may I say all of us experienced
difficu ies in flying across the country and we are indeed fortunate

(1)
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and Pleased that we have successfully-completed the first half of
the hearings, safely and in good humor

Three years ago, Congress enacted the Full Employment and
Balanced Growth )Act which. committed the Nation to a policy of
reducing unemployment to 4 percent by 1983 and which estab-
lished the framework for developiig economic policies to achieve
this goal

Tragically, administration policies in every aspect of economic
activity are rhoving away from this goal We have now enacted
massive cuts in Federal domestic spending which are pwjected to
increase unemployment by the -end of fiscal year 1982 by 1 7 mil-
lion persons Even the most optimistic administration forecast indi-
cates an unemployment rate of 7 7 percent by the end of this fiscal
year Moreover, many q$ the progrhms which have been drasticall
re ced or eliminated would have directly benefited the economy

rough increased -educational attainment, work experience and
skill training These programs are being eliminated without any
alternative strategies to take their place.

The social and economic costs of high unemployment`go much
beyond the personal hardship suffered by individuals who lost their
jobs The cost to the economy of Jost productivity and increased
public assistance payments are well known

For example, the Department of Labor recently attributed the
second quarter 1981 decline in productivity of nine-tenths of 1
percent directly to the_decline in employment and number of hours
worked Less clearly perceived are the costs which society bears in
the form of physical and mental disease, suicide, and criminal
activity One. issue which the subcommittee is exploring in this
morning's hearing is the relationship between increased unemploy-_
ment and crime

Faced ,with continuing high unemployment, we must do more
than rely simply on the hope that the economy will make miracu-
lous strides as a result of untested theories We have the obligation
to develop policies and programs which will provide employment
opportunities, increase the skill levels of unemployed or underem-
ployed workers and improve the match between the needs of indus-

0
try and the skills.effigbor.'

Improving the skills of workers can make as important a contri-
bution to restoring economic vitality as improvements in the Na-
tiun':, caNtaj .,took and technolog-t , ,et (Io'ernment mcenti es for
capital imestment are ,i\ to :,e en times greater than fur improing,
the quality of the v, (irk force It should be no ,urprise, therefore, that
we have dropped from second to seventh among the world's indus-
trialized nations in the measured skills of our workers It is ironic
that at the same time that we are investing billions in defense, the
defense industries adre facing production bottlenecks because of the
lack of skilled workers

A major portion of today's hearing will be au explore the poten-
t teal opportunities for expanding employ ment,upportunities and to

.determine how these opportunities may be made available to those
at the bottom of the labor market who seem to fare the worst even
in the best of times

4
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The Chair would like to take this opportunity to ask either of my
distinguished colleagues with -us today to make such remarks as
they may wish to do.

First, Mr. Harold Washington.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Very briefly, I concur absolutely with the very cogent and poiq-

ed remarks you have made relative to the present administration §
economic philosophy and budget cuts and the presumed effect that
those cuts will have upon, he economy, and even more specifically,
the people within the broa r spectrum of this country.

I am looking forward to h ring from these witnesses. You hale
an excellent battery of witnesses lined up.

I want to, at this time, commend the chairman for moving imme-
diately into this area in anticigation of the possible effects of these
cuts upon our economy and for attempting to.kome up with some
solution or suggestions relative to how we can either live within itor go beyond it.'

I want to commend the chairman fOr his anticipation and fore-
sight. As I said before, I look forward to participating in these
hearings over the next 2 days.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Washington.
Mr. Peyser.
Mr. PEYSER. Thank you, Mf. Chairman.
First of all, I just want to make note of the fact there is probably

no one-in Washingtonover the past 12 years anywaythat hasdone more to 1evelop the programs of employment and putting
people to work than the chairman of this subcommittee, Mr. Haw-kins He has continually taken the lead. He has pushed and
needled the Congress over the 'years to get going on these issues,and they have.

It is with regret, obviously/from members of the subcommittee
and the full Education and Labor Committee that many of thechanges that will be impacting this area and other areas of the
country in 1982 `are going to be impacts of a very negative nature.
They are going to cost jobs, they are not going to be putting people
to work Of course, one of the purposes of the hearings is to hear
some of the thoughts that you have on this issue.

Right here, Mr. Chairman, in this wonderful museum we are inin Los Angeles, I was just talking this morning to some of thepeople in the Summer Science Workshop, which is from what Ihave been able to see, just an outstanding program reaching nearly
6,000 young people every summer, and many of the training assis-
tants, the young men and women who work here, mostly are highschool students, mostly minority students who are city employees,
they are going to have to be changed and slashed or terminated orreduced as the program that the new administration in Washing-
ton has put in begins to takes hold.

I think that this very graphically demonstrates one of the greattragedies of this whole situation of having young men and womensuch as this, who are in the process of learning and striving toreach up and improve their own educational status, to find that
they, themselves are going to be victims of a program that. is
supposed to make America move florward, which in reality is going
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to be making, America take a major step backward unless we can
do something about it. '

Thank you for the opportunity, Mr. C airman, of being out here
with you. I am looking forward to the timony and "what we will

C

learn at this time.
Mr. HAwx6vs. Thank you, Mr Peyser.
Seated to my immediate right is the staff director of the subcoM-

mittee, Ms. Susan' Grayson. To the far right is Ms'. Edie Baum, who
is representing the Minority on the subcommittee today.

At this-time, Iwould like to have inserted in the record, without
objection, two documents first, a report in December 1977 of re-
marks which I presented to the Subcommittee on Crime of the
House Judiciary Committee outlining the impact of economic poli-
cies in existence at that time on crime, and second, excerpts from a
report of the Joint Economic Committee of the Congress presented
in October 1979 dealing with the social costs of unemployment.
Both of these documents anticipated the rising crime rate and ;he
other social costs that would be impacted by administration policies
of the previous administration. I think they are significant because
they showed the lack of planning that was not then being done by
the previous administration and which is continuing under this
administration.

[The documents referred to above follow:]

Tr --TIM(.} ,: CHM, AEI, UNE MPI,IME \T PF:E,E \ TEI, 1- THE SI Ev .,MMITTFi 0\
CRIME, Hui ,F, (,E RF-PRE,F \TAME-, RI (.(,\(,P.F,04\ AI (,I -11 , F HAVIhrs,.
CH ii<Mk's, SI FicosNITTEE u\ EMPI,i),,IqE \TOPFIIRTi \ITIF,, DF( F %IRE R'1977

r
I would like to thank Chairman Conyers, and the members of the Subcommittee

on Crime. for inviting me to present my thoughts on the serious problems relating
to crime and uzemployment in our Nation

There is a continuing dialogue in this country dealing with the question of the
"relationship between unemployment and crime Today I will limit my remarks
mainly to this major topic But, at some point my colleagues on this Subcommittee
may want to more broadly examine the.pathological effects of unemployment and
other forms of economic distress which impact on the mental, physical, and social
health of this nation

I believe that there is ample evidence concerning this serious problem, which we
need to study in order to formulate intelligent, articulate, compreh0nsive national
economic policy deciw,Ins

Certainly, the rolcklIf the Congress and the role of the President in formulating,
developing and implementing national et. numic policy needs to take into considera-
tionwhiC4pit has done poorly heretofur how it can make both the economy and
the American people healthier and mote rous

My own views on this matter, are especially well known, because of theikem-
bodiment in the Humphrey-Hawkins Full Employment Bill tH R 50, S 1501'and
because I am convinced that this bill addresses the fundamental chink in our
national armour This chink, this flaw in our decisionmaking has historically al-
lowed for no comprehensive national economic policy on employment, thus saddling
us with cycles of bust and boom, and a continuing crisis in seeking ways to attain
full employment, full production and price stability

Those scientists in the fields of medicine, psychology and sociology who have
gxarittlred and analyzed our lack of direction in this regard, have produced a
respectable body of evidence which supports my view that unemployment and
criminal aggression are inexorably entwined

Their general thesis can be stated in this way increases in unemployment, no
matter what the causal factors, will be followed by natyurral increases in numerous
pathologies impacting on one or more of the following death rates, heart disease
rates, suicide mortality, homicide mortality, mental hospital admission rates. and
imprisonment rates

As an introduction to this subject I would like to share some of their pertinent
findings
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Belton M Fleisher ("The Economics of Delinquency", 1966,) A study of the
relationship between unemployment and delinquency Found that The estimatedeffect of unemployment on delinquency is uniformly positive Also found that a 1
percent increase in unemployment is associated with, on the average, a 0 15 percentincrease in the rate of delinquency . .

Colin Frank (Federal Bureau of Prisons Study March, 1975,) The Frank studynotes that "there is a strong correlation between unemployment increases and theFederal prison population, when a statistical adjustment is made for the 12 to 15month lapse between the commission of a crime and incarceration (This directquote is from the Congressional Research Service Publication, "Crime and Unem-
ployment", December 15, 1975 )

Congressional Research Service Study (C R S multilith No 74-95 Ed, April 24,I974;) Supports findings of Cohn Frank's Federal Bureau of Prisons Study unem-
ployment and prison populations are similar for both Federal and State institutions;when a similar time lapse factor (as in the Frank study) is taken into account

Marcia Gutentag, ("The Relationship of Unemployment to Crime and Delinquen-cy", 1968;) Gutentag notes that "Conditions of employment and unemployment playa direct role in population shifts If we examine conditions of employment through-out the world we will see that depending on the differential effects on populationmobility and social change, employment patterns are related to both rises anddeclines in the rate of delinquency in different countries It is possible to predict the
direction of the effect by following the consequences of the employment pattern onthe stability of the population

"High delinquency rates follow conditions of unemplo ent, when, for example,job patterns change so that the poor must shift from p to place, often fromurban center to urban center, in search of work The r tilting instability andanomie of the poor under these conditions will be reflected in high delinquencyrates " .
Daniel Glaser and Kent Rice ("Crime, Age and Employment", 1959d As reported

in The Congressional Research Service's "Crime and Unemployment" publication,this study 'shows a definite relationship between unemployment and cruqe, butGlaser and Rice state that economic factors operate. in c.onjunction with other
demographic or social features (e g , age, occupatidn, etc.) to affect a change in socialdeviation "

A projection of these academic views occurred during the severe recession in 1975,when this nation was warned by its elected officials, law enforcement' officers,
criminologist and sociologists that the worsening economy was going to cause anunprecedented increase in criminal aggression As quoted in the March 5, 1975edition of the Corrections Digest here is what some of these leaders had to sayNew Jersey Public Advocate, Stanley Van Ness "There are always some guyswho just aren'tgoing to sit back quietly and starve to death " i

Kathlyn Kirschbaum, Mayor of Davenport, Iowa. "To Davenport with a relativelylow crime rate and a relatively small ctolice force, (the increase in crime) is particu-larly shocking" Ms Kirschbaum ma e this comment because of the "significant"increase in crimes against property in her city Glen King, executive director of
the International Association of Chiefs Police departments "generally operateon the premise that the higher the level of economy, the less will be the crime "In 1975, Patrick V Murphy, the out-spoken former commissioner of police for ,New York City, appearing before an ad hoc hearing of the Congressional Black .Caucus observed.

"We have allowed unemployment, the principal breeding ground for crime, toclimb upward in tandem with the cnthe rate."-.
He further noted that: "there can be no significant, long-lasting effort to reduce e,crime permanently without a major reduction in rates of unemployment, especially

among the high crime age group that includes males under 25,"
, Calnenting on this nation's capacity to resolve the issue of crime and unemploy-
ment, Mr. Murphy stated:

"If full employment means imdecent job at a decent wage for everyone, fullemployment is a legitimate approach to controlling crime A national policy of fullemployment implies a commitment from society that every citizen has a right todignity, a job and a living wage A national policy of full emplpyment implies thatsociety actively seeks to alter the conditions of poverty( and degradation that, 1
reiterate,.are amkng the cause of crime "

In line With these expressed concerns, and sa growing body of academic data onthe issue, the Joint Economic Committee comdussioned the Congressional Research.Service -(of the Library of Congress) just last year, to examine how changes' inincome, prices (inflation,) and employment affect the social and human behavior of
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American citizens (This commission was also part of a series of commemorations of
the 30th Anniversary of the Employment Act of 1946

Under the direction of Dr Haney Brenner, of the Johns Hopkins.University, the
Joint Economic Committee Report, although limited in scope, looked at and evaluat-
ed seven indicators of social stress, in order to determine their sensitvity to changes
in the three economic variables (Just mentioned i income, prices linflatiomi and
employment

The seven indicators of social stress were total mortality, homicide, suicide,
cardiovascula1- renal disease mortality, cirrhosis of the liver mortality, total state
imprisonment, and state mental hospital admissions

These specific indices were chosen .because they tended to be the most reliable.
tatisticollyfor current and future studies, and because they covered a reasonable

period of time, 1940-73, for their potential use in public policymaking
Commenting of the need for such a study my great friend Senator Humphrey

noted
The Federal Government has become relatively adepit since World War II at

assessing the impact on,income, prices, and ereploy-ment of monetary and fiscal
policy But government policy planners have had essentially no success in shedding
light on the next levelon the ensuing efreots which changes in income, prices, and
employment have on individuals and on society In effect, they have focused on the
technical linkages between fiscal or monetary policy and economic variables like
unemployment, they have not evaluated the. relationship of these economic varia-
bles with individual behavior Yet, it is precisely the eventual impact of economic
policy on individuals which should be the focus of.Washington officials, rather than
the impact of this policy on the intervening economic variables

The Joint Economic Committee Report ientitled, "Papers No 5 Estimating The
Social Costs of National Economic Policy Implications For Mental And Physical
Health, And Criminal Aggression'', says summarily in its Findings

The most consistent pattern of relationship between national economic changes
and each of the measure of social cost was ,denonstrated with the ut-remployment
rate Unemployment plays a statistically significant role in relation to social trauma
for each of the indices of social;cost and for virtually all ages, both sexes, and for
whites and non-whites in the United States

And in its conclusions, the Report notes
Overall, it is evident that significant relationships exist between economic policy

and measures of national weli being This study indicates that actions which influ-
ence national economic activityespecially the unemployment ratehave 'a sub-
stantial bearing on physical health, mental health, and criminal aggression

As much as we might be influenced by the careful gathering of data for this
Report, the careful documentation and validiation of these data, and their extensive
analysis, there often remains the academic question of whtther we can assign a
direct cause between unemployment and crime

I believe we can
The December 15, 1975 Congressional Research Service of the Library of Congress

report "Crime and Unemployment" cautiously states
In summary, there does appear to be some statistical relationship between 1,he

size of the prison population and the level of unemployment There may also be
some disguised_ relationship between unemployment and total crime but there have
been no recent studies which would corrobrate such a link"

On the ot,her, hand New 'York Times columfiist Tom Wicker correlating rising
crime with Asing unemployment in a three part series called "Jobs and Crime:lin

ryMay, 1975, graphically observed
One point not sufficiently developed in earlier articles is that it is not just

unemployment and poverty, but su much unemployment and poverty existing side
by side with so much affluence, that may be at the heart of swiftly rising crime
rates If wide-spread affluence is highly visible to the numberous poor and jobless,
particularly in the cities, and if those poor and jobless, as argued here, are less and
less able to rise by unskilled labor that is no longer in demand in an economy that
requires technological ur professional skills, it seems reasonable to suppose that the
hopeless and embittufed under lass that results would turn more frequently to
proptrty and violent crimes aglinst the affluent, as well as among themselves"

Mr Wicker purposely point8 his finger at the massiveness of joblessness and
poverty for some in an era when affluence satiates and drowns other parts of our sk
society

And when an expert such as our last Attorney General Edward Levi, correlates
rising crime with rsising unemployment, I have to respectfully consider what he
says

I I
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Unfortunately,' a certain timiciity in hammering out answers on this issue has
forced a know-nothing stance by so many in authority who continue to call for
increased security, measures, improved policy efficency, stiffer jail sentences, and
prison facilities, all which treat symptoms of criminal aggression without getting to
the cause of such behavior

I am certainly not suggesting that a full employment economyemploying all
those who would want to work, and who would be able to workwould solve the
problem of crime in America, but if we don't move towards a society that outlaws
Involuntary jtblessness then how are we going to handle 50 percent Black youth

"-unemployment in my district, 50-75 percent in Detroit, and 75 percent black youth
unemployment in Oakland (Detroit officials are even saying that they've lost count,
because no one's keeping proper records )

HoW are we going to keep a black unemployed youth in Detroit out of criminal
society, if he is unemployed at 20, and won't be able to find a job until he's 25
(because there are no jobs available)`'

I would like to strongly .suggest, as the Joint Economic Committee Report implies,
that there is p significant causal relationship between the link that relates to crime
and unemployment

On this point the Joint Economic C,ommittle Report says " ' a number of
studies since the 1950's have found strong relationships tween crime indices and
lack of employment Property crimes known to the lice, admissions to state
prisons on the state and national levels and admissions to ederal prisons have been
correlated with changes in the unemployment rate For ho tide and other person-
al crimes significant positive relations were found with than es in unemployment
rates

And the Report continues . 1,
"A cross-national comparison of the United States (specifically California, Massa-

chusetts, and New York), Canada, England and Wales and Sotland, over the years,
1920-40 Apd 1947-73, also substantiated the postive relationship between criminal
activity and unemployment' " for all four- ountries, the homicide rate was
examined, as were crimes known to the polices, rests and trails, and conviction
and imprisonment For the three states within the !Sited States, imprisonment was
examined Significant relationships with the unemp oyment rate were found within
each country, for every measure of criminal activity, and for both personal andproperty crimes " '

Finally, several studies have indicated that unemployment directly influences
parole, mandatory releasikviolations, and recidivism ' ,-!

If we assume, as thet-Joint Economic Committee Report does, that "societal
stresses orginate with ,economic maladjustments which, in turn, can be moderated
through national economic policy decisions"then, we can also assume that there is
no need for the kind of unemploYment in this nation which is an important
breeding place for much of the crime, mental and physical illness, and other related/societal dysfunctions

,

Forcefully commenting further on the role that economic polity plays in deter-
miningthe social and physical- health of the nation the Joint economic Committee
Report notes

"There is no question that there is an existing and historical relationship between
economic policy and health This study offers statistical support of the thesis that
actions influencing national economic activity have a profound, if not central,
influence on physical he h, mental health, and aggression

-Therefore, to the extefit that economic policy influences national economic activi-
ty, it has always greatly influenced the nation s social well-being as well This study
indicates that on a day-to-day basis nearly all political and deliberate economic
policy decisions which affect the behavior of the national, regional, and local econo-
my may also have a profound effect on many aspects'of the nation's well-being The
potental applicability of this material to policy-making is clear T e only question
is whether this information will be taken into account when onomic policy isformulated

Traditionally, economic policy has not been formula the basis of its objec-
tive implications for national health and well-being Thus it is assumed that high
levels of unemployment a;e undesirable and have untoward implications, but justwhat the magfiitude of those implications is has never been clear .s

Thus, the government has a responsbility to ascertain the guantitative implica-tions of its economic policies because II) economic policies, deliberately or not,
influence much of the nation's health and social behavior, and )2) the government
has exiqing responsibilities to deal with those very problems that are normally
impacted by economic policy decisions such as ill health, mental illness and aggres-sion .

,, 1 , .}r.
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We can obviously no longer afford to drift on these issues which continue to tear
our country apart

The continued absence of a forthright, comprehgnsive economic policy in this
nation, is exacting an 15n mense cost intthe mental and physical health of our
citizens

Drs Louis Kopolow and Frank M Ochberg of the National Institute of Mental
Health in Bethesda, Maryland examined this mental and physical health phenom-
ena last year They noted that among the workers they surveyed there was an
increased incidence of mental breakdowns, and agreeing with Pr Brenner, they
rioted that "yob insecurity, bills, taxes, and the skyrocketing of food prices, and
essential commodities 'are taking their toll on the mental and physical health
of the nation

Their survey further establitshed that unemployment, and its accompanying stress-
ful manifestations, resulted in workers exhibiting a diminishing sense of group

' acceptance, security, prestige and confidence
Providintil further support to Kopolow and Ochberg's findings, is the study of

highly stab e (unemployed). workers conducted in 1975 by Drs Hannah Levin of
City University of New York) and Ralph Straetz of New YorkUniversity) They
expressed the view that

',,'Work is the normal way' of securing a livelihood It confirms one's adult status
The lack of work reflects a sense of dependency If a span cannot fulfill his social
role as a worker:wage earner, he loses respect for himself because he cannot meet
the expectations and responsibilities of his family, friends and community

"Lack of work, especially for a male, puts him in a psychological no-man's land
Hedoesn't feel legitimate anymorenot adult If maturity is measured by having
control over important areas of one's life, how can one feel adult when truly he is
the victim of capricious forces If work contributes identity, self-esteem, status,
meaning and autonomy to person's life, this would lend support to the view that full
employment must be the foundation of any primary prevention mental healthprogram Just as adequate nutrition is necessary for healthy child development,
work may be necessary for healthy adult development

In summary, it seems to me that the wisest-and most prudent thing to do would
be to implement those things that are morally sound, ethically correct, and intelli-
gently Just

Therefore, I believe legislation, mandating a comprehensive national policy on
employment, will help this country solve the negative social costs inherent in
mental and physical breakdowns, and in raging, ciiminal aggression

We cal* afford to pass such legislation, because in the long run it will be less
expensive to do this, than it will be to build bigger and better hospitals and jailsWe cap afford to do thisand more

We certainly nnot afford to do less ----

(

S
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THE SOCIAL C OSTS OF UNEMPLOYMENT

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1979

. CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, D.C.
The csmmittee met, pursuant to notice,.at 10 a. ., in moth 210,

Cannorelouse Office Building, Hon. Parren J. Mitch ll (member of
the committee) presiding.

Present Representative Mitchell.
Also present: David W. Allen and M. Catherine Mi er, professional

staff members; Mark Borchelt, administrative assistant, and Mark
R. Policinski, minority professional staff member.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE MITCHELL, PRESIDING

Representative MITCHELL. Good morning. The baring will now
come to order.

Today we shall bold hearings to address the issue of., the social
costs'of unemployment. The focus of the hearing will be to identify
the physical and mental disorders Associated with unemployment
vanation.*We also are looking forward to receiving testimony on the
correlation of. unemployment and criminal activity. Without the
costs of these two elements incorporated in the calculation of unem-
ployment costs, unemployment is grossly understated. At issue is the
question of whether pockets of unemployment create an atmosphere
that costs society. Are ,there hidden costs to unemployment?

Witave held hearings in this committee to identify the factors that.
e unemployment. We have identified and held earings on educa-

occupational trends, discrimination, and e sundry factors
t are correlated with unemployment. This committee has received44 testimony relating the costs of these factors to the economy. Today,

we shall receive testimony on the costs associated with unemployment.
"' A study, recently completed by Coopers & Lybrand, indicates that

it cost,s dew York City $71.87 per day or approximately $26,000 per
year, fo keep a prisoner locked up. Studies completed by the Con-
gresional Budget Office and the General Accounting Office indicate
that it costs between $191 and $241 per day or $78,000 per year to
maintain a patient in a hospital. If unemployment is highly correlated
with crime, and physical as well as mental health, then we, as a society,
are absorbing the real costs of unemployment. We first must be able
to identif these factors, and second, we must be able to associate
a costuwit i their existence. The economics of unemploy ment must be
invest' d by this committee, not only to find the answer as to
wbs persists, but to measure the degree of its pervasive existence.

oday we have two distinguished witnesses who have researched
. (1)
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two sp4ific aspects of the social cots of unemployment. Before
introducing the witnesses, let me say to all convened here that we
anticipate thAt other members of the Joint Economic Committee IA al
join us. We are facing it very difficult tune in the Congress right now.
We are trying to moe ahead to adjournment day or at least a time
when we can begin pro forma session. Almost all of the committees
of the Congress and subcommittees of the Congress are meeting
simultaneously. Actuallyt, I should be over in the House Banking
Committee this morning. We are marking up the solar bank bill
which came out of my subcommittee; But that h the situation that
we confront here in the Congress and I do hope that others will
join us.

In addition, I would like to introduce Bishop Norton; who is visiting
from Baltimore City We are delighted that r ou can spend some time
with us today.

Mr. M Harvey Brenner, w ho is a professor in the division of
operations research at the Johns Hopkins University, hits done re-
search correlating mental and physical pathology and socioeconomic
status. Miss Ann Witte, who is an associate-professor of economics at
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, one of my favorite
places, has written extensively on the issue's of criminal activity and
unemployment. I would request that both w itnesses now come up
and we will receive your statements I will issue just one brief caveat.
At some period of time this Norning the hells w ill ring. The House is
now in session as evidenced by that little light on the clock. We might
hitve it quorum call, move to approve the .Journal, or a call to go into
a Committee of the Whole. When that call comes, I will just adjourn
the hearings for a brief period of time and run over and answer the
vote and then come right back

I mean it quite sincerely when I say that I am grateful that you
could come up to testify for us this morning Maybe the best.way of
proceeding is to have both w itnes:les give their statements and then
we ill launch into some questions, if that's ptytasfactory w ith both of
you

Mr. Brenner, please proceed in your own manner.

STATEMENT OF M. HARVEY BRENNEit. PROFESSOR, DIVISION OF
OPERATIONS RESEARCH AND DEPARTMENT OF BEHAVIORAL
SCIENCES, THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, BALTIMORE, MD.

Mr. BRENNER. Thank you The prepared statement itself is, if you
w ill, t recently published article "Influence of tht Social Environment
ort Psye.,,hopathology. The Historic Perspective," and w hat I Auld Itke

(';to do 18,:*eview for you what some of the physical appearances of these
relationships between changes in the economy, specifically, unemploy-
ment changes, and physical, mental, criminal, aggression look like.

We have slides prepared for this and it's interesting I think to just
take the reproductions through.

Representative MIT( HELL. Fine. Just proceed as you so desire.
Mr. BRENNER. The first slide shows the relationship between the

suicide mortality rate for the United States from the early 1900's to
the early 1970's in relation to changes in employment. The cross-
hatched line is the suicide mortality rate and the solid line is the
employment index or unemployment index. The reason for the mver-

I j
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sion in the slides you will see is that the basic unemployment data for
the United Statep composed by the Economist habor Guide began
with actual unemployment data si ce the early 1930's rind w as pushed
backward with employment data. ere we have simply converted The
entire series to employment data.

So what we can observe is th fluctuation in suicide mortality in
this graph in conjunction with chtiges in employment. At each point
in the curve, at each cyclical move in employment, we see the inverse
movement in the suicide rate and it's highly stable and predictable
relationship observed in a Dumber of different countries and at dif-
ferent points in time, and is one of the standard indicators of the re-
lationship between symptoms of stress, mental p.athology, and
employment changes. 11 e.]

Next we have the I tioinship between changes in the homicide
rate for 1910 through matched with the same economic indica-
tor. The employment rate, again a very clear inverse' match, at zero
lag, which means that for both suicide and homicide the increases
have tended to occur within 1 year of the increase of unemployment.
I'm sorry, let me take that back just one more moment. The data
here are for the homicide mortality of whites in the age group 25 to
29. This is simply an example of the relationship for this particular
age group and racial group is very similar for the two major racial
groups in this country, and throughout the age-spectrum from infants
to the elderly, but it's particularly pronounced in youth 15 to 24 and
in the 25 to 34 range, this particular relationship, a very stable re-
lationship. [Slide.]

This is the circulatory System mortality rate. It repr'esents some-
thing between 60 And 70 percent of all mortality in the United States.
This particular graph is for non hites in the age group 35 to 39 which
is relatively young for mortality to be due bo circulatory system
disease. There's a lag of approximately 3 years to the peak of mor-
tality for this group of people in relation. to fluctvations in unemploy-
ment with the dow nturn in employment occurting approximately
2 to 3 years, earlier than the mortality rate.

This particular graph represents a bit of an averaging effect because
the true mortality rate extends much ,bey onds3 years for males and
females in our county and other industrialized countries, but the
peak of the relationship tends to occur at about 2 to 3 years after the
downturn. [Slide.]

Here's circulatory system disease mortality for males and females
of middle age, 40 to 44, looking at the opposite movements in unem-
ployment 3 years later. [Slide.]

This is the beginning of a serieNon, the infarie mortality late as it
had teen viewed up to around 1965 with the imagination that there
had been a-very steady downtrend. [Side.]

'With the removal of that downtrenAand its observation of a match-
ing with changes in employment, we see again the identical inverse
relationship to the infant mortality rate as we dp to cardiovascular
mortality, to suicide, to homicide, and many other causes of death.
[Slide.]

This is another view of that looking a). 3-year changes in employ-
ment matched with the inverse, in this case infant mortality under 1
day, which is the most important source of infant mortality-Tin our
country and most industrialized countries. [Slide.]

lt3
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This is an engineer's analysis of the same relationship looking at
wavelike movements in employment of roughl 2 to 4 years,,showing
more precisely the lag in the relationship. It approximately 1 year
in the case of infant mortality. (Slide]

Here we are looking at the older ages. This is the entire mortality
rate for the population of the United States, at 55 to 64 years. There's
normally a long downtrend associated with that mortality which
cannot be seen in these graphs because they have been controlled, and
w hat you are seeing is the residual venation in the mortality rate in
these age groups matched inversely in this case again with a lag of 2
years to changes in employment. [Slide]

This is a smaller change movement in the employment rate as
related to the same mortality rate in the 55 to 64 range for the U.S.
population with a lag of about 3 years. (Slide.]

The age group 65to 74 with a lag of 2 years. [Slide.]
Continuing with that relationship and breaking the relationship

down very finely to look at 3 year changes in it with the same obesrved
relationship. [Slide.]

The age group 75 to 84 years, %%ith again the same relationship
time very easy to see with the naked eye with the lag again of 2 years
of this elderly group or moranearly elderly group. [Slide.]

And finally, the group 85 and over also respond to the same depres-
sed economic conditions and there's more likelihood of their families
lather than themselves responding*. changes in employment. (Slide.]

Here we have for the U.S. StatZ prisoners received for the years
1925 or so through 1950, which is when we peased in the United States
to have national data on an imprisonment by crime. This is what the
picture looks like for burglary, again high inverse, at zero lag; that
means during the same year for a decline in emplojment. [Slide.]

Robbery, in this graph, with the same relationsCp. (Slide]
This is looking at robbery for a State, the State of Massachusetts,

which gives us data into the 1970 period with the same observed
graphic relationships. (Slide]

AndOs is larceny for the same State over the same period matched
with employment. (Slide]

This is mental hospitalization for the United States as a whole
looking at different ages, from the upper left under 15 through the
upper right 15 to 24 years of age. In the middle, 25 to 34, 35 to 44,
45 to 54, and finally 55 to 64, all the same inverse relationship at zero
lag. (Slide]

This is going to be a little harder to read from w here you are sitting
so I'll describe it. It is ft table prepared for the first study I did for the
Joint Economic Committee published in 1976 which gave the equa-
tions whereby the relationship w as computed between these sources of
mortality and mental hospitalization and imprisonment in the United
States.

Keeping in mind per capita income changes, employment changes
and inflation changes and other controls, the significance of this chart
is simply that we can, reasonably well estimate from these equations
how such factors as itnemploy ment relate rather specifically t the
sources of morbidity and mortality holding constant other factors.
(Slide.]

This chart also taken from the earlier Joint Economic Committee
report and indicates for the years roughly 1940 to 1973 the percentage
change in each of these types of pathology for 1-percent increase in

84-523 0 - 82 - 2
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the uneinplo\ merit rate. For suicide, for example, it was 4.1, for State
mental hospital admissions altogether, 3.4 percent; for State )rison
admissions a 1-percent increase in unem ,loment would
e-q-uNaTe-n-I-TpTFcent increase 1 os ftn imprisent, for iomicide, it's

cirrhosis5.7 percent, for rrhosis of the liver its 2 percent, for cardiovascular
renal disease mortality, around 2 percent, and for total mortality for
the Nation as a whole, around 2 percent.

Representative MITCHELL. Ordinarily I don't do this but I'm afraid
I might forget it. Is the correlation fairly constant betty een all cate-
gories' For example, the correlation between suicide and unemploy-
ment, does it correspond roughly to the suicide rate across the board?

Mr. BRENNER. I don'tcnow whether I have understood you,.but
let me try to answer.

Representative MITCHELL. It's kind of rough for me to see.
Mr. BnEs:NER. I know it's distant from the viewer. During the

period 1940 through 1973-1973 was the last year for which data
were available for mortality patterns for the country. During the
period 1940 through 1973, according to the equations we saw earlier
and controlling for inflation and changes in income rid other relevant
variables, with a 1-percent hypothetical Increase unemployment,
we would have, let us say, a 4.1-percent increase i the suicide rate.
Those figures are also given in the article. There s a table, suicide, in
this case, which occurs at the middle of the chart in your last column,
your right-most column, occurs as a 4.1-percent increase. I'm sorry.
Have I answered you correctly?

Representative MITCHELL. Yes, because I picked it up on another
table. When I looked at your levels of significance on table 4 it pretty
much answers the question that I was asking.

Mr. BRENNER. Yes. These are statistically significant relations
throughout the period.

Representative MITCHELL And they remain fairly constant v:412
each category?

Mr. BP.E:N IN Eli\ That is correct. This is the result of that generaA
study. The Joint Economic Committee e5,,anc.imists subsequently went-
on to attempt to compute dollar costs for hospitalization, morlmlity,
loss of productivity, imprisonment-7the kinds of numbers that you
were giving earlier as you introduced the se-ion, Congret-man
Mitchell. [Slide.]

And as a result of that effort, they were able to compute for Ich
of the major categories the total cost for a 1.4-percent increasethe
1.4 percent which for instance occurred duling 1970 would hypo-
thetically be equivalent in those -terms to sofriething on the order of
$6.6 billion in costs if we were to evaluate that in dollar cost terms.

There are many, however, who object to this latter kind of analysis
to attempt to puf these in dollar terms, not only for the typcs of
changes that have occurred in the rtlative expenditures in these
areas but because there's something not quite humane about dealing
with the social costs in simple dollar values. [Slide.]

This is the last thing I'll show. It is some of the more recent work
I have been in oh ed in. j ooking - pacifically at 3 outh unemployment,
this is the simple computed difference chart between the 3 oath and total
unemploy-ment.rates. We can see that relatiry to the total unemploy-
ment rate the youth unemployment rate has climbed at a fhlrly
steady pace, almost linearly, since prior to 1950, since WorldWar IL
[Slide.)
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The next chart shows the ratio of youth unemployment to total
unemployment from 1947 to 1976. SN're have found within the last
several months that it is this particular ratio, the ratio of Youth-to-.

totafunemployrnent that is most -as unemplo merit measurements.
1 7-dmost severe y in% o T1 % e ili-the-Ti-eal: variety of aggression and crime

statistics. (Slide.)-
--Again, you willnot be able to see this because it turns out to be too
small on the chart, but N\ hat w e have here are a series of equations for
sources of mortality pertaining particularly to y outh suicide, homicide,
automobile accident mortality, in w hich this ratio of youth to total
unemployment plays a highly significant part. So that we can apply
the same kind of statistical measures that you saw in evaluating the
impact of unemployment, particularly in this instance for youth, to
the criminal justice measures [Slide I

This is an equivalent chart to the one you saw earlier relating a 1-
percent changein this case to a 1-percent change in the ratio of youth
to total unemploymentto a variety of sources of aggression and
criminal activity that particularly- pertain to youth mortalityin the
homicide area, the motor vehicle accident area, and suicide areas, for
personal injury, including assault, homicide, forced rape, and a variety
of crimes to persons$A1 sources of data that are pertinent to this
problem we used ranging from crimes known to police to arrest rates
to actual mortality data with statistics \kith very much the same kind
of results.

For instance, the arrest rate for assault for the United States over
the period 1947 i17-1770-Tor fhe age group 15 to 19has- tended to in-
e-rease-bY 6.7-pereent-Wifh-a 1-percent increaseiTaLth-e youth to total

lthemplo_yrnent- ratio For 20- to 24:year-olds., it's a little higher. It's
percen minanorrilcide, it's_consideraf)ly higher for that.

For the 15- to 19-year-olds, the increase in criminal homicide is 12,2
percentjor 20:76 24-year-olds, it's 17.2 percent That is the general
range of the types-of findings that on a national statistical basis we

-tend to observe. )Slide,]
This is a picture of the attempt to predi in this case the nonwhite

male ju enile homicide mortality rate u g a multivaried predictor)
v hich irs ludes the youth to total unern yment rate ratio. The black
line is the actual juvenile homicide in tat rate and the dotted line
is our expected rate based on the e a ion (Slide.)

The same kind of approach here for the rate of crimes known, in this
case the crime of robbery, wifrre the predictor is our overall model, and
the key variable is the youth to total unemployment rate. [Slide.)

The same for auto theft.
That is the end of the slides The porint of view ing the material in

this w ay rather than simply looking at the numbers is one that I be-
lieve gets something of a sense of the reality of the actual movements of
these data through time coincident with changes in the economy,
particularly with those bearing on the issue of unemployment.

As a very last point, in answer to questions that you put to me in
your letter of October 23 askin,g , specifically whether these kinds of
data c ould be disaggregated to reflect age, region and further nonw hite
racial breakdowns, the answer is certainly "Yes." It's simply a matter
of conducting such a study One could do this by States or regions of
the United States, by city of any size or type, by white, nonwhite
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breakdowns, or "within a nonwhite category black versus oriental.
These data are available certainly for mortality, for criminal justice
data in most instances, especially for arrests and for mortality we have
them for white and nonwhite breakdowns. So such studies could cer-
tainly be done. That would be laarticularly relevant to the last portion

. of the testimony in the forth of this article v,hich contains an updated
model of the one that I used in the earlier testimony and report for the
Joint Economic Committee which includes one other major factor
which is rapid economic growth, which for many of these indicators of
pathology has turned out to be. a rather damaging source of stress
condition of unemployment, inflation, and rather beneficial features
for the long-term economic growth. Thank you.

[The prepared serlement of Mr. Brenner, entitled "Influence of the
Social Environment on Psychopathology. The Historic Perspective,"
follows:I

4
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ANN DRYDEN WITTE

Uncmpkymenl and Crime Insights From Resecirch on Indundua la

Most research on the relationship between unemployment and crime, such as
Professor Brenner's, has used data for jurisdictions (e g , cities, states, nations)
rather than data for indis Kiwis (Such data is referred to as aggregate data since
its obsersations are obtained by the aggregation of data for individuals in the
jurisdiction ) Yet, the theory and intuition which lead us to believe that un-
employment and crime are related is based on beliefs about the way in which
individuals behase Rescarch u-ing aggregate data is only able to provide reliable
insights about indisidual behasior if certain restrictise assumptions hold. In
practice, the assumptions necessary to make inferences concerning individual
behasior from aggregate data rarely hold Thus, in order to truly test our theories
concerning the way in which unemployment affects an individual's tendency to
commit crimes, we must use individual data.

To date, there are two distinct types of research which can provide insight into
the w ay in w hich unemploy ment affects an individual's criminality. The first
type of research has been mainly theoretical and has been concerned with the
nature of labor markets for indisnitials committing crimes and with the way in
which labor markets affects criminality. This type of research is reviewed in
Section 1 and 2 below. The second type of research, surveyed in Section 3, has
been largely atheoretical and is designed to es aluate programs to improve the
labor market performance of criminals After surveying each type of research we
will, in Section 4, combine insights from both and assess what we know about the
relationship between unemployment and crime f rum studie.0 which use individualdata.

I THE NATURE OF LABOR MA Rh ETS FOR THOSE CON,. ICTED OF CRIMES

Our knowledge of The nature of labor markets for these who commit crimes
comes mainly from re larch on the labor market performance of prison releasee,
generally parolees The labor market performance of Federal parolees (Glaser,
1964, Pov,nall, 1969), Massachusetts parolees (Evans, 1966, 1968, Cook, 1973,
1975) Michigan parolees (Hardin, 1975 and Borus, Hardin and Terry, 1976),
North Carolina prison releasees (paroled and unconditionally released) (Witte,
1975, Witte, 1976, Witte and Reid, 1980), Wisconsin parolees (Fey erherm, 1976)
and Canadian releasees (Waller, 1974) have been studied in detail.

The situation of a correctional releasee immediately after release depends on the
nature of his/her correctional experience, the type of release (supervised or un-
supervised) and the as ailability of family and community services. Probationers
and releasees from community correctional facilities/generally have established
labor market ties (if they es er will) and are relatisely well prepared to cope with
freedom as their actis sties base generally not been greatly constrained by their
correctional experience ParoleesIgencrally !lase a job prior to release as having ajob is often a prior condition to role Generally, the job. obtained by parolees
are of a low wage, low skill nature and parolees often experience substantial job
instability as they seek to improve their labor market position. The labor market
position of unconditional, rcleasees from prison and jails is perhaps most difficult
although the e-tablishment of work release, prison industries that pay wages and
pre-release programs has eased their plight in some areas Such individuals have
few resources other than gate money,' and are, thususually forced to accept the
first job offered.

Existing es 'deuce seems to indicate that employment for correctional releasees
depends on the conditions in local labor markets Evidence surveyed by Cook and
Witte seems to indicate that prison releasees hase little trouble finding jobs
although the jobs found are usually rather dismal Howeser, Feyerherm's study
of a cohort of Wisconsin parolees during the 1974 recession found that only half of
the releasees studied were able to find full-time employ ment within a month of
release,

Most studies find unemployment rates for prison releasees which greatly exceed
those for comparable population groups Howes er these studies generally find, in

*Glaser (1964, p 319) found that 85 percent of his sample of Federal releases had
no external aavings and the median savings of the remaining 15 percent was 1433 Pownall
(1909. p 182) found the median amount of cash possessed by men In bit post- releasesurvey was only, $50 Inditiduals who bare been on work release are often considerably
better off Men In Witte's work release sample bad savings from the work release jobs
which averaged over $400 on release (Witte, 1976, p 36). 1r

2
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contrast to Feyerherm, that unemployment does not usually result, from an in-ability to find a job, but rather from short periods of leisure, job search and illegalactivity between frequent job changes.
Jobs obtained by prison releasees are generally low skilled and often transientin nature. Witte found the jobs on release of 54 percent of the North Carolinareleasees studied to be classified in the three lowest skill categories of the U.S.Department of Labor's occupational classifications. Even an alserage three yearsafter release, 39 percent of these prison releasees still occupied jobs that were soclassified. As a result, at least partially, of low skill, employment tends to beconcentrated in large manufacturing industries employing mainly unskilled orsemi-skilled labor (textiles in North Carolina, metal working in Wisconsin), inservices industries and construction. When the jobs of prison releasees requireskills, they usually require mechanical skills rather than skills related to data orpeople. Common occupations are manufacturing operative, craftsman (e.g.painters, cement finishers) and non-farm laborer.
Earnings on release tend to be low relative to comparable population groups.Pownall found his Federal releasees to earn only approximately alf the medianincome of the population as a whole and Feyerherm's releasees ear ed only approx-imately 65 percent of the average weekly wage of production work in Wisconsin.Witte found that even approximately three years after release, the 'orth Carolinareleasees she studied earned a mean annual income only 70 percent,of that earnedby all adult males in a similar geographic area. However, these releasees earnedsubstantially above (2Y. times) the mean income of those below the poverty line.Interestingly, the only two studies which include unconditional releasees as wellas parolees (Waller, 1974 and Witte and Reid, 1980), find that parolees havesignificantly lower wages than do unconditional releasees. This would seem,toindicate the desireability of reorienting traditional supervisory activities (e.g.,probation and parole) toward labor market improvement At the least, supervisionshould not be allowed to depress labor market performance.As noted above, all studies find marked instability of employ ment among prisonreleasees. Cook found the Massachusetts releasee in his sample to, on the average,have a new job every three months 1Pownall found that his Federal releaseesremained on their first job a median period of only 4.1 months and on their lastjob only slightly longer, 5 2 months. Using a longer follow-up period (average

37 months), Witte found median job tenure of 10 months In general the availableevidence seems to indicate that this labor market instability is chosen, as mostjob terminations are voluntary.
Considering the previous descriptive work as a whole, one might paint thefollow ing picture of the labor market performance of the typical pnson releasee.On or shortly after release (within two to three weeks), the releasee generally ob. ,1tainF, a low skill, low paying lob as a manufacturing operative or nonfarm laborer

which (s)he maintains for only a slwrt period (3 to 4 months). Through time, thelobs of releasees improve only moderately in terms of pay and skill level. The
releasee's employment pattern is generally that of frequent job changes with shortperiods of unemployment beta een jobs. For many releasees (approximately one-third), labor market activity is also frequently interrupted by periods of im-prisonment The low shills and unstable work patterns of prison releasees meanthat they generally earn substantially less than comparable general population

a groups However, their annual incomes are substantially above those of individualsbelow the poverty line.
A numb* of studies (Cook, 1973, Hardin, 1975, Bor Hardin and Terry,1976; Witte and Reid, 1980) have explored the, determina s of labor market per-

formance of prison releasees. These studies have f that labor market per-formance is most affected by the race and sex of he individual, by familial re-sponsibilities, by the nature of the individual- previous work experience andcurrent job, and in some cases by the type of correctional program in which anindividual had participated The negative findings of these studies are at I st asimportant as the positive ones. Perhaps, the most interesting of these gativefindings are that previous criminal record generally has no effect on labo market
performance and that an individual's level of education affects neith earningsnor other measures of labor market performance The findings of these studiessuggest both policies whicji are potentially effective in improving labor market
performance and policies which are likely not to be effective Specifically, the re-sults indicate that, on the positive side, programs designed to provide sthble jobrecctrds and to papule full tune, regular employ ment in high wage, high skill
industries and octSpations are likely to be effective in improving labor market
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performan*ce Further, it appears that some type of graduated release may leads
to better performance On the negative side, the results raise considerable doubts
about the effectiveness of traditional supervisory programs (parole) and pro-
grams designed to improve general educational attainment.

2. THE RELATIONSHIP FACIU,01 mENT AND CRIME FOR INDIvIDUAL.8

To date, there have been few attempts to explore directly the relationship
between unf triple)), ment and (Aber measures of labor market performance and
crime using individual date Cook (1975) .provides a survey of early work and
Sickles, Schmidt and INitte(1979) and Witte (1980) are examples of more recent
work. I have continued to work with individual data to f xplore the relationship
between labor market performance and crime and the following conclusions are
based on this additional work as well as work that is current]) available. This
work provides consi stent but weak support for the expected inverse r'elationship
between wage and crime and weak, if any support, for the expected relationship
between unemployment and crime To date the strongest relationship between
labor market performance and crime which has been found is that between em-
ployment stability (a measure of cniploy ment satisfaction) and crime.

As a whole these results seem to indicate that it is not so much individual un-
emplo_yment per se which c.tit:e, crjrne,..lut rather_the_ failure to find relatiVely
lugh_yort......413,7firernploNnient From this individual work it appears that
increases in tineinpluyrarnTl'a the general recession in economic activity usually

(associated with such increases may not greatly- affect the level of crime directly,'
but may do so indirectly by decreasing the availability of desirable employment
opportunities.

At number of sociologists and radical economists have suggested that the labor
markets in our economy are be coming increasingly segmented. Desirable jobs
(primary sector job) with high wages, good benefits, employment stability, and
advancement opportunities are only open to the well trained, conforming mem-
bers of our society like those of us attending these hearings. For the less well
educated, non-conforming individuals who commit most crimes only transitory,
dead end jobs in "secondary labor markets" are av ailable. These jobs provide
elatively low income, fail to provide skill training or advancement opportunities

and generally breed frustration and/or boredom.
If The cyclical nature of economic activity during the 1970's has caused many

large firms to provide fewer primary jobs than would have been the case in earlier
periods. Fearing fluctuations in demand and the difficulties (e g., bad publicity,
benefit payments) involved in terminating permanent employees, these firms meet
increased demand in periods of prosperity by hiring temporary employees and
sending work out to relatively- small vendors. When demand falls back, it is quite
easy to terminate temporary employees and decrease the amount of work sent out
to vendors While this type of decision making is quite rational from the point of
view of the businesses involved, it means that fewer desirable jobs are generated
by high lex.els of e(onfimic activity than would otherwise be the case Given the

'research sin vey ed above, it may be this aspect of highly cyclical economic activity
rather than unemploy ment per se which is assoc ia fed w ith inc re ased c riminality.

Reoeirt work by the Vera Institute (Sviricioff and Thompson, 1979) and Rand
(Petersilia, et al., 1977) have also indicated that the relationship between unem-
ployment and crime is far more complex than indicated by the statement "un-
employment causes crime". This research suggests that the nature of the rela-
tionship between unemployment and crime depends on the type of crime and type
of individual involved. SNiraioff and Thompson identify four distmet types of
relationships between unemployment and crime. First, some types of crime (white
collar crime, employee theft) require jobs in order to be possible. For those types
ot-ifime, one would expect a decrease rather than an increase as unemployment
rises Second, same offs riders mix employment and crime These individuals either
"moonlight" in criminal activ.ides or use their le gitimate iol, as a front (e g., fences,
drug dealers) For this group like the first employ ment and crime go hand in hand.
For individuals moe,nlighting in crime, unemployment may increase criminal
activity as predicted by our simple triode's, however, fur those using legitimate
ernplument as a front, unemployment may Make criminal activity more difficult
and may lead to decreased rather than increased illegal activity. Third,
some offenders, particularly younger offenders, appear to alternate berv,een em-
ployment and crime Fur these individuals unemployment or dropping out of the
labor force" generally indicates a switch from legal to illegal income generating
employment rather than unemployment as we normally perceive its For individ-

(7)
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uals in this grou0 p, we would expect either a rise in unemploy ment or a drop in labor
force participation to be associated with increased criminal activity. It, appears
that it is for this group that our simple model, "unemplo mint causes crime", is
most relevant.

Finally, there appears to be a small group (5 to 10 percent of property yftenders)
that are firmly committed to crime as their primary means of support. For this
group, enemploy ment or non-participation in the labor market is a way of life.
We would expect no relationship between unemployment and crime fur this group.
Note that we only expect decreased employment to be associated,with decreased
criminal activity for individuals in gruup three discussed above and sure individ-
uals in group two. iuwever, one might well expect a direct relationship between
he quality of job d decreased criminal activity fur some member of all of the
ret three groups /' is may provide at least a partial explanation fur the stronger

r lationship found between job quality and crime than between unemployment
and crime at the individual level. ' 4.

.
8. INSIGHTS FROM THE PROGRAM EVALUATION LITERATURE

Numerous programs have been develuped which are designed to improve an
individual'e,economic viability. These programs are usually ,,based, at least im-
plicitly, on4he assumption that improved economic viability will lower criminal
activity. Careful evaluation of programs of this type give insight into the relation-
ship between economic viatility and crime as w ell as suggesting particular pro-
grams which are likely to be effective in lowering criminal activity. As a w hole,
the results of employment related program evaluations provide only weak support
for our simple model, "unemployment causes crime." However, these programs
provide somewhat more support for satisfying employ ment experiences and
econolhieviability being associated with decreased criminal actie ity.

Evaluations of pretrial intervention projects which prov ide employment oriented
assistance find that such programs are more effective for adults than Juveniles
and that they decrease criminality in the short, but not he long run (Rovner-
Pieczenik, 1970, Taggart, 1972). Evaluations of vocational training and remedial
education projects in prison, parole, or probation settings have almost uniformly
found that such programs have insignificant effects on both labor market, perform-.
ance and criminality. Evaluations of work programs in prison (e.g. wotk release,
prison industries) have had mixed results. These evaluations generally show that
such programs,reduce the cost of running a prison system (s e Cooper, 1968,
National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, 1 8a and 1978b)
but have reached conflicting conclusions regarding the effect of sue programs on

. Criminal activity. On the one hand, evaluations of California' and North
Carolina's work release programs indicate that work relcasees cumin either less
crime or less serious crime when released frum prison than do releasees Ao do
not participate in the program. Ou the other, ev aluatiuns of Massachusetts' and
Florida's work release programs ihoveo beneficial effects. We could learn much
from a thorough evaluation of w Ft y sume Vr u r k release programs appear to reduce
criminal activity while others do not.

In the early 1970's two new programs, transitionaltpid and supported work,
aimed at improving the economic viability of released ufreiders in the c orrtm unity
were implemented and produced promising results. The transitional aid program,
begun in Baltimore in October, 1977 by a nonprofit research orgalization provided
financial aid and job placement services to offenders in the ptliod immediately
following their release from prison. This program called,j..IFE (Living Insurance
for Ex-Prisoners) carefully selected a pool of "high risk nun addicted, property
offenders from Maryland Corrections Department releasees returning to the
Baltimore area. An evaluation of the effects of thI program indicated (1) individ-
uals receiving only job placement services bad neither better employ nu nt records
nor criminal records thain those who rellemd no surviccs, and (2) that those
receiving financial aid had no better employment records, but did have signifi-
cantly fewer arrests for property crimes. A be nefit-cost analysis (Mallar and
Thornton, 1978) indicated that we as a society were better off having made pay-
ments to the releasees that not having done so the social 1)( nefits of the LIFE
program exaraded its social cost.

The supported work program, begun in New York City in 1972by the Vera
Institute of justice, provided subsidized employment in a "low stress" environ-
ment for ex-addicts meeting certain requirements. In the support work program,
the "treatment" is work itself in a supportive en virunrm nt that feature s graduated
stress, peer support and close supervision. The program also features special
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challenges, for example, offering cash bonuses or "psychic rewards" for good
performance, in an attempt to wean participants for old habits inappropriate to
work life.' An'interim evaluation of the program effects indicated that individuals
who participated in the program turned more, required fewer welfare benefita,
and were arrested less often than controls. Further, as was the case for transitional
aid, a benefit cost analysis indicated that the social benefits emanating from the
program substantially exceeded social costs. (See Friedman, 1977 for additional
details). .>
' Due.partially to the above favorable evaluations, but probably due more to the

attractilthnesstof economic approaches to clime to an increasingly conservative
national mood, both the transitional aid and supported work programs were
rapidly expanded.- Fortunately, these expansions were subject to careful- err
yerimental evaluation and at least partial results are currently avallaiile. Un-
surprisingly, the nature of buth programs were substantially modified during
expansion. We will discuss each expanded program in turn and the evaluation
results currently available.

V

The transition aid program, renamed TARP (Transitional Aid Research
Project), was operated in Georgia and Texas by the State Department of Correc-
tions and Employment Security Offices and made available to individuals released
from jail and prison between January and July 1976. This program made
transitional aid payments available to all Departnient of Corrections releasees
returning to areas with Employment Service Offices (mainly urban areas) and to
selected groups of those returning to areas of the state K ithout such offices. There
are a large number of differences between LIFE and TARP, two are particularly
important. Fist, while under the LIFE program, employment and legal earnings

.merely deferred payments, under the TARP program, employment and legal
earning actually decreased payments. Thus, while the LIFE program gave few if
any work disincentives, the TARP program provided often large incentives not to
work. Second, TARP pay ments were given to all eligible releasees while LIFE
payments were given only to non-addicted, property offenders. Evaluation results
indicate no significant differences in criminality between individuals receiving
transitional aid payments and those who did not. Further, individuals receiving
transitional aid were found to work less and earn lower incomes than individuals
who received no aid. This latter effect is probably the result of the work
disincentive in the TARP program noted above. When the work disincentive
effect f transitional aid payments is controlled, evaluation results indicate' that
releas s in Texas, cut not Georgia, who received transitional aid payments had
signifi antly fewer property arrests than individuals who received no such pay-
ments. (See Rossi, Berk and Lenihan, 1980 for add&tional details.)

The supported w urk program was expanded originally to thirteen cities and to
include three target groups in addition to ex-addicts (1) nnen who had received
AFDC welfare payments for substantial periods of time,, (2) prison and jail re,
leas( es, and (3) young school clrop outs. The program was administered by diverse
groups in the various location ranging from governmental bodies to non-profit
community grou.ps. While the exact program and nature of job available varied
from location to location, the new programs were quite similar to the original.
Results. for the first eighteen months of the expanded program are currently
available (Max flan! et al. 1979). For ex-offenders they indicate significantly im-
proved laboi market performanckonly during program participation although
significant welfare payment decreases continue even after ex-offenders leave the
program. There i' no significant decrease in reported criminal activity for ex-
offender, either while they are in the-program of after termination. However, ex-
addicts participants do significantly decrease their criffiniTrt\tivity. These results
are disappointing for ex-offender but support the on rc--'ults for ex-addicts.
Final Judgment [mkt await final re,ults %Ouch AIR only be available later. Some
additional -opport for providing supported wurk environments comes from a
recent evaluation of the job corps (Mallar, 1979). The evaluation found significant
decreases in Arrests for corpsmen after program completion.

Taken as a K i101e the program ev al tuition lit( rat ure supports coin lusinns 9irmlar
to tilt more theoretical literature surveyed in Sc toms 1 ancr2. Unerripin) merit per
se only appears to be 'weakly rrlated to criminal activity. However, re vtarang,,
K irk experli nces and « (imam( 1,rbility appear to be more strongly 'associated
with decreased criminal activity.

'This description was given by personnel of the. Vera Institute of Justice who ran
the original supported work program'. ,,
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4. WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT THE RELATIONSHIP BETBLE.N EMPLO1MENT AND
CRIME FROM STUDIES OF INDIVIDUALS?

The literature surveyed aboVe is highly diverse and as a whole prfivides onlyweak support for our simple model "unemployment causes crime.', Rather, this
literature indicates that if we are to understand the relationship eta een ernploy-
ment and crime we roust narrow our perspective in some Rays id broadenit inothers First, we must broaden our perspective in the sense that e must consider
the whole issue of economic viability, rather than just employ ent per se. In
addition, we must consider the-quality of job as well as simpl whether an ib-
divirital is employed. Second, we must narrow our perspe in the sense thatthe nature of the relationship' between employment a crime varies with the
type of offender'and type of offense under consideration. % employment may lead
to violent crimes simply bet auseunempluy ment allows more time for interpersonal
contact in non-structured env ironments, and often +uses greater family stress.
Unemployment may lead to less white collar crime and en loyee theft because of
lack ot. opportunity, but to more traditional (e.g., larceny, robbery) property
crime and other illegal activities (e g., gambling, drug sales) as individuals sub-oillegal for legal employment.

Individual research provides more support for the potential effectiveness in
reducing clime of either providing economic viabili directly (e g., cash pay-
ments) orroviding revmarding work experiences (e.g , s ported-work, desirable
jobs) than for simply reducing the unemployment-rate lowever, the relatively
wide cyclical economic swings which we have experienced during the 1970's may
be at least partially responsible far the failure of more criminals and potential
criminals to obtain desirable jobs Thus, it appears from the research to date that
unemployment may increase crime both directly and indirectly. Indtvidual re-
search to date indicates that the direct effect of unemployment on crime may be
quite small and limited to that relatively small group of individuals who alternate'
between legal and illegal employment However, this individual reseal-eh also
indicates that theindirect effect of highly cyclical economic activity may be much
greater. Such cyclical economic conditions appeak to decrease the number of
desirable jobs vs Inch our economy provides. From exiting research, itappears that
it is possession of such desirable jobs that NA a major effect on an individual's
criminality not simply employment per se. .
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Mr. HAWKINS. Ms. Baum, do you have any comments to make?
Ms. BAUM. No, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. The first witness before the subcommittee today is

Mr. Jesse Brewer, deputy chief, Los Angeles Police Department.
Chief Brewer, it is with personal satisfaction that I welcome you

as the first witness today. We are fully aware.of your distinguished
career Tn law enforcement and I am sure Mr. Washington, from
whose city you migrated sometime ago, is delighted also to renew
acquaintanceship with you.

I wish to commend you on the recent appointment to this impor-
tant post in law enforcement in Los Angeles. I have yet to hear one
individual, either in the community or in the law enforcement
field, who was not gratified by your promotion to this particular
position.

While we rely heavily on the law enforcement community and
look forward to your contribution in this particular field, I realize
that we have to assist also. I certainly want to pledge to you the
full cooperation and assistanc this subcommittee in terms of
trying to make your job a little easier, if that is possible. We
handle perhaps as many corapfaints as you probably do, and cer-
tainly we join with you in a partnership in trying to do construc-
tive things in order to elimin4e,the rising crime rate that seems to
afflict our local community and Aumerous communities across this
country.

STATEMENT OF JESSE BREWER, DEPUTY CHIEF, LOS ANGELES
POLICE DEPARTMENT

Mr. BREWER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Congressman Hawkins, Congressman Washington, and Congress-

man Peyser, I thank you for the opportunity to appear before you- .

this morning. I want to give you my responsibility oh the Los
Angeles Police Department first

The city of Los Angeles is divided into four geographical bu-
reausValley, West, Central, and South. Each of those bureaus is
responsible for all law enforcement operations within that particu-
larbureau. I am the commanding officer of the South Bureau. My
bureau falls primarily south of the Santa Monica Freeway and it is
divided into four geographic areasSoutheast, -Southwest, 77th,
and Harbor.

We also have a traffic division which operates out of Harbor, but
it covers., the entire South Bureau.

My Orpose today is not to show that the unemployed are more
prone toward criminality, hence the high crime rate in the inner
city. Rather, iziay goal is to show some correlation between an
increasing crime rate and an increase in the unemployment rate.
My frame of reference will be localthecity of Los Angelesits
problems of increasing crime and an unemployment rate nearly as
chronic as the national problem.

I have' been a resident of this city for almost 30 years and have
observed first hand the early growth and subsequent deterioration
of many business establishments located in its economically de-
prived areas I have vivid memories of thriving business establish-
ments in the areas of Slauson-Vermont, Broadway-Manchester,
Vermont-Manchester, Santa Barbara-Crenshaw, and Florence-Ver-

2-
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mont. Today, the blight and deterioration of these areas are evil,-
dent, even to the nonresident casual observer. Business failures are
obvious. The decline of shoppers to support those businesses is--.....
evident.

These shopping centers have been displaced by the growth of
modern suburban shopping malls where commodities are more rea-
sonably priced and shopping is carried on in a more secure atmts-
phere. I believe this flight to suburbia and the.resulting business
failures are at least partially attributable to the growing crime
problem in these areasproblems which have created increasing
business costs in terms of insurance and security measures.

This crime problem I am rsferring to is occurring in that area of
the city located south of the Santa Monica Freeway where the
crime rate perennially exceeds that of the total city. For example,
citywide in 1980 compared to 1979, the violent crimes of homicide,
robbery and aggravated assault increased by 18, 20, and 12 percent
respectively These same crimes in South Central Los Angeles in-
creased by 31, 24, and 26 percent respectively in 1980 compared to
1979.

I think the domino effect of crime on unemployment kin the
ecorittnically deprived areas of the city is a reality. Incre
crime has a direct relationship on increasing business oper ing
costs These costs in turn contribute to the failure and closure of
individual business establishments. BuSiness failures in those areas
reduce job availability of area residents, many of whom work
where they live.

As to consequence, residents must seek employmen1 in other
areas of the. city, which creates a separate problem for most
transportation. Few of these people have adequate private trans-
portation, and the public system offers little assistance in reaching
potential areas of employment in suburbia.

What is the result of this dilemma? Massive unemployment in
the lower socioeconomic areas of the city.

I have seen the reality of this phenomenon in my 29 years in law
enforcement in thi4 city. Throughout the years, I have witnessed
the growing numbers of the unemployed loiterink and wandering
aimlessly about the streets, particularly in those same economic
areas In my view, these numbers have increased in recent years in
the city of Los Angeles, much as the crime rate and gang related
activity have shown an increase.

For example, the 1980 annual unemployment average [7.4 per-
cent] for the city increased 1.2 percent over the 1979 figureof 6.2
percent Although I have no substa iating evidence, it is generallyntrn
conceded by some that the unemplo ent rate in uth Central
Los Angeles is three to four times hig er than that s Angeles
County, which as of July 1981 was 7 percent. It i my personal
belief, although no supporting evidence exists to my knowledge,
that the lack of jobs contributes to the gang related violence in the
lower economic areas of the city. I feel very personally that some
kind of activity, positive and productive, would divert these young
people away from that gang violence.

In summary, I believe my original premise is supported by the-
crime and unemployment statistics previously given and by nearly
30 years of personal observations of the changing demographic and

P.
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economic conditions within the city. I do not belikve the reverse
premise would come truethat a reduction in crime would neces-
sarily be followed by a decreasing unemployment rate. The prob-
lems of crime and unemployment are too complex for such a sim-

, plistic solution. I only hope that I have succeeded in motivating the
members of this subcommittee toward a unified effort on a nation-
al level to solve these, paralyzing social ills.

That is the 'end of my statement. If you have any questions, I
would be happy to respond to them.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Chief Brewer.
The subcommittee is seriously concerned, as you well know, with

the impact of budget cuts in various programshousing, health,
job training, and so on, ftnd how this may increase criminal activi-
ty, among other social disorders.

We are fully aware, as I thinl Mr. Peyser just indicated, of the
impact of the cutback in CETA on the youth program here in the
Museum of Science and Industry, just to cite one such example.

Assuming that these cuts, which will become effective in Octo-
ber, are felt within the community of Los Angelesthat is, that
many of the social agencies, such as the community health facili-
ties, the juvenile delinquency program, other such programs deal-
ing with gang violence, and the various programs within the city
schools that also deal with the problemwould you anticipate that
there 'may be an adverse impact on the question of law enforce-
ment, that this will in some way impact on the ability of the police
department to deal with the serious crimes that are ordinarily

Its committed; or even the street muggings and petty robberies and
the other activities identified with the gang activity?

Mr. BREWER. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I believe it will have an ad-
verse impact upon law enforcement. As you probably know, the
department itself has been cut back because of the cuts in the
city's operating budget. So, therefore, we are really operating
under strength of what we think will be an adequate number of
police officers on the street to create a deterrent to some of the
criminal activity that takes place.

But more importantly, I think that young people, if they are
working and if they are involved in programs that take them off
the streets and which keep them focused and directed toward
making something of themselves to give them some self-respect, I
think that as long as we keep them involved in those kinds 9f
pursuits, just that in itself will be a detriment to the kind of
criminal activity we see today.

Most of the young people who are involved in gang related
activity in my part of the city are unemployed. I feel that because
of the fact that work and education would take up most of their
time, it would leave very little idle time for them to become in-
volved in criminal activity.

Mr. HAWKINS. Do you make any distinction between just a job
and the quality of the job? It has been stated that there are various
employment opportunities available in Los Angeles. This generally
refers to low paying jobs at or near the minimum wage and jobs
that are not classified as skilled jobs.

Do you believe that there is some distinction that should be
made between this type of employment and a type of employment

23
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opportunity for an individual at the Slow scale which would allow
that individual to advance, so that the hope of eventually achieving
a skilled and a'higher paying job will be held out to the youth and
to others who are seeking employment?

In other words, IS any job to be classified as a type of employ-
ment opportunity that would be conducive to, let us say, reducing
criminal aggression?.

Mr. BREWER. Yes, Mr. Chairman. I Teel that it is important that
they have jobs available to them that will give them some future,
either in training, in obtaining a skill; or at least give them some
hope of progressing upward into possibly more pay and providing
them with a skill that they can use in later life. I feel that is very
important, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.
Mr. Washington.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Chief BreWef, it was a pleasure reminiscing

with you this morning about Chicago and some of the people and
places and programs and landinarks, many of whic ilyou would not
recognize if you traveled back there. All I can say iFlhat Chicago's
loss is Lcts Angeles' gain, but we would like to have you back.

Many of the things you said about this area, of course, apply Ito
our old home of Chicago. Let me ask you this. You state that there
is a correlation between high unemployment and the incidence's of
crime, particularly in the economic area. Do you detect among the
people who frequent your workshop and your establishment also, a.
lack of training as well as lack of unemployment? There is a
correlation at that level, too?

Mr. BREWER. Yes, there is. Most of the people we deal withand
I am talking about the people we have to introduce into the crimi-
nal justice processare people who normally do not have proper
education, Who are high school dropouts, who lack the basic skills
to apply for a job and hold a job, and who do not recognize that it
is important that they be punctual or that they provide 8 hours
work for 8 hours pay. Those are the kinds of people that we deal
With day in and day out.

Yes, I agree with that, Congressman Washington.
,Mr. WASHINGTON. This 'is a subjective question. I suppose most

conclusions one could draw in this area are relatively subjective.
But even from the vantage point of your position, where you see all
sorts of examples of social disorganization, would you hazard a
guess relative to the ambitions and desires of the people whom you

'are forced to deal with?
, I am thinking primarily of the young people. Is it your feeling
that perhaps if job opportunities were opened up instead of cut
back, and more importantly, if there were adequate job training
opportunities available, what would your response be relative to
that? What would happen among the percentage of people whom
you have to deal with? Would there be more ambition, more inspi-
ration? Would it provide a sort of succession effect to pall people
out of the level of social disorganization and crime they are in
now? And if job and job training opportunities were increased
rather than cut back, would it pull those people into gainful em-
ployment?
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Mr. 13REwER. I am willing to hazard a guess. I believe that
certainly that is an important factor in diverting people to a life
without crime, a life that they feel that they have some respect for
self and, therefore, that they can go out and earn enough money to
live comfortably as other people do in this society.

So if they have no hope and they do not see any hope on the
horizon, then I think they do become involved in criminal activi-
ties, bftiptse they still have the same aspirations, they *till want
the sam luxuries that anyone else wants, that is, a nice car, a
place to live and clothing to wear. If they feel that they are unable
to obtain those things legally, then I can see them getting involved
in criminal activity.

Mr. WASHINGTON. So motivation is clearly a factor?
Mr. BREWER. Oh, yes, very definitely.
Mr. WASHINGTON. There is also a negative effect. If it is per-

ceived that opportunities for jobs are lessened, if it is perceived
that avenues toward_higher education are cut back, then it follows
as night does the day, more or less, that people are less inclined to
lift themselves up?

Mr. BREWER. That is correct.
Mr. WASHINGTON. And they resort to other survival methods of

sustaining themselves, usually a crime of an economic nature?
Mr. BREWER. Yes, sir.
Mr WASHINGTON. We talk about crimes of an economic nature.

There are other spinoffs, too. Family disputes, gang warfare, and
all the other incidences of crime which are not necessarily eco-

, nomically based but perhaps economidally motivated?
Mr. BREWER. That is correct. I agree.
Mr WASHINGTON. I think the conclusion you arrived, at would be

perhaps true of other cities, particularly your old home of Chicago
I yield, Mr. Chairman.

,Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Peyser.
Mr. PEYSER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chief, I enjoyed your testimony. Not enjoyed it in the sense of

hearing what you had to bring out, but in learning something from
it.

One of the thingi that-I found out in cities and in the country is
that one of the great motivating factors on people doing something
gets into dollars. I am interested if you have any estimates or any
ideas of what is the cost to Los Angeles, of crime? Has anybody put
a dollar price tag on what crime really costs Los Angeles? I would
be interested to hear your comment.

Mr. BREWER. I have never heard of a dollar figure placed on it,
but I am certain it is prohibitive. Crime costs us in so many
different areas. In terms of crime committed every day in our city,
we pay many, many waysin additional costs of the merchandise
that we buy because of the necessary costs of insurance, of security,
and so forth.

I would like to restrict that to just the south end of the city, if I
could, because I am more familiar with that. In just about every
business establishment in the south-central portion of the city, I
see security guards who are present with arms, and I am sure they
are there to prevent criminal activity. That is not free, so there-
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fore, the merchandise that is being sold by that particular business
has to be increased in cost po the customer.

There are many other ways in which we pay. We have to pay
extra for the insurance on our homA and the valuables therein.
We pay extra in cases where we purchase burglar alarms or even
put bars on the windows on our homes. We pay in terms of lives,
because in many cases in the past couple of years we had people
who would have lost their lives because of those bars in place
Which prevented their escape in the case of fire.

I think the cost of crime is prohibitive. I could not begin to tell
you what it costs I am sure it does not end.

Mr PEYSER. I think the point that I am making, and you are
making in your comments, becomes very critical because, as I said,
nothing moves local governments or peoplewhether it is subur-
ban communities or the inner citiesmore to start doing some-
thing positive if they-begin to see that the cost of what they are not
doing is getting higher and higher dollar-wise, that it would be far
cheaper to have people in productive jobs and working than it is to
have them not working and paying a mu higher price, to say
nothing of humanand I am not getting i the human problems ""
and equation that is involvedjust the pur dollar-and-cents point
of view,-

The cost of prisons, for instance I have no idea in Los Angeles
what the situation in your prison population is, in the cost of your
prison operation I can tell you, going to another areas so your
suburban areas do not think they are excluded from this problem
I represent as well as parts of New York City, I represent West-
chester County in New York. Westchester County is looked on, and
in fact is probably among the more affluent areas of this country.
Yet Westchester County is facing a major problem now in priso s.

I don't know if it was reported out here, but recently in Valhalla,
N.Y , in Westchester County, they had a major riot, a major burn-
ing and destruction of the prisons there due to overcrowding. The
overcrowding costs are tremendous. Now they are faced with the
question of having tounder ordersto create either new prisons
or find other ways of handling the criminal population. One of the
immediate responses has been to release over 500 prisoners who
were not under their sentences ready for release but simply to
reduce the numbers of the people in prisons.

There is a real dollar cost to this, and I would suggest that as
much as possible in your capacity, that you might begin to find in
the city of Los Angeles, begin to find a way of equating and putting
some dollar-figures,-because that is a very motivating factor, be-
cause I am convinced from every element, human and economic,
that if we can get people to work, you reduce the cost of crime,
which is really what you have said very plainly, only I am trying
to get you perhaps, and the city, to begin to look at dollars on this
so that much of the public and business community will begin to
say, "Look; we better get these people to work."

Mr BREWER I agree I am sure if the public was aware of those
costs, direct and indirect, I am sure they would respond and possi-
bly give us more resources to try to stop crime at an earlier age as
far as young people are concerned, as far as criminality is con-
cerned I feel very strongly that we are going to have to begin with
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the very young. We are not doing that yet, to try to divert them
into positive pursuits and to keep them out of criminal activity. We
have to start that sooner or later I do not think we have enough
resources to do that now.

You are right We are right now creating criminals, so to speak.
They are growing older and at some point in their lives, they are
unsalvageable. That is my personal feeling. I think we need to get
on with the business of working with the young/ people before we
can have some possibility of success in diverting them from crimi-
ndl activity.

Mr. PEYSER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. Chief Brewer, you made one reference, which I

would like to have some amplification on concerning the present
position of the police department I think you indicated that there
had been some reduction or failure to expand the police force due
to recent action by the voters both in not making, additional
moneys available at the State level and also, as I recall, voting
down a ballot proposition that would have made moneys available
to increase the force.

Would you amplify that a little as to just where we are in terms
of expanding the police department?

Mr. BREWER. Surely, Mr. Chairman.
I think pri9E to proposition 13, the department's authorized

strength was almost 7,500 sworn police officers. As a result of the
cutbacks that were caused by the reduction of funds available
through the tax process, we reduced our strength from 7,500 to
7,146, which is our present current authorized strength.

However, because of the lack of the bailout funds which the city
had expected from the State of California, we are having to cut
back even more Now the strength is going to be set at 6,900, which
represents approximately 200 employees fewer than we thought
was an adequate number of people to carry out the department's
responsibilities.

So, yes, the department is operating under strength. We are
cutting back in sworn 6ersonnel. We are cutting back in civilian
pers3nnel. We are also cutting back in the equipment that we need
to carry out our responsibilities.

Mr HAWKINS It doesn't give very much of an optimistic outlook.
If we are in a position of cutting back on law enforcement to that
extent, projecting the buil of more prisons and

begin
Mr.

Peyser Indicated it wouldwseem that unless we begin to direct
attention toward the creation of more job .opportunities, better
housing and education and so forth, it would seem to me that we
are closing the avenues toward reaching a solution to the problem
of preventing crime in the first instance.

Do you see any other direction in which we can look? I apticipate
that we will again have a ballot proposition to build a few more
prisons in the State, which for all practical reasons may be needed,
but this does not seem to indicate the solution that the average
citizen looks forward to in being made safer on the streets in Los
Angeles.

Mr. BREWER. You are absolutely right. _We are looking at a
joroblem that is here and now, today. We are dealing with it with

91nadequate sources So therefore, L can see the problem growing,

f)
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and we are not providing enough resources at the early end of the
problem, where the problem begins Therefore, you have the effect
of an escalation, a multiplication of the problem, I see.

Yes, we are trying to stem the tide, you might say, today That is
about it.

Mr HAWKINS Well, again, Chief Brewer, we wish to thank you
for your presentation this morning Certainly you made a distinct
contribution to the work of this subcommittee and we deeply ap-
preciate it.

Mr BREWER. Thank you very much
Mr. HAWKINS Thank you.
The next witnesses will constitute a panel I will call their

names As I do, I would appreciate it if they would come to the
witness table

Ms Othelia McFadden, Los Angeles Service Employees, Union
Local 434; Judy Solkbvits, president, United Teachers of Los Ange-
les, Mr Ted Watkins of the Watts Labor Community Action Com-
mittee, Mr Roy Escarcega, East Los Angeles Community Union,
and Ira Handelman, Young Israel Communit.; De\elopment Corp.

This panel will discuss the impact of budget cuts on public serv-
ices, community economic development, and employment. We will
call on you, ladies and gentlemen, in the order in which we called
you to the witness table We will begin with Ms. McFadden, Los
Angeles Service Employees, Union Local 434

STATEMENT OF OTHELIA McFADDEN, LOS ANGELES SERVICE
EMPLOYEES, UNION LOCAL 134

Ms MCFADDEN Thank you for inviting me here, Congressman
Hawkins I have a prepared statement and I will read from my
statement.

Americajust as much of the free worldhas been agonizing
over the issue of full employment for generations Jobs for every-
body, everybody who can and wants to work and enjoys the full
esteem that work brings to an individual, but this society, like
many others, has refused to face the issue squarely.,We hold meet-
ings, we talk, we deliberate, we make loud speeches in public
places on the 4th of July and Labor Day, but we do not do a
damned thing about it

Millions and millions of people go without jobs. Kids, women,
men We all want to work Many of them desperately need to work.
Our economy leaps and falls in crazy cycles It is either boom or
bust We worry about meeting the welfare and unemployment
compensation bills, we worry about food stamps. But who seems to
worry about replacing those things with an honest to gosh pay-
check every week for a fai'r week's work9

You hang out a help wanted sign for a couple of job openings and
7,000 people line up Yousare telling me eople do not want to
-work9

Maybe this society is cursed Mayb/e by its very nature it
cannotor what is worse, will notkeep all its able bodied people
employed Either way, whether it will not or cannot, I think we
have the power and the right to correct that In this room and in
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this country, those who are of good will and want to change, far
outnumber those that do not.

I believe we can and must have full employment in America, If
other highly industrialized societies can get close to their goal, shy
can't we? I mean all the time. There is nothing evil or destructive
about full employment, but sometimes I get the feeling that that is
what some would have us believe. A pool of unemployed people
may be helpful to some members of this society, but in my view, it
is a sin against the vast majority of this society.

Let's face it. Unemployment is a crippler to both man and cur-
rency. It robs the system of buying power, it robs the Government
of taxes. Nit the cruelest of all, it robs the unemployed of the right
to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.

In 1776, Tom Paine warned that society and Government ought
not be confused. He said, "Society is produced by our wants and
Government is produced by our wickedness." Society is a patron
and Government is a punisher. Today, while our society cries out
in pain, our Government tightens the screws. Is this so different
from 1776 when American colonies felt the oppression of their
Government?

In the second quarter of this year, 1981, there were more than 9
million families maintained by female heads of households. Accord-
ing to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, half of those women trying to
keep up a family had no jobs. We must assume the overwhelming
majority could not find jobs. Our guess is that there were a lot of
little mouths going hungry in those households.

Despite this, government at all levels in this community is cut-
ting work forces.',On top of that, the Federal Government is acti-
vating policies that will result in who knows how nrany thousands
of layoffs and it does not make much difference if you are white,
black, or a Hispanic female, the percentages of unemployed female
heads of households are roughly the same.

We bury our heads 41 the sand about full employment. When it
gets right down to it, we dismantleas the Reagan administration
is doingCETA and other training programs so we are plunged
into a world of confusion, contradiction, unconcern about our
fellow human beings, leaving the truly needy to live in hallways
and filthy streets, to grub for food from garbage cans, to get sick
and not get adequate medical care.

This is the society of the insecure. Do you wonder why it is a
Nation ridden with anxiety and violence? I don't.

Busin:iss runs America. Yet, our captains of finance and industry
and Government apparently refuse to see the soundness that full
employment represe as an investment. Give tax breaks to the
big corporations if you ustas the Reagan administration now
doesbut give it to the to train and hire our job hungry people.
Our people who have n stripped of jobs by new technologies, by
automation, by the flight of American industry to foreign lands
only to send back the products of foreign labor that merely intensi-
fy our crises of unemployment and our delivery of import strained
economics.

The apparent abdication of Federal responsibility by the Reagan
administration in our social and economic areas is unconsionable.
Our States and local governments cannot fAkthe vacuum in a
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nation of 225 millidn in this day and age of social and technical
development.

Can our legislative branchCongressfill the void? Will it?That is the burning question in our heads today. What we have
seen for some time in the United State's and what is being acceler-
ated by this administration is the trend which finds the Nation'swealth going to the rich and the impoverished becoming more
impoverished Our golden rule seems to be. "To him that hath, we
shall give, and from him that hath not, we shall take away

Unemployment wherever it is found is as much a malignancy to
be torn out as the worst cancer. It breeds the worst in men. Crime,
violence, hopelessness Full employment is the antid6te. Therenever was a worse time for unemployment in America or a better
time to get rid of it.

Federal cuts, coupled with proposition k3 cuts in California have
thrown the State into a state of crisis In Los Angeles County, over
5,000 CETA. workers have been terminated. Approximately 85 per-
cent of these people are minorities. The Los Angeles County CAOis
office has 'recommended approximately 4,500 permanent positions
be eliminated in the county

One, thousand eight hundred of these from the health services,
most of therp being entry level positions Eight public health clin-ics, mostly in minority communities, have been closed. MLK
Martin Luther King Hospital has been cut back 15 percent, while
other hospitals received a suggested cutback of 10 percent.

New York City terminated 11,000 CETA workers, 9,000 of those-
terminated came off the welfare rolls. Approximately two-thirds ofthese people were minorities.

Reagan is screaming about people becoming employees but the
way he is dismantling the social programs and public employment,he has pulled the prop, leaving the underprivileged with little orno hope.

Minprities, youth, the needy, the sick, and the aged have beensingled out by the Reagan administration to cut vital services,
training and public sector employment to subsidize the large tax
breaks to the oil companies, large corporations, and the rich. The
poor must suffer while Pregident Reagan is to cast aside the needyso he can bthld a military power that would become a world
threatening death machine that would destroy the world threetimes over

No community will willingly commit suicide by being deprived of
food, health care, and no care for underprivileged children while
others lavish themselves in luxury The total community cannot
and will not be secure when a significant part of its constituency is
without jobs, food, clothing, housing, and health care.

Thank you.
Mr IlAwKiNs. Thank you, Ms McFadden.

rI understand that you have a time problem'? Since you were the
firil witness here this morning, I think we could be forgiven if weallow you to go ahead to keep an appointment The next member
of the panel is Mr Roy Escarcega

0
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STATEMENT OF ROY ESCARCEGA, EAST LOS ANGELES
COMMUNITY UNION

Mr. ESCARCEGA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. )
I have submitted a 'written document, 12 pages, which I will

summarize in great detail the significance of the impact of the
budget cuts in east Los Angeles. 9

I want to take one piece of that document and illuminate to you
what it means. The city of Los Angeles has funded youth programs
that bought 9.5 million hours of productivity. That means if you
take all the CETA allocations in the greater east Los Angeles area,
take the wages, the slots, and multiply them by 4 and 20, the
Government paid for 9.5 million hours of people not committing
crime. Let's say they do not sue that productivity factor. Let's say
we are just talking about 10 percent of that. That is still a signifi-
cant figure.

I would like to focus my remarks on recommendations. I think it
is important that you are going to hear plenty of statistical justifi-
cation for the problems and there are speakers here that I think
can do it a lot better than myself.

I think it is important for us to take a look at the delivery
system. We have,all kinds of skepticism today on what is going to
happen to CETA in the future and what the block grant is going to
do. I think it is important to recognize that we have a system in
place. Good or bad, it is in place. I think it should be strengthened.
I think the block grant system should strengthen that system,
whether it is taken out of the cities and given to geographical
manpower areas, I think'it is important to look at that.

There has to be a clearly defined role for community organiza-
tions. Without that, we are going to have a system of delivery of
services absent those that have the advocacy position for the over-
all community.

We need a significant role for the private sector in these pro-
grams. Important to that system is going to be building in flexibil-
ity. Flexibility is going to be the keynote for developing the innova-
tive programs necessary, especially in economic development, for
young people. That is important.

I think another recommendation I would advocate, would be
targeting. We have to clearly define in our local plans who are
going to be the people who receive the services and what the
significant segmenX are going to be. It is important also to have a
public and private sector linkage.

We think it is important to quit beating our brelists and to get
with the innovative activities that are going to create jobs. We
have to go forward in an economy when that is tough. We have to
exercise our minds and our resources, the community resources, for
creating employment programs.

We cannot have the creation of programs without the involve-
ment of business. Business, whether you like it or not, is where the
jobs are. We have to do something like identifying high demand
occupations and design a program for high demand occupations
that calls for full subsidy.

It is important that we take a good look at the community
development programs. In Chicago, we have community develop-
ment corporations. In New York, we have the start of the commu-
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nity development movement with the Bedfoird-Stuyvesant and the
Bronx. It is important to view those programs as a bridge between
the private sector and the community sector.

I think it is important for us to focus on the future for youth
programs. If we are going to recommend a policy for the future, I
think it is important for us to design a program for youth that is
separate from the rest of the communitynot the countrysepa-
rate from the rest of the segment popul ion-. Private sector work
experience is good. I know it is looke at as windfall profits. We
have to turn that around. With Proper monitoring, I think it is
going to help the young people get in the mainstream of employ-
ment.

Declining wage s{ibsidies are important. Career exploration such
as developing the kind of career exploration with the local voca-
tional education establishment is important.

, Last but not least, young people must leave high school with the
ability to read, write, and compute simple math because it is im-
portant that these basic labor market survival skills are standard
criteria for modern education today.

That is what I think we have to look at in the future I think
that is the direction we should be taking. I thank you for inviting\1
""e to express my views.

[The prepared statement of Roy Escarcega follows:]

ARED STATEMENT OF ROY R ESCARCEGA, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, THE EAST
Los ANGELES COMMUNITY UNION

Due to the recent ederal cut backs of the Comprehensive Employment Training
Act funds a number of youths across our county are facing a dim future These
individuals are those who have' not gained any marketable skills while in high
school and very often have left school without their diplomas Possessing few aca-
demic skills and with little inclination toward returning to school they turned to
CETA, for training, counseling and gainful employment

Over the last few years we have even taken this away so that their only avenues
of income are welfare and crime ,The results of these actions will not show now or
in a year, but will be the explanation for the unemployment lines and welfare rolls
of our future We must be aware of training and employing the future workforce,
today

This paper shall address the impact Of ihe recent cut backs and their effect on the
youth, programs and social structures in the East Los Angeles Community Even
though this document deals primarily with East Los Angeles its effect is being
multiplied across ou? country It is essential that a nationwide effort be made to
address the p ems of unskilled youths and a ever demanding technical job
market.

I WHAT ARE THE EFFECTS OF THE COTS ON CETA PROGRAMS

The East Los Angeles Commilnity Union (TELACU) is a Community Development
Corporation serving the eight regions of our Special Impact Area (S.I A) (Lincoln
Heights. yle Heights, Highland Park, El Sereno, Unincorporated East Los Ange-
les, Mon Bello, Monterey Park, Commerce) According to the 1980 Census there are
338,197 i ividuals residing within this S I A with approximately 37,926 being
unemploy d or one individual out of 10 being unemployed

The av rage family income for these communities is $9,056 63, this is for an
average family of 3 1 individuals According to the Office of Management and
Budget for any member of urban family of 3 to qualify for training under the CETA
Act the family income cannot be higher than $9,230 Theoretically, any resident of
our SIA qualifies as a potential CETA participant

Of these 338,197 residents approximately 00,000 of these individuals are between
the ages of 15 to 21 years of age with over 50 pervent of these young persons eligible
for participation in the CETA youth programs Therefore, the impact of the recent
CETA cut backs have had a greater effect on this community
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Over a period covering 1978 to 1982 there has beer approximately a 40 percent
cut back in CETA funds, for the East.'Northeast Area of Los Angeles, referring to
Chart A the entire area was given $2,560,219 in program year 1978-79 and has
steadily declined to $1,260,221 in program year 1981-82 This has been accompanied
by a decrease in enrollment, due to a lack of funds, from 739 youths in program
year 1978-79 to 303 youths scheduled in program year 1982 These figures are
funding for the City Section of TELACU's SIA and are proportionately higher in the
County of Los Angeles

IMPACT OF CETA CUTS FOR A 4-YEAR PROGRAM PERIOD, FIGURES_FROM LOS ANGELES COMMUNITY

DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT, CITY OF LOS ANGELES
. ,

Program year
Number o
partaoants

Percent of
aflame

Total grails
fa OOPA

No

Orffereme
from Maus

year
Differe5ce m

percent
Cost per Oen'

1978-79 739 $2,560,219

I-13
$3,464 44

1979-80 556 24 76- 2,207 099 -S353 120 79 3 969 60
1980-81 426 -2338 1,735,199 -471,900 -21 38 4,07324
1981-82 303 -28 87 1,260,221 474,978 - 27 37 ?4J915

Totpl 2,024 - 58 998 7 762 738 -1,299,998 -42 90 3,916 61

La tor mancoNer otanmog orbrefers to UNE area of Lou kraus
Amazes

These cuts are occurring at a time when a greater number of youths are leaving
school graduation and the employment market is getting more demanding

The cuts have not only affected the existence of the programs, but the very
quality of those programs still remaining This is butane consequence of the recent
cuts, others are that

Fewer numbers of unemployed or underemployed individuals will be assisted into
the main stream of society

The local prime will not be able to afford the luxury of a innovative program no
matter how promiging

Many smaller agencies will close because they will not be able to run programs on
the smaller allocations

Local primes will have token staffs working on youth programs due to a lack of

Social Service have been lost or severly curtailed by the loss of these youth funds,
including 1. Senior Citizen Support, 2 Tutoring, 3 Weatherization, 4. Handyman
Service, and 5. Child Care

A number of agencies administering the programs have had to lay-off staff that
were involved with youth pro Yams

The overall effect of the A cuts are that they will increase the number of the
unskilled and unemploy remove the most prominent avenue of social mobility
from those most in need id develop a clientele for welfare in the future

II WHAT ARE THE FFFECTS OF THE CUTS ON THE GREATER EAST LOS ANGELES
cotizauNITY9

In the loss of a major revenue source to small community there are a number of
factors to lie considered, such as the staff and participants employed on the pro-
gram, their buying power, the programs buying power, what services ,did the pro-
gram provide, how many times were these revenues circulated thru the community,
as well as others By taking these factors into consideration the effect of the dollar
is multiplied many times over, so that two dollwa, injected into the communities
economy can have the overall effect of ten milliofi-dollars or more

The withdrawal of the money in turn must have xs equally or greater effect on the
economy, its industry, the mdividual families and the fabric of the community

Over the last four years a total of $7,762,738 have been allocated to the East/
Northeast area by the City of Los Angeles with the County of Los Angeles allocat-
ing almost twice that much That is total of over twenty-four million dollars

With the use of the multiplier effect in the withdrawal of this money the commu-
nity will suffer a $100,000,000 loss in monies, services, materials, equipment and
services purchased as well as jobs to the community

These factor are primarily fiscal in nature and do not take into consideration the
long term social factors, such as

A large unskilled labor force in a small community.
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A drain on public services (former PSE participants are already appearing on
welfare'roles)

Higher unemployment figures
Lower living standards
The loss of tax revenues
These types of social ills create a strain on the fabric of the community Crime is

always more prominent in communities where unemployment figures run high
During the four years of the CETA youth programs mentioned in Chart A there was
a total of 9 5 million work hours or "non-crime hours" The funds given to these
youths "paid" for a number of non-crime hours after Work.as well This seems to
have been monies well spent if only for this reason.

CETA employment had also multiplier effect in that the figures mentioned for
participants were actually CETA slots or jobs available during a program year This
allowed two or three youths to fill a slot during a year as soon as the previous youth
was placed in unsubsidized employment This allowed for the maximization of the
CETA dollar With the removal of the program not one, but two or three youths will
now mid themselves without that alternative.

The purchasing power of these youths will be severly, curtailed in inmost all cases
Purchases from local merchants by youth shall be severly curtailed and will in turn
affect the merchant as well The purchasing power of the family of the youths shall
also be more restricted that they will lose approximately one fourth of their buying
power

In many instances this reduction in funds will determine the various life styles
pursued by the family and its member and maybe the factor that puts the family on
the public rolls

Overall, the effect of the reduced funds on the community is to create a large void'.
in which economic growth as well individual wth will be stunted Jobs will be at
a premium and will go to those with the most s lls and wanting the least money
Those without skills will be given few opportunities and will become a drain on the
community The general living standards will decline and the avenues for alterna-
tive life styles will be few This kind of situation will help to treat a cycle of poverty
from parent Co youth

RECOMMENDATION

At a time when it is wessary for the good of nation to maximize the productivity
of all its resources, wen litte afford to ignore the nation poor youth There must
be a concentrated effort to hel these individuals, but not through the traditional
methods of education becaus9 in their cases it was not productive

Approaches and techaiqut.s_must be used that bring about long term results in
short term training periods The economically disadvantaged do not have the oppor-
tunity to spend years in their training to make a living Their very existence is
based on their ability to produce quickly

The needs of our nation's industry are also based on their ability to roduce
quickly It seems that these two needs, for trained individuals and Jobs, could be
brought together for the mutual benefit of both

The following are a nun r of recomendatiqns for the utilization of the CETA
experience, our country's y th and private enterprises in help to train our un-
skilled labor force

A DELIVERY SYSTEMS

Although there are many weakness in the ex ting system, the current structure
should be modified and strengthened, not.eliminated Responsibility for developing
and implementing employment and ,raining programs should be left with tht- local
governments A strengthened systemThould have well defined roles for the private
sector, educational, public institutions and community based organizations

There needs to be more local flexibility in the determination of local program mix
and services to be offered To maximize the utilization of resources in the provision
of training activities, participatory decision making with heavy involvement of the
private sectof' is important Through this decision making process, local labor
market and community needs can be determined and local programs designs based
on the needs can be developed

Local flexibility 1)1ust include the authority to develop new and innovative pro-
grams It must also include the authority to integrate the employment and training
programs with other public and private development activities
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B. TARGETING

To ensure services to t groups most in need, national guidelines and eligibil-
ity criteria should be estab hed identifying "significant segments", target groups to
be served These guideli es should be broad enough to allow for local response to
the needs of special interest groups and in the determination of types of services to
be offered The methodology for serving identified target groups should be left to a
local participatory decision making process.

C. A PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTOR LINI.GE

The development of a working link between the public and private sector is a
necessary step for the training for our unskilled labor force. In a highly technologi-
cal society, such as ours, the large masses of unskilled youth and adults is highly
unproductive and creates a burden on society itself This labor force is also the
market place in which our industry must sell its product With more of this labor
force unemployed or under employed we create a economic situation of no growth
because of no market.

Therefore, it .is imperative that more incentive be given to large companies to
develop training programs for economically disadvantaged individuals. This can be
approached in a number .of ways such as providing additional tax incentives for
specific technical training, as opposed to manuel labor positions.

Another approach might be the complete subsidization of an individuals training
in a specific field of employment that is in high demand.

In order for employment and training programs to meet the goal of placing people
in private sector jobs, the business community must be involved from the beginning,
not just at the end when it comes time for placement The Private Sector must be
involved in the identification of labor market needs and the program design

Private Sector involvement should include Participation of decision makers from
the business community, flexibility to allow a wide range of organizational arrange-
ments and'or activities depending on local needs, the 'moll, ement of small busi-
nesses, and the involvement of community based organizations to provide the coun-
seling and support services necessary to deal with specific. problems. Particularly
Cemmtmity Development Corporations that contain Economic Development and
Human Services components for the benefit of the community.

These would be just a couple of suggestion& for the development of a public/
private sector linkage But it is necessary that at this point that this linkage be
encouraged so that we do not prepetuate a future of even larger group of unskilled
welfare recipients

D YOUTH

A separate employment and training system should be designed to meet the needs
of in and out of school yotith The goal of this program should be to develop the
"employability skills" of young people by concentrating on work experience, job
readiness, career counseling, occupational information and basic skills. The primary
emplunns of such programs should be on private sector related activities such as
work experience in the private sector, declining wage subsidies, career exploration/
internships and other innovative activities which expose and prepare youth for jobs
in the private sector At the same time, community based organizations should be
utilized to provide the job preparation and support counseling activities and the
schools to provide the basic skills

The Employment and Training system should be co-ordinated with the vocational
educational system so that these services could be provided to all youth, not just
economically disadvantaged youth with subsidization occurring for those who meet
certain defined eligibility criteria

Mr. HAWKINS Thank you. May I ask you whether or not you can
stay until the otter witnesses have presented their statements or
are you under a time constraint at this time?

Mr. ESCARCEGA. I can stay.
Mr. HAWKINS. Fine. We will then-go on with the next witness,

Ms. Solkovits, president of the United Teachers of Los Angeles.
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STATEMENT OF JUDY SOLKOVITS, PRESIDENT;
UNITED TEACHERS OF LOS ANGELES

Ms. Soi,KoN,Trs. Thank you for the opportunity to be here today. I
am Judy Solkovits, president of United Teachers of Los Angeles
We are the bargaining agent for 32,000 certificateeemplOyees in
the Los Angeles unified school district. The school district has a
student body enrollment of approximately 538,000 students. It has
been a rapidly changin enrollment. The projection is that by the
year 198.4, 54 percen of our student body will be Hispanic sur-
named; about 20_ ent of the student body will be Anglo, the rest
will made up of black students and Asian students.

I have a prepared statement that I will read to you today.
The impact of President Reagan's budget cuts Are so penetrating,

we will be lucky to have chalk by the'end of his ?Elm in office. The
Reagan budget has so drastically cut already lean educational pro-
grams that every one of the integral educational offeringsfrom
vocational, special, adult, and bilingual education, to hame a few
will be so severely limited that these programs may ultimately be
rendered ineffective.

On top of that, the shift from federally mandated and funded
categorical programs to block grants to States creates'a new budget
battlefield, and will inevitably pit interest groups against minor-
ities, against regional interests, the Governor against the legisla-
ture, big cities against small, education against housing, et cetera.

The result of the Reagan back-to-the-States policy is to politicize
funding at the State and local levels.

,The Los Angeles unified school district, the second largest-s400l
district in the country, will feel the cu in funding to education
more severely than most districts. T ederal cut to education
programs was 12 percent, while the t in Los Angeles is expected
to be 21 percent This, of course, doesn't take inflation into account.

This `Means significant cutbacks in ESEA title I and IV grants,
which affect educationally deprived, a 40-percent cut in the fol-
lowthrough program, seriously affecting the Head Start program, a
69 percent cut in the basic ESAA [the Enerff School Assistance
Act prOkram]; a 60-percent takeback in the GETA program, means
only one thingjobs, an estimated 15 percent in child nutrition
programs, 'which in Los Angeles alone will push 10 percent or 5,000
children out of the free lunch program. The working poor families
will once again be penalized and their children demoted from hot,
balanced lunches to peanut butter and jelly.

Those are just a few of the areas where the Federal cuts are
impacting the hardest. Since there are so many horror stories, I
think it would be useful to describe one in detail.

The ESAA grant was $15 million to the Los Angeles school
district in the 1980-81 school year In 1181-82, it is expected to be
just under $5 million. This means that every program will have to
be either slashed or greatly cut back. The student-to-student inter-
ests program, for example, was an exchange program between
schools to help make desegreg4t.,ion work. It was effective.

The integration teacher advtgors program placed advisors in 153
-schools, mostly elementary, and have been there to make genuine
integration a reality in the lives of the students It wasn't enough
to desegregate the schools The children - needed, programs and as-
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sistance during lunch and after school. This program will be cur-
tailed. The roughly 20 advisors will have to be reassigned.

The bilingual training program will have to be cut from $2
million, to $458,000. That is the wrong way to go in Los Angeles at .
a time khen our bilingual needs are increasing.

The minigrants program, another ESAA component, was a model
for the country. These grants gave birth to multicultural activities,
clubs, after school and instructional programs. In 1980-81, this
nonoverhead program gave out 150 grants at about $2,000 per
school. This coming year, it will be less than half those numbers.

We will lose $1 million for counselors in the ESAA program. The
community network, where jobs will be lost due to cuts, reverses
attempts to facilitate community involvement.

Again, that is merely one of more than a dozen educational
programs, and a relatively small one at that. The effects go way
beyond the impact on the specific programs that have lost some of
their funding The cuts put a strain on the entire educational
process. When ESAA gets cut, less students are given less pro-
grams, staff and resources to war*, wall. The students. to their
hangouts and street corners earlier, and i they go to the same ()I'd
playground, they will definitely find it understaffed and under -

equipped. d. The CETA program helped staff their facilities.
The Federal cuts demand the impossible for the child nutrition

program. Children will pay more in the lunch line and get less
variety The food program won't be able to afford new equipment;
staff hours will be cut; wages will lose more ground in the fight
against inflation, and needless to say, their workloads will grow.

Meanwhile, the teacher's workload increases. The class size will
increase, as well for many reasons. Students will no longer have
extra *grams to participate in and will instead, jam into already
overcrowded classes. s.

The Los Angeles unified school district has indicated it won't lay
off teachers, but will use attrition to keep the payrolls down. The
budget crunch cuts most teachers aide slots, which will not only
have an effect on the workload, it will send another group of
educational employees to the unemployment offices.

The school district, as I pointed out, won't be able to replace
teachers who retire or quit. This also means that new teachers
won't flit/id jobs here The long-term effects are that potentially good
people are turned away from the educational system and left un-
employed, while the system and its needy students go hungry for
their services.

After decades.of fighting to build a responsive public education
system in this country, we are now turning our backs on that often
referred to future of Americo today's studentsand instead,
facing the Pentagon and throwing our precious resources away.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Ms. Solkovits.
The next witness is Mr. Ted Watkins of the Watts Labor

Community Action Committee. Mr. Watkins, unlike most of
the other witnesses, seems to be operating not one or two, but
several programs and certainly I would like to personally commend
you. I have worked with you over a long period of time. As a
matter of fact, I would say two decades, and I certainly want to

41
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commend you for the very outstanding job that you have done. We
are looking forward toour testimony.

STATEMENT OF TED WATKINS, WATTS LABOR COMMUNITY
ACTION COMMITTEE

Mr. WAnknis. I am Ted Watkins, 'the president of the Watts
Labor Community Action Committee. For the record, I want to
make it clear that I am not here lobbying, nor am I heite trying to
influence Congressmen or any other publicly elected official, be-
cause of the Hatch Act and because we are a nonprofit community
based organization.

There are some things that I think can be said. No. 1, it is my
personal feeling and observation, living both in California and
Mississippi over the past 57 years, that the black nation in Amer-.....
Ica is in worse shape than it has been since the Civil War. When
poverty. programs started, we went through hearing after hearing,
all the way from McCombs, to Warrens, to Kennedys, to Senators
and in going through Hearings for the past 16 years.

After each hearing it appears data is compiled to see how more
blacks can be cut out of progrants, revenue turned on to programs.
More and more in America when I go to meetings, I see less and
less participation of blacks in poverty program meetings than I see
of any other group of, people who are supposed to be the most
deprived.

The unemployment situation in America in the bla ommuni-
ties that I have visitedand that includes Chicago, ashington,
D.C., New York City, Detroit, Mich., and in Los Angeles the black
community is the most deprived community that we find in this
country.

I think one of the problems that we are facing today is that our
people have been so deprived that they are not even -responding
any more to the question of whether they are being deprived any
more or not. They are not responding to whether school budgets
are being cut because kids in our community are not getting qual-
ity eduction inthe first place. They are leaving school at the end of
12 years with a sixth and seventh grade education.

Doctors are not waiting on our people, so when you start talking
about doctors and administrators being cut in hospitals, the quality
of service that our people have been getting, they are not respond.-
in

So I think what we are beginning to see a b-alklash beginning
to take place with poor people who have been deprived so long that
they are almost immune to what is going 44n in this Nation today.
That is why you do not see them marching. That is why you do not
see them demonstrating. That is Why you do not see them out
there verbally talking about what is happening, because .4he things
that are happening in America today ate ha 'ppening more to the
middle class America because the middle class Americans have
taken more over of the poverty programs and get a bigger percent-
age of poverty dollars than poor people are getting.

If you cut out welfare administration and begin to reflect it back
to what the welfare recipients are getting, you will find out that
they are the onesthe administrattonthat gets thelliggest shareof the dollar If you look at the hospitalsgo out and look at
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Martin Luther King Hospital and see the number of cars parked
around Martin Luther King Hospital and go in there and see how
long it takes you to get a poor person waited on in that hospital.
You cannot park within two blocks of the hospital because of the
workers in that hospital that come from the outside of the commu-
nity.

Jobs, when we begin to talk about construction in America being
one of the backbones and one of the ways and levels and meas-
urements of the economy in this country, south-central Los Angeles
has not Ikad any significant housing done in it in 35 years. So the
impact in the building industry has no impact in south-central Los
Angeles. We have had 1,500 houses destroyed in 15 years and less
than a 1,000 housing units put back in there in the last 15 years.

When we talk about the Century Freeway, the Century Freeway
they say is going to be built. But what significant impact will that
freeway have on black employment? What is the Government
going to do putting their dollars in there? What are the legislators
going to do putting their dollars in there to guarantee there is
maximum black participation because they destroyed'a black com-
munity in the process' These are the things that I think we need
to be looking at.

I watched the poverty agency in Los Angeles get $60 million a
year called COA, and. $60 million a year they were getting. I
cannot show you one thing in Wa.tts that that agency has done
visibly or physically, that it has done in that community.

I think what we began to see in 1981 is that, the poor people have
been so misused and abused that they are not responding any
more I think they want to see visible and physical things just like
people in Beyer ly Hills, just like people in Orange County, just like
we fiave seen all the way from Long Beach to San Diego, communi-
ties being built with the taxpayer's dollars, shopping centers like
Marina Del Rey being built Big developments around this place
The university taxpayers' dollars to build up the urban renewal
project Downtown Los Angeles, Arco building, May Companies,
and everything else using taxpayers' dollars to build. Nothing is
going on in south central for blacks and minorities

I think Sis is why you are not getting the response from poor
people today in support of these programs. [Applause.]

You:Cvill find doctors marching down here to talk for 1 or 2
hours `about those poor people. You are not finding the students
talking about the cuts You are finding that the teachers and their
representatives are talking about the cuts. I have been a labor man
for 31 years. I do not find the representation of the constituents
any more that I used to find. After Walttr Reuther died, there was
no more commitment to social causes out there in the community
Th4 is the problem that I think America is facing

When you cut the taxes, and at the same time they took the
level off of gasoline, it wasn't just poor people that were hit I
watched gasoline in 1 hour drop 20 cents a gallon so that even if
they cut the taxes, they paid it back to the oil companies with an
increase in gasoline of 20 cents a gallon. I don't think people even
notice what is going on any more in this country.

That/is all I have to say. Thank you
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Mr. HAWKINS. Well, Ted, you said enough, very eloquently. [Ap-
platse.]

The last witness on this panel is Mr. Ira Handelman, represent-
ing Mr Howard Samuels of the Young Israel Community Develop-
ment Corp.

STATEMENT OF IRA HANDELMAN, YOUNG ISRAEL COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT CORP.

Mr. HANDELMAN I know it is a tough act to follow this entire
panel, especially Mr Watkins. I would like to amplify a few of the
points that have been made. We are a nonsectarian corporation
that has been serving the city and county of Los Angeles over the
last 7 years I think one of the things that has happened with the
new administration has been a very defensive attitude oh the part
of a lot of government programs While not arguing there is waste
and inefficiency, many programs work I think it is time for the
people in these programs and for government to realize that.

The CETA program, in many cases, works. On-the-job trainin
has placed thousands upon thousands of people in Los Angeles into
productive jobs, whether they are tax paying citizens, notion wel-
fare, contributing to their communities This fact has not been
made known to the general public. When you mention CETA,
everyone thinks of the programs that have not worked I think it is
time for both Congress aid the groups themselvesI think we are
doing it todayto document the fact that many of these programs
work. .

I want to give twp examples.
One of the programs that is successful in Los Angeles by our-

selves and other agencies is the handyman program. You took
CETA wor ers to fix up the homes of the elderly and handicapped.
These peo le got jobs in the building and maintenance industries.
Here was n example of a government program doing three or four
things at the same timegiving people a sense of security like
putting in locks and bolts, taking care of safety problems, helping
the overall community look better, as well as providing job training
and then job placement I think this has been overlooked` in a lot of
the discussions in the last year

The second very successful program is English as a second lan-
guage Los Angeles is the port of entryI think one of the largest
in the country for immigrants, both Asian, Latin American, and
eastern Europeans Many of these immigrants who come into this
countrybecause the-gavernment still believes and the people in
this country still believe that we are a place for people to come
from oppressed nationshave some English. They go and get jobs,
again with high placement rates, contributing to society. I think it
is time for CETA and for government to look at the successes.

I want to take one point Mr. Watkins made about the cost of
programs I think Congress has to look at what programs really
.cost Usually, when they cut, they cut the services of the partici-
pants, they don't cut the administration Now, there are many good
people that work in government programs and do things that at
one time were meaningful but are no longer meaningful, They are
taxpayers, too, and have worked in government for 20 years. They
don't think what they are doing is not worthwhile

t
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In reality, if you look at the progm from a cost-effective point
of view, it is not effective any more.1 think Congress has to look at
ways of phasing out some of thp administration of government
programs but not just chopping it off the way the Reagan adminis-
tration has done, but planning to get people in government with
good skills into private industry. \think you would find the savings
would be tremendous and then this money could be put back into

'serving the poor and needy, those who really need it.
No one is talking about that. I think that, to me, is one of the

most important issues. There is only a limited amount of money,
somebody has to get cut. There might be a way of distributing the
money and distributing the jobs

When the Reagan administration sees the private sector is just.
waiting to take up the slack, it is not waiting It needs to be
pushed If they are going to get tax breaks and get windfall profits,
they should be able to pzpvide jbbs for the poor and needy in this
country and for many of the people in government that if they
were put in the private sector there would be more money for
those who really need it.

Thank you very much
Mr. HAwiciNs. There is one general question, it seems to me, that

is entertained with the presentation made. I don't know which one
of the witnesses would like to respond to it. Maybe we will just
throwit out in the open.

That is, What is the potential for State and local public or
private resources replacing lost Federal dollars to provide the es-
sential services that the witnesses have talked about?

In other words, the theory of the Reagan administration is that
since local officials at the State and local levels have been demand-
ing more controP-over the programs that they will be in a better
position to administer the programs and to provide the services
that are being cut back even though the amount of money is being
reduced?

I think Mr Watkins, in his statement, did refer rather dramati-
cally to what is happening at the local level and some of this local
control, because the money always did flow through the State and
local officials, but somehow did not reach the people for which the
money was intended.

The specific question is now that the action is going to be at the
State and local levels, to what extent can we hold these loc?I
officials, who have not offered opposition to the Reagan prografn,
accountable for the mess which they have helped to create?

Mr. Watkins.
Mr. WATKINS. I can give only one example that I know of. Back

in the days of the Neighborhood Youth Corps, the Labor Depart-
ment programs were being handled by a district office headed by
Bob Reynolds and Grace Davis with about 25 people handling.
eastern California, Nevada, Arizona, and I think Hawaii. Twenty-
five people.

When they transferred the activities of the Neighborhood Youth
Corps to CETA and put it in the hands of the city and county,
there are now 800 people handling and pushing paper for the same
identical program with less money It appears that when they did

eV"'ci
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not have anything else to do, they created paper for the community
organization to have to shuffle.

There hasn't been any significant saving that I have seen in any
of the decentralized agency efforts, which was supposed to be an
economic move back in the seventies in changing these programs
from the national of ce down to the local offices. I think that is the
best example I kno f.

Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Handelman?
Mr HANDELMAN Again, agreeing with Mr. Watkins and going

one step further, not only is the program run by more people, but
it is not done efficiently I think if it is not done efficiently' at this
level, and if more responsibilities are assumed by State and local
governmentswith all due respect to our State and local govern-
mentsthere will be chaos, tremendous chaos.

Mr. FlAwKiNs. Ms. Solkovits?
Ms Soixovrrs I am not going to be answering that question

from the same point of view. I am thinking in terms of specific
programs in the Los Angeles unified school district. I am going to
zero in on two of them:

Special education and bilingual education were programs that
needed mandates in order to become programs. That is not to say
there was not a need for special education programs or programs
in bilingual education for several years within this school district
and any school district in the country.

One of our great fears is that once this money comg.in the form
of a block grant, then a local board of education, whether it be this
board of education or any other board of education, has to make
decisions as to how that moneis going to be used and set some
sort of priorities. I think that ars witness to the fact that these
are highly controversial political-type programs that could very
easily be cast aside because you now have this whole situation in
the political arena. Hdw you service children with these needs
becomes a political issue. We are very concerned about this.

Mr. HAWKINS Ms. Solkovits, in connection with the ESEA title I
program, which to my understanding was an issue during the
conference committee deliberations, is that the program is not
going to be block granted, however, the money will flow through
the States.

My understanding is that there is some doubt as to whether or
not the maintenance of effort provision will flow along with the
money, that there is some question as to whether or not that
provision will go along with the money so that the State, to a large
extent, will pang the money through the local educational agencies.

My understanding further is that the auditing provision will be
very loosely administered, that is, some auditing will be made, I
(think, not on an annual basis, but perhaps on a 3- or 5-year basis,(which

opens up the question of whether or not the money will be
used by the local school district to supplement educational funds
obtained at the local level to help enrich the programs for the
educationally deprived or whether or not it could possibly be used
by local school districts to simply supplement their budgets and go
into a common pool, there to be used perhaps to relieve them of
their other problems.
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Do you see this as a real risk then to those who need the money
the most, that is, those who have been deprived, the disadvantaged
children? Do you think the local education agencies are going to be
so broadminded that they are going to continue to use the money
as they have in the past?

Ms. Souwvrrs. Ohe would hope that the answer could be yes, but
again I am saying that now the issues are being put into a political
arena. Obviously, programs were created because of the fact that

u didn't have overwhelming support for programs in the first
plabe at the local level and that needs are not being met.

I hope we could look arthings and be objective and understand
there are some children that have special needs. But whenever you
have the situation occurring when it becomes a question of open,
public debate for example, during a local board of education meet-
ing, I think you do run the risk of having funds shifted and
pe ps not fulfilling the special needs.

r. HAWKINS. Ms. McFadden, you indicated very ' specifically
what is likely to happen. Let me just pick out one paragraph.

The LA County office has recommended approximately 4,500 positions be elimi-
nated in the county, 1,800 in the health services, eight public health clinics, mostly
minority communities, have been closed, and Martin Luther King Hospital has been
cut back

These are rather specific things that are going to happen as a
result of these budget cuts at a time when the Reagan administra-
tion is saying: "Look, we are sending money to the local levels,
there to be used in their judgment in order to keep programs
alive."

Just where does it go wrong? If at the Federal level the case is
being made that with less money but with more control, these local
programs will continue, and yet you are indicating rather specifi-
cally that the health clinics, for example, that eight clinics have
already been closed Just where do we go to get a correction of this
situation? Do we hold the county responsible? Just who should be
held accountable?

Ms MCFADDEN The State and county should be held responsible
for some of what is considered mismanagement in countsovern-
ment. For example, the trade unions have gone time time
again to the State as well as to the board of supervisors. Billing is
the problem in most of these public entities. They are not billing
correctly.

The board of supervisors are supportive of contracting out serv-
ices It has been proven to the board of supervisors that the public
employees are certainly more cost effective than contracting out
services. These people have turned a deaf ear to us and are willing
to pay more money to contractor services than to put the money
into the system.

Take the transportation department for instancemost of us
know that transportation can or should generate revenue. We have
gone to the board of supervisors on this issue. We have gotten 15
minutes of prime media time on TV. We have exposed this group of
people.

However, the board of supervisors, with three conservatives sit-
ting on that board, insist on contracting out the services Now, it
would make one wonder as to why you would spend the.taxpayers'
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money in such a wasteful manner and we go back again to mis-
management. We have layers, and layers, and layers of manage-
ment. I would say we have approximately one supervisor to five
people in the public sector In contrast, the private sector has
basically one supervisor to 20 people.

What we are saying is th ?t if the money was managed properly,
we would not have to close clinics. In the meantime, we have closed
eight clinics. We cut back at Martin Luther King Hospital, such as
the renal dialysis, the pharmacy, and other the vital services.

Supervisor Chevera is now in the process, or very close to con-
structing a $50 or $55 million clinic in his area If moneys were so
limited, there certainly would not be any money, especially $50 to
$55 million If the Government is going to leave it in the hands of
the State and the counties, then we are going to certainly have to
see that we have people in these positions. We are going to have to
push for it. We are going to have to monitor it, because the minor-
ities are being left behind We are being the ones that are cheated
out of what is rightfully ours, and that is the right to life basically.
That is the department that I service and that is health care.

There is a lot of work that needs to be done. I think we are going
to have to take this issue seriously. Perhaps we have to have what
we started back in the sixties, the old townhall meetings, to expose
these individuals that are not properly handling their responsibil-
ities We are going to have to force these individuals to be not only
responsible, but accountable. They lack accountability.

Mr HAWKINS Let me yield to Mr. Washington.
Mr WASHINGTON. Mr. Escarcega, on page 10 of your submission

you outline briefly a proposed public-private linkage in reference to
unemployment and how to abate it. Would you spell it out in more
detail, please?

Mr ESCARCEGA The private sector must have the commitments,
in my opinion, if we are to get where jobs are. Business has to be
brought into a sense of commitment and civic responsibility. We
have to call upon them to be seated at the planning table, to be at
the meetings, to assist in developing programlike the Private
Industry Council, they must serve as a resource for conducting
business.

In the conducting of business, we see that the long-range future,
the revitalization of neighborhoods and the industrial revitaliza-
tions are having a significant impact on minority people. If we are
going to be dealing with small business, the local merchants, the
wage subsidy for young people is a reality. Where are young per-
sons going to get a real look at what the options are in the private
sector if they are not going to get jobs in the private sector, 1

whether it is small- or medium-sized business?
Right now present regulations prohibit\ that. We want to move

toward that. We think that is healthy There will have to be
monitoring There will have to be a look at that I am not advocat-
ing windfall profits, I am talking about exposure. I am talking
about the practical application of young people involved in learn-
ing business skills and survival in the labor market.

Mr WASHINGTON Do you see any role to be played for theso-
called enterprise zones concept?

l i 1
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Mr. ESCARCEGA. I have a difficult time with that right now.
There does not seem to be a clear definition of how big business is
going to come flocking to this so-called tax incentive enterprise
zone I think they are looking for risktheir risk to come to an
enterprise zone I am not so sure it is not being used right now as a
ploy to pacify people.

Well, you don't have to worry about,the minority people because
we have enterprise zones in every'poor community. I do not see the
Fortune 500 companies saying I want to go to an enterprise zone.

Mr. HAWKINS. If you would yield, Mr Washington. I think the
suggestion was made that the Bedford-Stuyvesant approach might
offer a more viable alternative in connection with the question Mr.
Washington has just asked you. How do you compare eliese two
approaches, the Bedford-Stuyvesant and the economic development
corporation approach, with the enterprise zone approach? Do you
consider the Bedford-Stuyve nt model to be superior in its possi-
bilities than the enterprise zon approach'?

Mr ESCARCEGA It is a difficu question as stated, Mr. Congress-
man.

Mr HAWKINS You state it the way you want to.
Mr ESCARCEGA. All right. I think if there is an enterprise zone

and there is a Watts community labor action community, and you
go there and take a significant part of the enterprise zone, you can
rest assured that those community aspects of an enterprise zone
are going to be adhered to If an enterprise zone is going to be in
the Bedford-Stuyvesant.community, they have to be an integral
part of developing that.

If big business, a Fortune 500 comJny, for example, comes and
says, I want to manufacture here, the community development
corporation, like Bedford-Stuyvesant or like TELACU, is there to
say, we will find those businessmen that are going to deal with our
community and we will prepare them, we will categorize them, we
will help them and sometimes finance them to subcontract from
you so that you can extend that economic impact.

Mr HAWKINS. Why not have such a provision written into the
enterprise zone legislation so as to assure that tie-in?

Mr. ESCARCEGA We have suggested that. Presently TELACU is
working on that.

Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Washington.
Mr WASHINGTON I gatherier. Chairman, you are suggesting as

a discussion piece at least the two should be merged to a certain
extent?

Mr HAWKINS Yes, I see no reason why n the enterprise zone
legislation, since we are suggestingand I ink it has been accept-
edthat a training component be written in. Eventually th legis-
lation will be coming to this subcommittee as well. At that int,
we might certainly consider the suggestion of tying in such organi-
zational participation such as TELACU,,Watts labor community
action or an acceptable community -based group.

Admission to the training, the economic aspects of an enterprise
zone, must include the participation of CDC's, That is my point.

I v, as only using the training example t..e2 relate to this sub-
committee.. Without the training component, VIC mmuld nut have
anti jurisdiction Getting the jurisdiction, v,,e might conceiv-

5 1
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ably make a contribution on drafting the suggestions along the line
that you have proposed.

Mr. ESCARCEGA. Thank you.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Mr. Watkins, I would like you to comment on

the same general question, but first of all, I have to agree with you
in terms of our overall statement relative to the systematic turnoff
of certain so-called target groups that were designed to be helped
through various social programs.

The thing that disturbed me, for example, over recent months is
that I v(ould have been willing to bet my last dimeand there are
not too many of thosethat the students of this country would
have risen up in righteous wrath and marched a la the Vietnam
era upon the White House, upon Congress, and everything else
politically moving to make' it very clear that they resented very
strongly what was being dope, particularly in terms of higher
education. That did not happen, which in a sense proves your
point.

But with that backdrop, would you comment on the same ques-
tion I posed to Mr. Escarcega?

Mr. WATKINS On the free enterprise zone?
Mr. WASHINGTON. The whole gamut of it as modified by the

chairman.
Mr WATKINS. The Watts Community Labor Action Committee

put in the hands of Congressman Hawkins back in November a
proposal for a free enterprise zone. I think it was one of the first
packages that was put together. My thinking, is that it is another
approach to an urban redevelopment package, neighborhood strate-
gic area, free enterprise zone, whatever you want to call it. It all
basically is a new administration term for putting a label on an
impact area.

Bedford-Stuyvesant basicallywas one of the first organizations in
the United States to get impact money, but the problem was and
still is in Bedford-Stuyvesant. While they are developing at the
Sheffield Farms, for instance, the perimeters now has 4,000 vacant
and abandoned buildings around that major development area. If
there had been an enterprise zone, an MSA around the perimeters
at the same time the Sheffield Farms was being developed, those
brownstone buildings, et cetara could have been renovated.

It is my understanding now that people are beginning to come
back into that area and do some renovating. I have seen some of
the most beautiful structures in the country after the renovation of
some of those brownstones

I have a problem with thinking that there is any difference, that
for instance, in Bunker Hill, to me that is a free enterprise zone.
The harbor is a free enterprise zone because all of the incentives
over the last 15, 20 years have been given to those areas for big
business to come in.

Land may cost a $100 per square foot, but in order to,influence
the developers to come in, they write it' down with taxpayers'
money to a $1 a square foot. To me, there is no difference in an
enterprise zone Tax increment is proposed all the way from Cen-
tury City to city` hall. Great development occurs using the tax
incentive-program That is a free enterprise zone for those miles,
and building it up.
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The NSA;that could have basically been in the perimeters of the
urban development five- or six-block area. of Watts, went to Holly-
wood, because the person who is over housing set up in Los Angeles
put the proposal together and gave it to HUD and that 'wasap-
proved for Hollywood, not for the deprived area of Watts.

When yoU look at the conditions and needs, the plarining process
in Watts has been some of the most negative planning I have ever
seen in my life. The high school in Watts sits at the most negative
end of the community. Jordan High sits next to the junkyards,
General Motors, and the Cotton Curtain where a black couldn't
even cross Alameda Street before 1965 to live. Where the elemen-
tary school is down there, junk is piled up in front of .it as tall as
this building.

This environment itself would build a negative kid. There is not
one of you sitting in this room who would want your daughter to
go to Jordan High School and walk that corridor down there.

Something has to be done in a community to clean up that kind
of situation. There are only four housing projects in Watts. There's
no reason for people to be corralled up like that. T ose people had
the right to safe, sanitary, and decent housing thr bout the total
community of Los Angeles.

This is what we have done to the people in the community. That
is why we need a free enterprise zone in that area, so that some
things can be done to change what has been done to them.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Ms. McFadden, would you comment on the
same question?

Ms. MCFADDEN. Yes; I would like to comment on that, going back
to, first of all, health care.

Very little has been done since 1965 in Watts as far as rebuilding
Watts. We are telling the people we are going to close down the
pharmacies, et cetera. You cannot find a pharmacy within a 5-mile
radius of the hospital. You cannot find decent housing. People are
living like animals, and there's no reason for it.

I feel the Reagan cuts, as well as the State cuts, are racist. They
have bigoted overtones. There is no reason that one race of people
have to suffer, be intimidated, or be forced out of employment
because of runaway industry. No effort has been made to retrain
these individuals: They are the last ones hired, the first ones fired.
They are intimidated by law enforcement. If you do not have a
record, you will by the time the police get out of the neighborhood.

Is it not ironic that a lot of the young Anglos, whvn they come
out of training, the first station they would like to go to get the
training is 77th Street, but it is difficult to see a black being sent \
out of training into Beverly Hills.

I feel that we are in a different type of slavery. We are in
tigstitutional slavery now. We are caught up in a situation, as Mr.
Watkins said before, that we really have no motivation because
everything we have been told, to go out and get an education, we
did that. We have been told to join the mainstream of the work
force. We did that. We have been told to cut back on family
population. We did that.

All of the things that we were told to do, and we certainly
minded very well, we did all of these things. And now we find
ourselves in a worse condition than we were at the turn of the
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century. We had more blacks at the turn of the century in more
highly skilled jobs than we have todayL,

You go into even the menial tasks such as in restaurants, where
at one time we had black maitre d's and waiters, I haven't seen one
in so long I wouldn't recognize one if I saw one.

We are in a predicament. We look at the youth. They are not
being trained in the schools because in most instances they bring
the whites that are marking time justabefore retirement or the
onbs that have a poor record in the white area, and where do we
Send them but to Jordan High School and Jefferson High School to
teach our children.

I have a good friend that is a teacher. She was told by her
principal, "Keep them happy." These are elementary stuidents. We
are being faced with a lot of issues that something is going to have
to be done, because you cannot expect people to go hungry, you
cannot expect people to stand in lines for jobs, when the competi-
tion is so great that there are no jobs, when the minority and the
blacks stand and say, I want a job; if you can't give me a job, give
me bread to put on my table for my children. They are saying no,
no more welfare, you can't even feed your children.

.--I tell you, we are bursting at the seams.
Mr WASHINGTON. Mr.' Handelman, in terms of bringing jobs to

the locales where they are needed, you mentioned there should be ,
a push in the private sector. You alluded to local control. What
specifically were you driving at?

Mr HANDELMAN I think private industry has to be held account-
able if they are going to get tai'1ncentives the way the public
agencies are held accountable with all the paperwork Mr. Watkins
spoke about: commitment for jobs; how many will you commit to?
Then it is easy to find the people that want to work. It is even easy

'i to develop low-cost training programs. Most of it can be done on ,
the job. But I think there has to be commitment.

One of the other areas is that there are many poor and needy
people that do not necessarily live in all the poor and needy neigh-
borhoods. They are spread out. There are pockets of poverty
throughout Los Angeles. What frightens me about some of these
programsagain, as Mr. Watkins said, they give a new designa-
tion. M

In New York, if you are lucky enough to live in Bedford-Stuyve-
sant, you might have a chance, but in Brownsville you are in
trouble. The same in Los Angeles. There are not enough programs
in areas that need it. There are many poor people spread out in
Los Angeles, in the valley, even in West Los Angeles, contrary to
popular opinion. They are not eligible for any of the programs.

I think, No. 1, they have to devery programs that spread 'out
throughout a city, but two, making the private sector commit the
jobs. I think that you will not see that in the enterprise zone. I
have looked at some of that legislation. I have not seen 4ny word-
ing that says you must commit. We would like you to cothe in, you
will get these things, but where is it written you have to commit
the certain number of jobs? That has to be part of that legislation.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAwictris. The Chair would like to interrupt for just a

minute to introduce one of the members of the subcommittee who

..,
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has came in since this panel was seated. We are delighted to have
the distinguished .colleague from New York, Congressman Ted
Weiss, who is the third ranking member of the Subcommittee on
Employment Opportunities, aryl certainly one of the most active
members of both the subcommittee and the full Committee on
Education and Labor. -

Mr. Weiss, we are delighted to have you join the subcommittee.
You will be called on in a fewanintues irothe round of questioning.

Mr. WEISS. Dank you, Mr:Chairman.
Mr. HAwKI If you wish to make a comment at this time, we

would be delighted.
Mr. Watkins?
Mr. WATKINS. I wondered if I souldThe excused?
Mr. HAWKINS. YeS.
Mr. Peyser?
Perhaps Mr. Peyser may have' a question before you leave, Mr.

Watkins.
Mr. Weiss, if you have a qliestion with respect to the testimony

of Mr. Watkins, we will allow both o o to do so at this time.
Mr. PEYSER. Mr. Chairman, thank
Rather than a question, I think' anel has brought out

probably thitt real critical and gut problem that is being faced here
in Los Angeles and throUghOut the country. I would like to really
make a statement to the panel rather than ask them a question at
this point, because there is one thDig that has been said repeatedly
here.

It hag been said the Reagan administration and President
Reagan has brought about these cuts and I think it is important to

,recognize that the Congress of the United States brought about
these cuts; that the U.S. Congress voted for these programs and
there wasn't one Representative, one ^ Republican Representative
from the Stat,of California who voted against any of these cuts.
They all votedVor them.

Now, traditionally, Members of Congress try to be nice to each
other and_ never get involved in discussions of this nature; but I
think what hat happened over the last several weeks and months
in the Congress h really elimniaed the opportunity for those
niceties, if we are ibally concerned about the future 9f this coun-
try.

Incidentally, the middle-income people of this country are not
enemies here I find that most middle- income people who under-
stand what the problem is and who have it expilained to them what
the impacts of these programs are, are very upset as well, and one
of the hopes may be that the middle income, which is far more
vocal at this point, will be responding and will be speaking out. But
I think you have to get the issue clarified as to who did what. It is
the Congress that did this. It is the Congress that knuckled under
Co this administration. It is a party that voted locksteparid I used
to be a member of the Republican Party for 6 years in the Con-
gress I served as a Republican. I finally saw the light and became
a Democrat But aside from that, we even had Democrats4he
critical votes were Democrats who voted for these cuts in the
Congress.
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So I think thewhere the solution is going to lie is going to be in
the motivation of the people who you speak for and the middle-
income people of Los Angeles and of this community who do not
want this kind of oppression and who really do want opportunities
for people. It is going to be for them to vote, and voting is .the
answer.

In Mississippi we saw just a.fewfweeks ago an issue, the voting
rights issue, which the administration and a majority of Members
in the Congress were sounding like they really wanted to put a
handle on if and stop it. We saw a Democratand there had not
been one elected in over 12 years in this districtcome out on the
voting rights issue, explain it, and get people to come out and vote,
and won an election.

Immediately one of the more conservative Members of the Con-
gress, who has been an opponent of this voting rights issue, is now
out leading the fight supporting it, seeing it as an issue that cannot
be won because of what the people have done, so now they are
going to join it!'

Well, I think that is great. I am delighted that ade -the
change So I think that is very positive, but am saying to
you is that your message is a brutal one that you have given here
but a very accurate and very hard and very truthful statement, bur
you have to get that m sage over with your own people as well
and with others in titS7-area because you can bring about change.

There is no question that the committee you are talking to here
is very supportive of everything you are standing for and what you
are talking about. Everybody on This committee voted against
every one of these cuts and fought for them to try to change them,
but I am jkist saying you have to recognize you are not fighting the
President qf the United States He has his philosophy. As President
he ought to put it forward and be ought to do his best to get it
passed That is his job. That is what he was elected for. I happen to
disagree with what he is doing, but if the majority of that Congress
agrees, that is what is going to happen 'that is what has happened.

So I am not trying to lecture you or anybody in the audience, but
I am saying this is what has to be done.

If you would like to comment to me, that is fine. I reallyit has
to be understood it has been your people and your Representatives
that have voted for these cuts on the Republican side of the House.

Mr Chairmen, I w come anybody who wants to comment on
what I have sai iattl is really what I thinkthe questions have
been very clear

Ms. MCFADDEN. I would like to say something.
My Representatives happen to be sitting here facing me. Those

Recitul2licans are not ours. The reason I indicted President Reagan
per se is that President Reagan is the one that went out and
proselytized Naturally he called his chips in. If that same Presi-

tit had gone out with a more liberal view, I do not think we
quid be facing the cuts that we have today-

- That is all I am saying. If he had gone out with a positive
attitude, I think we would have had more of a positive nature. He
went out with a totally negative attitude and he is calling every-
body and saying, this is what I want Well, we have to face it. He is
the President So many people tend to vote and bend in that

*.) f
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direction. I will hold him responsible because if he had proselytized
in a different fashion, he would have had converts saying Praise
the Lord.

Mr. PEYSER. I do not mind you holding him responsible. I argued
very hard against the President. The point is, if we are going to
bring about change, it is riot going to be with the President. That is
really the issue.

Mr. HANDELMAN. I agree with what you say, Mr. Peyser, but I
also think part of the problem was that many of our liberal Demo-
cratic congresspeople waited too long to try to reform some of the
programs, and I think that is part of the problem as well.

Just voting for or against cuts really is not the issue in the
future. I think everybody agrees that there are limited resources. I
think the Democratic Party has to come up with ways of meeting
the service needs of the people of this country, by developing
programs that are more cost effective. I think we have all said that

re. We should not try to cut and put millions of good people out
of work.

I said that in the beginning, but I think it is important to
emphasize it again. They do not realize they are doing anything
wrong. They are not. They worked 25 years. They are part of good
unions, civil service. If you are going to develop programs that
meet the needs of the poor and also meet -full employment needs
for everybody, then I think we have to look at the bureaucracy and
try to transfer some people into the private s for and develop
programs that do a better job without cost a lot of money.

Mr. PEYSER. I do not think anybody disagre s with you. But I feel
that that philosophy that you espouse is o of the great weakness-
es now for the people that you are repr senting, the minute you
start saying look, we should get rid of some of these programs, I
think we should, too, I think we ought to cut them back, be tighter
with them. I am in favor of that. ,

You want to give me a list of which programs you want to cut
back?

We had people in the early part of the year coming to the
Congressand these are people in some of the education areas I
representsaying look, we realize things are tight, let's cut back
on libraries. Then I ha.yle library people come in and say look, the
bilingual program doesn t ,work anyway, let's cut back on bilingual.
So the minute you start that, you start weakening the whole struc-
ture.

What I say we have to do in Congress, sure, we have to be
tougher, oversight has to be better. We have to cut down. But you
have to keep these programs viable, because they aren't bqd pro-
grams, they are good programs. At least I believe they are.

Mr. HANDELMAN. Mr. Peyser, I didn't say cut back programs; I
said cut back how they are operated. I think the Reagan ad inis-
tration cut back programs. I think everyone in this room kn s a
lot of the programs could be operated much better. Mr. W ins
alluded to a program where the administrative staff was 25 ing a
good job,and now it is 800.

Mr. PEYSER. I understand that. That represents an iota of What,
the program is, I would love to make those changes. I would work
for them. I am sure the chairman would as well. They don't repre-
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sent the major point of this issue or the major nioney we are
talking about You have to get the thing in the proper perspective

Sure, we want to cut waste. Who does not want to cut waste and
fraud? I am all for it. Every administration I knowand I have
served under four Presidents nowhave all said the-same thing.
But I do not see a heck of a lot of improvement. It doesn't takeI
do not care whether they are Republicans or Democratsit is a big
job to do.

Right now we have a lot of people hurting and a lot more are
going to hurt I am not willing to get tied up in this process of how
we are fooling around with some people in one administration role
or another I want the programs tighter. I want them preserved. I
want the money for them.

Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Watkins?
Mr WATKINS. I was not going to get involved in the controversy

going on. I do not think my statement started with Mr. Reagan. I
have sew constant taking away from poor people for the past 20
years. 36 it isn't one administration, and it hasn't been one Con-
gressman or Senator. I have seen a number of things.

I saw the march in 1968 with the cry for law and order that
began to do a lot of things against poor people. In 1972, ',watched
another crusade that did things to the poor people The first poor
programs I knew that got cut in 1980 were those programs that
were already scheduled to be cut by Mr. Carter, the public service
employment programs.

I am not under any illusion about who is cutting programs. I was
asking to be excused.

One of the thingS I wanted to say, if you gentlemen want to see
what we are doing, if you have any time to spare this afternoon,
Margaret Thatcher has sent one of her people. I am going to go
down there and meet with'her administrative assistant to show her
what we are doing in Watts, because they say they want to try to
get some of those things going in England to stop the burning and
things they have going on. I have to go. She will be there until
about 5 o'clock this evening if any of you gentlemen would like to
come down to the Watts Labor Community Action group. We
would be glad to have you.

Mr. HAWKINS. You are always optimistic, Ted.
Mr WATKINS. Well, I worked under Mr. Nixon as President of

the United States, Mr. Reagan as the Governor of the State of
California, and Sam 'Yorty as the mayor of Los Angeles. I think I
made it.

le Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Weiss?
Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, let me express my appreciation to you for holding

this series of hearings across the country. Jahink that nothing is
more critical than for us to start exploring with people in commu-
nities across the Nation thak will be affected by these budget cuts
as to what the actual impact will be.

The Reagan administration believed that this would be spit of a
bloodless and painless paper exercise and that people should not
have to worry because the impact of the economic revitalization
program would be that in a &latter of a brief few years people are
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going to be so well off that they would not mind at all the ordeal
that we hava put them,through.

The pro m is that every time we ask the Reagan administra-
tion what people will do in the interim, we do not get any answers
at all Those of you on the panel, and people like you across the
country, are, of course, in a position to tell us how terrible that
suffering is going to be, even assuming that the Reagan proposals
were to work, until they begin to work -----

I had occasion in the course of debate on the budget to call it a
drop-dead-America budget I was just not indulging in a rhetorical
exercise I do, in fact, believe people are going to die because of the
cutbacks that are in the Reagan proposals Whatever you can do to
arouse our consciences and our consciousness, that of the President
and that of the Congress as a whole I think is extremely worth-
while

I thank you very much for your participation
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.
I think Mr Weiss has expressed the appreciation of the subcom-

mittee for the very fine presentations that have be made
I wish to thank the panel members and certain to indicate to

you the pctreme pleasure of this subcommittee t at you have so
dramatically brought to the attention of the committee and placed
in the record some of the actual conditions that do prevail We are
deeply thankful.

The next panel will conF,ii-t of Mr Robert Bristow and
Mr. Robert Hotchkiz,i, of the California Employ meet I)e' elopment
Department

Welcome Gentlemen, your prepared statement in its entirety
will be placed in the record and we hope that you can give to us
the highlights you have presented _

STATEMENT OF ROBERT BRISTOW, CHIEF DEPUTY DIRECTOR,
CALIFORNIA EMPLOYMENT DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT,
SACRAMENTO. CALIF., ACCOMPANIED BY ROBERT HOTCH-
KISS, CHAIRMAN. EMPLOYMENT DATA AND RESERVE DIVI-
SION

Mr BRisTow I am Robert Bristow, the chief deputy director of
the employment development department I would like to thank
you for the opportunity to appear before the committee.

Our director, Douglas Patino, regrets he is unable to attend
today He is back in Washington meeting with the Department of
Labor officials on some of the very issues we are discussing today.

I have with me Robert Hotchkiss, Chief of EDD's employment
data and reserve division

We have been asked to briefly cover projected employment
growth in California for 1980 to 198:5 and review the impact the
current Federal admiri,istration's budget reductions have had on
EDD program operationX , . .

As you indicated, we have submitted extensive testimony We
will try to highlight that testimony °

There are two major areas that I would like to highlight First is
the impact the proposed Comprehensive Employment and Training
Actfunding reductions have had on the department as approved in
the Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981

i
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In fiscal year 1980-81, California received approximately 5706
million under the various titles or CETA. Currently, under pro-
posed budgeting, we will receive $420 million for 1981-82. Due to
to many uncertainties as to where and how these cuts will take
place: it is not possible to assess their full impact at this point'

However, we already have some experience with reductions in
the area of public service employment that was mentioned earlier
by one of the previous individuals testifying That is, that the
title", Ili& and VI Public Service Employment job, under CETA
are to be terminated by October 1, 1981

What that means in California is that as of February 1981, there._
were approximately 32,500 people employed under the PSE pro-
gram As of June 30, 25,000 of these have been removed from the
PSE payroll, 20,000 of these 25,000 have filed for unemployment
insurance benefits

Mr HAWKINS I am sorry, Mr Bristow We are a little confused
on the figures Would you repeat the amount to be received in
1981-1982 fiscal years compared with 1980-819

Mr BRISTOW The proposed amount is approximately :3420
million

Mr HAWKINS 5420 million') How much did you receive in 1980-
81'

Mr BRISTOW .706 million
Mr HAWKINS Which is a rather substantial reduction
You said in February the PSE slots were 32,500, and in June

25,000 had been removed"'
Mr BRISTOW That is correct, sir
Mr HAWKINS Of that number-
Mr BRISTOW 20,000 had applied for unemployment insurance

benefits
There are still approximately 65,000 to 70,000 employed in the

program, but even those positions will be terminated by October 1,
The Department has spent the p several months working very

closely with the prime sponsors and locai groups in an effort to
transition these people as they are laid off \pto other employment
We spent over $400,000 of the Governor's rants moneys oh a
massive coordination effort to do just this

The Department of Labor has set a goal for each of its depart-
ments to place at least 30 percent of those who registered for work
with them in unsubsidized employment As of July 31, we have had
9,400 who have registered in our field offices We have placed 2,890
of them in subsidized employment, which is a 30-percent placement
figure, at this point

Mr WASHINGTON Would you repeat that figure')
Mr BRISTOW The number registered with our Department is

9,491 The number we have placed in employment is 2,890, and
that represents a 30 4 placement rate

Mr HAWKINS If I may, interrupt, I see that is on page 16 of the --
prepared statement

Mr BRISTOW Correct
The second item I would like to discuss is the impact the Federal

budget cuts have had on the delivery of employment services in the
State of California This is on page 17 While it is still too early-to
tell what the impacts are going to be, we do know funding cuts
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translate into people cuts and, staffing cuts. That translates into
greater demands for the services the Department provides, both
unemployment insurance and in placement services.

Over the past 2 years, our budget in the Department of Labor
has been reduced approximately $36 million. Although our total
budget isfor unemployment insurance and jobs servicesis $280
million, a $36 million reduction still is very significant and cannot
be absorbed in the Department without adversely affecting the
services we provide to the public.

One of the areas where services have been impacted, covered on
page 18 of the testimony, is that between October 1-of last year and
October 1 of this year, coming up, we will reduce staffing in the
Department by 2,300 positions. I am happy to say we are able to do
this without laying off any permanent employees. However, the
impact has been felt by our seasonal and intermittent employees.

Unfortunately, most of these employees are located in the field
operations so the impact is felt by the client we serve. It is felt in
longer lines in filing for unemployment insurance benefits and
getting payments, and also is felt in less individualized services we
provide to those in job placement activities.

Probably the most significant impact of the budget reductions
has been the fact that we have had to reverse our previoul policy
of trying to locate smaller size offices out in the community where
the jobs and the people are located.

Because of the budget cuts, we must now redirect our policy
toward consolidating offices and getting back to the bigger, more
centralized locations For the first time in our history, we have had
to close major field offices It is on the top of page 19 that you can
see between July 1 and December 31 of this year we will have
closed 37 field offices around gie State. In the Los Angeles area
alone, we `?gave consolidated 1-4-voffices and had to terminate the
automated job bank system.

Another area Bob Hotchkiss will mention in his testimony deals
with our ability to deliver critical labor market information so we
can plan fort

to fill
as to where the jobs are and what type of

training is n to fill them The budget reductions have forced
Bob to lay off many of his trained analysts, and their skill is being
lost to the Department to provide this type of information.

The final impact I wanted to cover briefly today is the implemen-
tation of California's initiatives to deal with workers' needs in the
eighties also being adversely affected. EDD's ability to assist Cali-
fornia in taking the lead in dealing with plant closures, welfare
reform, and the need for specialized retraining, cannot help but be
hindered when inadequate funds exist for our basic programs. If
the retraining and manpower programs in the eighties are to oper-
ate adequately, resources must be made available. However, be-
cause we feel at EDD we must always be moving forward, that just
standing still, in effect, is going backward, we have had to divert
some resources from our basic services such as job development
and counseling, employer contacts, and individualized applicant
service to support these new directions. The fact that we are taking
this step in spite of the budget reductions, and in spite of the fact
that the Employment Service budget has been frozen for the past

F1
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15 years, I feel indicates California's recognition of the changing
employment needs of its citizens.

In conclusion, while most of my testimony has dealt with the
problems resulting from the budget cuts, I would like to end it on a
positive note

EDD is the largest employment operation in the State and recog-
nizes its goa14and responsibility toward the unemployed, not only of
California but of the Nation I would like to take this opportunity
to assure the committee that we take this responsibility seriously.
We are part of a nationwide employment services system that,
given the direction and support, can carry its weight and help in
resolving the employment problems of the eighties

That concludes my testimony
[Prepared te,timon, of Robert firk:tom,

follows

PREPARED TESTIMONY OF ROBERT T BRIsTow, CHIEF DEPUTY DIRECTOR AND
ROBERT HOTCHKISS, CHIEF. EMPLOYMENT DATA AND RESEARCH DIVISION, EM-
PLOYMENT DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT. STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Good morning, I am Robert Bristow, Chief Deputy Director of the Employment
Development Department EDDY Thank you for the opportunity to appear here
today I am representing EDD Director Douglas Patino who presently is in Washing-
ton metting with Department of Labor officials I have with me Robert Hotchkiss,
Chief of EDD s Employment Data and Research Division We have been asked to
briefly cover projected employment growth in California for 12160-x5, and review the
impact the current Federal administration s budget reductions have had on EDD
program operations

The Employment Development Department is the agency responsible for the
provision of employment services within the State of California As such we recog-
nize the need to assist in the development of national policy to expand employment
opportunities in the 19Ws

Now, I would like to have Bob Hotchkiss cover projected employment growth in
California

The California economy can be viewed along two dimensions First, it can be
stratified into industnes. retail trade, wholesale trade. services of various sorts,
manufacturing of goods, and many other types of industry Second, the economy can

-be viewed as a collection of occupations Secretary, plumber, college professor,
registered nurse, and so un Thus. when asking where employment growth will be in
the State. we can answer in terms of what industries are growing or emerging) or
in terms of what occupations are growing ur emerging Further, we can ask where
geographically, growth is likely to occur

Every two years. the Employment Development Department produces new projec-
tions of employment demand by industry and occupation for the State and for
approximately 20 areas within the State The most recent statewide projections
were completed in 1979 and they are being revised in 1961 W6 believe that the
data presented here are reasonably accurate in terms of the industry and occupa-
tion mix of employment demand for the first half of the 19*Os At a detailed level
we project employment for over 200 industries and almost 400 occupationsthe
19r,1 projections may be revised, but analysis of social policy questions will be
adequately served by the available data

and Robert Hotchki:,:s

HOW MLCH WILL EMPLOYMENT DEMAND GROW IN THE. FIRST HALF OF THE I980'S

Growth in employment demand can be considered to deme from two sources
change in the needs of industry for workers and change in the rate at which
workers leave the labor furLe and therefore need to be replaced) We are currently
projecting that total industry demand will grow at a rate of approximately percent
annually through 19 Total job opportunities, including those due to replacement
needs, are expected to be approximately 67)0,000 each year

Total employment demand is, in actuality, a composite of the demand for workers
in individual industries Our projections reflect differing growth rates for each
industn), so while employment as a whole is expected to grow at a fairly modest
rate, there are industries that are expected to grow mud., faster and some that are
expected to remain essentially unchanged
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WHICH INULSTRIAL SECTORS WILL GROW THE FASTEST

If we compare the expected annual growth rate of the California economy ass a
whole with the expected growth rates of industry groups within the economy, we see
that a number of diverse sectors are expected to outperform the average in terms of
rates of creating new jobs These industries are Electrical machinery manufactur-
ing noret lectrical mac hint r mattufatturing Apparei and textilt produt's manu-
facturing,' printing and publishing retail trade especially eating and drinking
places, finance, ,nsurance and real estate all services except Education and Private
Household but especially hotels and lodging places temporary help, auto,repair,
and medical and other professional and related services especially accounting and
auditing

These industry sectors are projected to be the fastest growing in the State be-
tween l'eto and 19.3 but they do nut necessarily reflect the sources of most new
jobs during that time It is important to keep in mind that if we want to know whaf
jobs we should be preparing people for it is not always productive to look only at so-
Allt.ed growth industries In fact most new jobs are a product of growth in very
Page industries This is particularly important in the case of the Services, industry
sector which is both large oter four million workers projected in California in 19*5
and growing faster than average

In making policy decisions regarding what jobs the California economy will
demand m the future then it is not sufficient to look only for rapid rates of growth
among different industries or industry groups As we noted at the outset the
economy can be thought of as a collection of occupations as well as a system of
interrelated industries To project employment demand our economists first fore-
case employment demand for each industry in the target year These forecasts are
derived from statistical analysis of employment in each of the 200-plus industries in
previous years using federal forecasts of national industry employment, and usingour own assumptions about future unemployment rates economic growth, labor
force participation, rates and projections of State population by age Analysts famil-
iar with the local economy in each projection area supplement the statistical econo-metric analysis with their knowledge of planned industrial expansion and contrac-
tion in each area Our occupational analysts then translate these industry forecasts
into projections of employment demand by occupation Using the distribution ofoccupations or staffing pattern , in each industry found in the 1970 Census as a
starting point, the occupational analysts adjust the staffing patterns for changes
that have occurred since that time This is done partly through the use of factors
provided to us b, the Bureau of Labor Statistics and partly through our own
occupational research Since each industry has a unique staffing pattern, differing
growth rates among industries can and often do have differing effects onoYerall
occupational demand,

,+ Hit H rN r cPATION., SIM 1,505 THE FASTEST

Based on our forecast, of industry employment demand and changes in staffingpatterns within each industry the fifteen rxcupations out of 377 census occupa-
tions, that will offer the most job opportunities between PP.() and
follows are as

Sales workers -1,000Managers and administrators
-Vi,01S)Secretaries is,000

Bookeepers account clerks 16,000
Miscellaneous clerical workers 13,000Janitors 3,000
Cooks

2 0011Waiters and vtaltrestas tt 000
Cashiers 2 000
Assemblers 1 (100
Real estate agents and brokers 11)00
Blue collar supervisors foremen , I 000
Ty pists 0 Igo)
Registered n u rses

1 (0)(1
Accountant, 0111)I

These fifteen occupations account for ,tpproximatelt, I0 percent of job openings
that will occur during the next fit.t. years These job opening an predominantly not

\lanai d,.,tted rat, th,, ,tti gom, in tn, nAtion,t1 Standard industrialIn !, t,nenn,,I ht. the p trtm,nt ,f ornrr,

";
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due to meteonc growth in a few industnes, nor are they due primanly to radical
changes in staffing patterns within industnes Most job openings are due to expan
sion of existing large industry sectors and to replacement needs generated by
workers leaving the labor force

The occupations with the greatest expected rates of growth th},pugh 1985 are
generally much Smaller, in terms of the number of job opportunities and'in terms of
total employment They are

Oc=ton
Average

anektii growth
fee percent

Arum
aur al pt

cometuseles

Baggage porters and tetceS i 11 7 550

litscelaneous medical and heat wairefs health wakes 2 11 7 220

lodging Conners, except prorate hoczehold 9 5 3,750

Dents! trygemsts 9 5 750

hitsogianeous dental rakes l 8 4 13,120

Data PrxessIng machine repairers 8 3 1,050

ChM care workers except ornate hadshold 7 9 3,300

PrtscePaneoes scoat-screarsts ' 7 0 90

Mebcal secietares 6 6 1 690

Legal secretaries 6 5 2,770

Advertding at and adrertarng saes *ulcers 6 0 1,270

Office merge reparrers 6 0 -570
Flight attendants 5 9 1,340

Au cordials, heating, and ref ngeratroo owsitanc 5 8 1,580

Buyers, whoesale and retail 5 7 3 560

The Temetemcm armorer, rckqe sore webs: 74 Mreem ocacztves gone d 0-41 s tee' very tree weld, 13 z ear rte rry
The Cee occomMeme cMets

These fifteen fast-growing occupations account for approximately 5 percent of the
job openings that will occur dunng the first half of the 1980's

What geographical areas in California will experience the mast growth
Certainly the largest metropolitan areas will have the lion's share of the ob

openings in the foreseeable future Los Angeles and San Francisco-Oakland, because
of their size, will have 40 percent of job opening, but because of their economic
stability their projected 1 9 percent growth rates will be outstnpped in terms of
growth rates by smaller areas The major areas in the State will be Sacramento-
3 9 percent, Riverside-San Bernardino Ontario -3 6 percett, San Diego-3 percent,
and Fvsno-3 2 percent

WHAT IS EDD DOING TO ANTICIPATE GROWING AND EMERGING OCCUPATIONS AND
IN D USVIES

EDD maintains four regional Labor Market Information offices in the State Each
office has analysts assigned to each county, and these labor market analysts stay in
close touch with the economic and industrial developments in their areas, allowing
the Department to anticipate and react quickly to changing demands in the job
market

As examples, our analysts report that
In the San Francisco-Oakland area we have lost over 1,000 jobs in auto and truck

manufacturing since 1980, but we anticipate 900 new jobs in research and develop-
ment in the petroleum industry

In the San Jose area, we expect 2,000 more defense-related jobs than we projected
two years ago These jobs will largely be for assemblers, checkers, and examiners

In the Vallejo area, if Mare Island receives an upcoming submanne-building
contract, over 0,000 jobs for plumbers, machinists, clerks, welders, shipfitters, check-
ers, examiners, and other occupations will be generated

In the Sacramento area, and Northern California in general, there will be rapid
growth in the electronics industry, especially for electronic assemblers and techni-
cians -

In the Los Angeles area, our analysts anticipate a marked increase in demand for
computer programmers, systems analysts, data-coder operators tpeople who key-
enter data directly on to computer tapes), and medical technicians Our analysts are
seeing a trend in which professionals are giving up some of their duties to assist-,

and thereby creating new openings for people in existing occupations For
mple, there is a trend toward much of the work traditionally performed by
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doctors or nurses now being turned over to medical assistants. The Los Angeles area
is also expecting increased R&D (research and development) activity related to
defense spending R&D work generally has spin-off effects on other work, especially
the machine-operator occupations.

San Diego is experiencing a growth in demand for electronic engineers and
technicians, data-coder operators, machinists, cooks, and nurses. While some of the
growth is related to increased aerospace and defense work, other growth is due to
general economic vigor in the area

Orange County, Santa. Barbara County, and the San Bernardino area are experi-
encing a rapid increase in demand for workers in the health occupations RNs,
LVNe, and EKG technicians in particular Orange County is finding an increasing
demand for various types of engineers, especially biochemical, mechanical, and
electronic engineers Numerical-control-machine (a type of "robot" that has been in
use for years) operators are in high demand in Orange County

What EDD refers to as the Central Region (San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara,
Ventura, Kern, and a few other Central Valley counties) is finding rapid growth in
the printing and publishing industries These industries, as they evolve technologi-
cally, are requiring increasing numbers of word processing operators and terminal-
system operators This area has a growing computer industry, which has an effect
on other industries that use computers, such as the insurance industry As comput-
ers become more accessible, the duties of office personnel change to fit the needs
and abilities of the computer

The bulk of new jobs are related to industry growth, rather than industry change
A striking egample in the petroleum industry Partially as a result of high energy
prices, this "old induStry is devoting enormous quantities of money to expanding
its supplies This means that the 3,756 oil drilling rigs currently in existence in the
United States are expected to double by 1990 Since each rig employs six workers
per shift and operates four 6-hour shifts every day of the week, a very large number
of new job openings will be generated, and after those rigs have found oil, thousands
of new oil field mechanics and equipment operators will be needed.

Every two years the Employment Development Department publishes for the
State and approximately twenty regions within the State five-year projections of
employment demand by industry and occupation We also publish quarterly "Labor
Market Supply and Demand" reports for the State-and areas within the ,state
These reports provide the most current short-term outlool\ for jobs in various
occupations, generally the occupations most in demand

EDD is also involved with, or has applied for funding for, a-number of projects
that anticipate the effects of changing technology and attempt to ameliorate the
effects of those changes on workers who are displaced from their jobs becaiwe of
change We have a project that provides information on alternative employeMind
occupations to workers affected by large-scale layoffs and Elant closures We will-be
providing occupational demand information as part of a project with the Depart-
ment of Economic and Business Development, which will assess the impact of
changing and emerg.ing.teehnology And, if funded, the Department will engage in
an independent study on the effects of emerging technologies and a study to develop
new techniques for accomplishing supply/demand analyses

However, it appears that there will be'a decrease in our ability to generate and
utilize labor market information in the near future Unfortunately, we are expect-
ing a 20-25 percent reduction in our Employment Service Labor Market Informa-
tion grant from the Department of Labor, effective October 1, 1981 As this and our
other programs are cut, resources must be shifted to provide the basic Employment
Service and Unemployment Insurance services required by statute This shift will
mean 4 reduction in resources directed to the development of innovative and proac-
tive labor market data -

Yet, in spite of these reductions, the Department sees as a major goal the easing
of the transition of the labor force into the industry demands of the 1980s This
entails not only providing Unemployment Insurance to those who are displaced and
employment services to those looking for work, but anticipating the needs of the
economy and assisting educators, communipes, and job-seekers in planning for those
needs Oucoommitment these goals is strong and, within the resources allocated
to us, wa will do our best to meet the needs of the work force and of business

We have attached some material regarding projected labor force participation
This material was prepared by National Governor's Association staff, using Bureau
of Labor Statistics data It provides a good national perspective on changes in our
labor force during the 1980 s However, we must recognize that the national labor
market is made up of hundreds of local labor markets The programs that are
directed to the employment and labor needs of the 1980s will be national programs
only in the most general sense There will be thousands of local training and

11P-
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education programs which are the backbone of any national effort In view of the
diversity and complexity of the national economy and California's economy, we
believe that 'only a careful blending of national, state, and local efforts Lan hope to
meet the needs of industry and the labor force It is here that our greatest concern
arises these local programs must have timely, current, accurate and local labor
market information However, the reductions in the Department of Labor programs
will ensure a devastating reduction in our ability to provide this information We
believe that this hardly serves the public interest, and that careful consideration
should be given to the maintenance of a strong state and local labor market
information program

There are two major areas I will discuss regarding the impact of Federal budget
reductions on EDD operations

First, is the impact of the proposed Comprehensive Employment and Training Act
(CETA) funding reductions approved in the Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981

In fiscal year 1980-81 California received approximately $706 million under the
various titles of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act, based on Cali-
fornia receiving 10 percent of the Federal budget reconciliation conference agree-
ment Due to the many uncertainties as to how much and where the CETA cuts will
take place, it is not possible to assess the full impact of their reduction However,
we have-already had some experiences with reductions in the area of Public Service
Employment (Title II-D and VI) the impact is well documented

All CETA PSE' jobs will be eliminated by October 1, 1981 In California 32,575
persons working in PSE program jobs have been or will be laid off between March
31, and October 1, 1981

On a statewide basis, it has been our experience that approximately 50 percent of
all PSE participants successfully transition into unsubsidized employment

Historically PSE employees who have not transitioned into private sector employ-
ment either returned to public assistance or unemployment insurance claimant
status

Services performed by CETA workers will be curtailed since local public entities
are unlikely to have adequate resources to replace the CETA workers In addition to
the obvious social and economic impact on the PSE participants, the State will
expenence a sharp curtailment of services, at a time when state and local public
resources are diminishing Services reduced include Health aid services including
programs for drug abuse, alcoholism, nutrition, rape crisis, rat infestation, Child
care services, Transportation services: Law enforcement services, Recreation and
cultural services, Clerical services for government agencies, Family counseling serv-
ices including programs for battered women and abused children, Senior citizen
services, Services for the disabled, School and classroom aides, Home repair and
weathenzation, Library services, and Community maintenance services

Agencies that will lose these services include Schools (including community col-
leges), State and local government committees including police and fire districts,
libraries, parks and recreation departments, Hospitals and community health cen-
ters, Family service centers and senior citizen centers, Local housing authorities,
and Community Based Organizations and non-profit agencies 1Community Action
Programs)

Decreases in services provided by agencies will occur for handicapped, youth,
minorities, women, older workers, persons of limited English language proficiency,
veterans and public assistance recipients Both urban and rural areas will be hard
hit without resources to provide the kinds of services provided by PSE participants

The economic impact of these layoffs will be felt in communities throughout the
state Tax revenues to state and local governments will be reduced due to wage
losses

Increases in application for Food Stamps and other public assistance will increase
the workload for the responsible agencies and for the WIN program

An increase in demand for more training will occur since the type of jobs per
formed by CETA participants are primarily in public sector services occupations,
and, therefore, transition to similar employment in the private sector is unlikely
The current transition rate to unsubsidized employment for workers performing
these public sector service (unctions (except clerical and maintenance) runs around
202ercent Specific skills training to aid the transition will be needed by many
CETA participants

For the past several months EDD has been working to place those PSE partici-
pants already laid off The current status of our efforts is as follows

In February 1981, there were about 32,500 people employed in PSE program in
California

As of June 30, 1981, about 25,000 have been removed from PSE payrolls Some
6.500 are still employed
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Over $400,000 of the Governor's Grants moneys has been spent on a massive
coordination effort between EDD and Prime Sponsors The transitioning of the PSE
participant has been given a high priority

All persons who need employment services are urged to register with EDD for
employment assistance Generally, those who have registered are those with the
least training, often with other barriers to employment such as transportation or
child care problems They are the participants that have been unable to make the
transition to private employment without special assistance

The Department of Labor goal for State Employment Security Agencies, such asEDD, is to find employment for at least 30 percent of those who register for
employment assistance

EDD workload for the period March Ito July 31, 1981, is as follows
Registered with EDI), 9,491, placed in a job, 2,890; and percentage placed, 30 4

percent. '
These figures reflect specific criteria for placement credit Positive terminationssuch as return to school are not reported Our figures include only those persons

referred and 'Aced by EDD and those who found their own jobs after receiving
special employment assistance, including Job search workshops, job development,
counseling; job search assistance; and employability assessment.

The 65 percent reemployment rate placement figures released by Department of
Labor are direct or indirect placement, which include people transitioned into
unsubsidized government employment, placed into employment in private industry,
entered military, returned to school, transferred to other CETA training, entered a
training program not funded by CETA, or found employment on their own after
CETA participation The EDD reporting system has information only on CETA
participants who register with our Department for services

The second item I mould like to discuss is the impact of the Federal budget cuts
on the delivery of employment and training services and on employment in Califor-nia.

It is still too early to tell to what extent the multitude of proposed reductions will
impact EDD It is known, however, that any reduction in funding for any program
usually translates into people out of work, and people out of work translates into
greater demands for the unemployment insurance and job placement services of
EDD

EDD, although no different from other impacted overnmental agencies, is facing
the coming fiscal year with substantially fewer dollars to provide the same needed
services This fiscal year we faced a budget underfunding of $18 million While we
do not yet know the extent of next year's budget reductions, it appears it will be an
additional $18-20 million Even a department as large as EDD with a total Unem-
ployment Insurance and Job Services budget of $280 million cannot absorb $36
million in budget reductions within a two year period without there being an
adverse impact on the services we provide to the public

Reduction of services to the public has occurred in the following areas-
As of October 1 of this year we will be operating with 2,00 less positions than on

October 1 of last year Many of the positions in our Department were filled by
intermittent employees This means that several individuals, each workingipart-
time, made up one full-time position Thus, the number of staff not workifig is
greater than the 2,300 positions Becau9g: the majority of EDD's staff is located in
the field offices, the majority of these staff reductions occurred Iry the field oper-
ations The result is longer lines and less individualized service

We consolidated our administrative overhead by reducing our Operations Branch
regional offices from five to three While this reduced support costs, it also reduced
the availability of technical assistance to our field offices

We had to reverse EDD's previous policy of locating smaller size field offices in
more locations closer to the public we serve We must now follow a policy directed
toward the consolidation of offices As a result, for the First time in EDD history, we
have had to close major field offices Between July I and December 31, 1981, EDD
will have closed 37 field offices around the State In the Los Angeles area alone we
have consolidated 14 offices and terminated the Automated Job Bank system

Even after a consolidation of that magnitude, we fully expect a pecond round of
consolidations in order to operate within the anticipated level of resources

As Bob Hotchkiss mentioned, our ability to develop the critical labor market
information needed for informal planning has been reduced Bob currently is reduc-
ing the number of analysts working on developing such information TRis pool of ,
trained analysts is being lost either to other departments or other operations within `.
EDD At a time when employmeht and training directions depend upon the ability
to project future nerds, these cuts are particularly damaging to our efforts

0
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Implementation of California's initiatives to deal with the worker's needs of'the
1980's are also being adversely impacteq EDD's ability to assist California in taking
the lead in dealing with plant closures, welfare reform, and retraining emphasis
cannot help but be hindered when inadequate funds exist for our basic programs If
the retraining and manpower programs of the 1980's are to be operated adequately,
resources must be made available

Therefore, EDD, in order to always be moving forward, has already begun to
divert some resources from basic services such as job development, counseling,
employer contacts, and individualized applicant service to support these new direc-
tions The fact these resources are being diverted in spite of the standstill budget,
the Employment Services Program has had for the last 15 years, indicates Califor-
nia's recognition of the changing employment needs of its citizens

In conclusion, while most of my testimony has dealt with the problems created by
the current and proposed budget reductions, I would like to end my testimony on a
positne nute EDD, as the largest employment operation in the most populous state,
recognizes its role and responsibility towar-dthe unemployed and underemployed of
not only California but the Nation I would like to take this opportunity to personal-
ly assure you we do not take this responsibility lightly We are part of a Nationwide
employment service system that, given direction and support, can more than carry
its weight in contributing to the national effort to resolve employment problems of
the 1980's

[Attachment to EDD Testimony)

The following is an excerpt from the Employment and Training Subcommittee
report submitted for review by the subcommittee in Wilmington, Delaware, on June
29-30, 1981

B TRENDS IN EMPLOYMENT

The need for this reordenng is straightforward ..The probability by the late 1980's
of severe labor shortages is high The Joint Economic Committee of the Congress
and uthers are projecting that by the turn of the century this nation may not be
able to fill its jobs, even assuming an economic growth rate of only one or two
percent per year The reason for this projected phenomenon is the phasing down of
the impact of the post-World War II baby boom and our presently declining birth-
rate The potential for severe skill shortages in the coming decade isjlirther
compounded by the chang-iripcomposition of the labor V,ce, and the need to make
that labor force marketable to the employer communit If this nation is to main-
tain a high level of productivity without importing workers from other countries, it
is going to have to prepare the total labor force available to perform the increasing-
ly technical jobs that are and will continue to be emerging

In 1970, 4 9 percent of the labor force was unemployed, i 1 81, that proportion
has grown to 7 3 percent of the labor force A substantial ma nty of these persons
are unemployed because of lack of appropriate education and skills, and their
numbers are likely to grow as obi' increasingly require hi er levels of technical
proficiency An increasing num r of the unemployed are orkers who have lost
Subs in which they were skilled, their jobs terminated due to increased aotomation
and mechanization, energy constraints, relocation of jobs to other parts of the
country or to other nations, ur foreign competition The number of displaced work-
ers is likely to" increase as industry seeks through modernization to compete with
other countries

In addition to the growing TITUIrtm of unemployed individuals, the phenomenon of
the underemployed worker must also be considered According to the Bureau of

'Labor Statistics, in 1970, some 2,443,000 individuals were working part time in all
occupations, but were seeking full-time work, by 1980, this figure had climbed to
4211,000 In addition, a significant number of individuals worked full time year-
rouRd yet still resided in families with incomes below the poverty level 11,624,000 in
1970 pnd 1,319,000 in 19791 Therefore, although the underemployed have at least
penetrated the competitive labor market, they, like the unemployed, can be hardly
characterized as having reached their full productive potential

The irony of the unemployment and underemployment rates is all the more
apparent when examined in light of the employment, population ratio, it is incon-
sistent to have sustained growth in .employment opportunities coupled with an
increasing rate of unemployment and underemployment During, for example, the
period 1977 k0 there was real growth in terms of the number of jobs opened and
filled from 82,471,000 in calendar year 1977 to 90,657,000 in calendar year 19801,
while unemployipent during this same period still hovered between 6 percent and 7
percent The Bureau of Labor Statistics projects that between 1978 and 1980, some
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66,400,000 job openings will occur-19,600,000 of which will be new jobs apart from
replacement factors . .

At the same time new jabs are being created, the labor intensive jobs that have
absorbed unskilled and semiskilled workers are being contracted out to deve}oping
industrial countries That trend is not likely to,reverse itself, and should not The
expectation of US workers with respect to wages and working conditions even now
causes the most undesirable jobs in this country to go unfilleti, or if filled, to be
filled by foreign nationals, documented and not. , -,

Considerations of unemployment and underemployment in relation to job genera-
tion, wage and +work conditions, and exportation of jobs are not the only issues
facing employment and trairvag policy makers Concomitant to the trenas noted
above, Bureau of Lain'. Statists' projections on labor force participation, shown in
Table 1, support the argument of potential worker shortages in the coming decades
Although there will be a modest absolute increase in labor force participation from
102,908,000 in 1979 to 122,375,000 in 1990 to 127,452,000 in 1995, the relative in-
crease in labor force participation will decline dramatically from about 19 percent
(1979-907 to 4 percent (1990-95) Even adjusting for the different number of years in
the compared time periods, the decreasing labor force participatiOn trend is appar-
ent.

It is also projected that the composition of the labor force will change over tune.
In light of economie factors and changing perceptions of the family unit, it is not
surprising that the proportion of women participating in the labor force is expected
to increase from 42 percent (1979) to 46 percent (1990) to 47 percent (1995). Declining
birthrates are reflected in projections on labor force participation for youth between
the ages of 16 and 24 Youth will constitute only 17 percent of total participants in
the labor force by_ 1995 as compared with 18 (25-54) in the labor force is expected to
increase dramatically between 19 9 and 1990 (from 61 percent to 70 percent) but
then level off to 72 percent as th impact of the baby boom decelerates Older
workers t55+1 represented about 14 pent of total labor force participants in 1979,
and their pre/II:onion will decline to 12 percent in 1990 and 11 percent in 1995 The
proportion of minorities participating in the labor force is expected to rise consist-
ently from 12 percent in 1979 to 13 percent and 14 percent in 1990 and 1995,
respectively

TABLE

1

E 1 CIVILIAN LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION

Posdahan Fop

1919. /v0,ected)
1995 (Pro)eCted)

Nterkt :1--141ttrrio

'hies 59,511.000 58 65,880,000 54 67,611,000 53
Females 43,391,000 42 56,495,000 46 59,931,000 47
Youth (16-24) 25,280,000 25 22,607,000, 18 21,846,000 17

Pnme.Age (25-54) 63,336,000 61 85,616,000 70 , 91,779,000 72

Alder Workers (53+) 0 14,292,000 14 14,152,000 12 13,917,0® 11

Whites (16 4- ) 90,602,004 88 105,861,000 87 109,292,000 86
Mks and Others (16 +) 12.306,000 12 16,508,000 13 18,250,000 14

Total 102,908,000 100 :122,375,000 100 121.542.000 100

Source *ward R Fukrtco k The 1995 Labor tact a test bok 06cott*/ Labe Renew, Deccoter 1960 13 16 table 5 (Protected mcde
growth)

Increasingly, it is evident that the primary persona who can fill the projected
worker shortages will have to be drawn from that part of the population that is at
risk and traditionally served by the "synthetic" system or from those who have been
displaced by shifts in the industrial base or in occupational demand The point is
simple If we are to promise a Share of the good life to everyone in this country, we
shall have to appropriately educate (or retrain) all persons so that they fill and'
command the jobs this nation produces Failure to do so will not only increase the
costa of welfare, health, crime, and social unrest, but will also make it increasingly
difficult for this nation and its taxpayers to bear those costs. The urgency of this
educatidnal task is increased,by the fact that a declining birth rate will increasingly
limit the number of potential workers available as we approach the end of this
century The issue is made all the more preoblematic due to the increasingly techni-
cal nature of jobs and shifts in job location
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C TRENDS IN THE NATURE OF WORK AND JOB LOCATION

Estimates developed by the Bureau of Labor Statiitics for Projected Growth by
Occupation (1978 -1990) generally support the premise of the growing dpminance of
the tughetittskilled, more technical occupations in the comipg decade The single
outsi*:nding exception is, as anticipated, substantial growth in the service sector (see
Table 2)

TABLE 2 PROJECTED GROWTH BY OCCUPATION

1979 (actual
error:yea)

1990 (protected, Change (percent)

Professional and technical 14,245,000 16,400,000 t 19
Managers and aclanntstrators (except farmers) 10 105,000 12,20k000 -21
Sales 5 951 000 7,6009QQ.
Opal 16,904,000 21,700,000 +28
Gaits 12,386,000 14,400.000 +20
Oceratrees (except transport) 10,875,000 82,500,000 -15
Transport operatnees 3.541,000 4,100,000 4-16
Nonfarm farms 4,729,000 5,100,000 ±a
Private household workers .1,162,000 900,000 -23
Other serape workers - 11 677,000 15,800,000
Farnmeorkers 2,798,000 2,400,000 -14

Total 94,373,000 114.100,000

Nor is the shift in our labor market brought about by technology and a world
market the only shift with which we must contend over the next twenty years As
this country increasingly moves away from production of durable goods and toward
those industries that are based on the production, communication, and application
of information, we are seeing jobs in the old industrial centers of the North and
Eaist decline while talr Sun Belt with its warm climate, recreational and leisure-time
attractions, and traditionally weaker, labor organization grows rapidly Between
1970 and 180, the number of employed individuals in the North Central section of
the nation (Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin, Ohio, Iowa, Kansas, Minnesota,
Missouri, Nebraska, and the Dakotas) grew from 21,650,000 to 26,011,000 individ-
uals The entire Northeast seat= (the New England states, New York, New Jersey,

_ registered_ a relatively _modest )Lgrease from 19,271,000 AD
21,473,000 This represents a total increase for both sections of 6,563,000 employeZ
individuals.

By contrast, the statistics for the eleven states that constitute the Sun Belt reflect
significant individual increases in numbers of employed individuals as well as a
greater total increase in employed individuals relative to those registered for the
greater number of Northwest and North Central states

1970 49N Ircrease

Alabama 1 193 000 1,498,000 305000
Ronda 2,426,000- 3 691 000 1,265,000
Mississippi 719 000 947 000 228.000
Arkansas , 650,000 895,000 245,000
IcerFna 1,158,000 1,608,000 450.000
Oklahoma 928.000 . 1,261 000 333,000
Texas 4,142,000 6,075,000 1,933,000
New Mexico 323,000 502 000 179,000
Anton 614 000 1051 000 437,000
Nevada 198 000 353 000 155.000
California 7 485 000 10443,000 2 958 000

Whether or not this geographic dislocation will continue over the next 20 years
depends not only on the availability of workers and jobs, but debate over population
distribution, the availability of energy and natural resources, and questions of
environmental quality that the marketplace alone may not be sufficient to resolve



Mr. HAWKINS. Suppose we hear from Mr. Hotchkiss first and
then direct the questions to the two of you?

STATEMENT OF ROBERT HOTCHKISS, C111414MAN, EMPLOY-
MENT DATA AND RESERVE DIVISION, CALIFORNIA EMPLOY-
MENT DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT, SACRAMENTO, CALIF.
Mr. Mammas& I appreciate this opportunity.
This is one of the responsibilities of the Employment Develop-

ment Department, to provide information on employment opportu-
nities to the public.

Every 2 years the Employment Development Department pro-4
duces new projections of employment demand by industry and
occupation for more than 200 industries in almost 400 occupations.

We provide projections of employment demand for 200 industries
and almost 400 occupations for the State in 23 areas within the
State.

The most recent statewide projections were completed in 1979
and they are being revised this year. We believe that the data
presented in these projectiozis are accurate in terms of California
industry and occupational employment for the first half of the
1980's, ..

In order to project employment demand, our committees first
forecast employment demand for each industry in the target year,
which in this case is 1985 These forecasts are derived from statisti-
cal analyses of employment in 200-plus industry categories using
Federal forecasts of national industry employment and using qur
own assumptions about future unemployment rates, economic
growth, labor force participation rates, projections of State popula-
tion.

Analysts familiar with the local economy in each projection area
supplement the statistical economic analysis with their .knowledge
of future industrial expansion and cer ration in each area. Our
occupation .analysts then. translate these industry forecasts into
projections of employment demand by occupation.

Using the distribution of occupations or the staffing patterns in
each industry found in the 1970 census, the occupational analysts
adjust these staffing patterns for changes that have occurred since
the censtis. This is done partly through factors provided by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics and partly through our own occupation-
al research Since industry has a unique staffing pattern, different
growth rates among industries can and do have differing effects on
occupational employment.

In addition to these long-term projections of employment oppor-
tunities, we provide shorter term assessments of the labor market
and of the employment demand. provide for 40 areas within
the State qufkrterly analyses of s ply and demand We also pro-
vide for 40 area of the State on n annual basis assessment of the
industrial and occupational changes taking place. And we do many
analyses on special requests; for example, for CETA prime spon-. sors, training needs assessments, that is, the opportunities that will
bci available in particular occupations.

All of these differing assessments of employment opportunities of
demand in specific industries in particular occupations are directed
to the same basic question which is asked by every job seeker, by
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every student, by every program operator, by every occupational
program teacher, and that is, "Where are the jobs? Where will the
jobs be?"

I recently reviewed some material regarding projected labor force
participation It provides a good national perspective on changes in
the national labor force during the coming decade. However, I
believe we must recognize that the national labor market is made
up of hundreds of local labor markets.

Programs that are directed to the employment and labor needs
of the 1980's will be national programs but will be operated at the
local level There will be thousands of these programs. It is, here
that our greatest concern arises regarding labor market informa-
tion.

These local programs must have timely, current, accurate local
labor market information, particularly regarding employment op-
portunities However, the reduction in the Department of Labor
programs will assure a devastating reduction in our ability to
provide this information.

For example, it appears at this time that I will not be able to
revise our employment projections in the coming fiscal year.

We believe that this does not serve the public interest and that
careful consideration should be given to the maintenance of a
strong State and local Federal market information program.

Thank you. That concludes my comments.
Mr HawKiNs Thank you
With respect to the statistical presentation basically on page 16,

the percentage placed that is used is 30.4 percent. I assume that -
refers to the perCentage placed of those who registered with EDD?

Mr BRISTOW. That is correct.
Mr Hawfutrs However, you indicated the number of CETA jobs

as of February 1981 had been 32,500 So if you count the number'
that was actually on CETA as of that month, and use that as a
base for determining how many had been placed, what significance
is the 30 4 percent?

Mr BRisTow Many of the individuals transitioned into employ-
ment from the jobs that they were serving in the PSE program.
Also, not all the individuals did come in and register with our
office They were laid off from the parent organization, and al-
though they were given directions and instructions as to how to
come in, they never have come in So basically the 9,400 are those
that have come into our office and registered for services and have
received job placement activities through our offices.

This is the Department of Labor's goal of placing 30 percent of
these individuals Obviously 30 percent of those whomiwe deal with
rather than 30 percent of the universe

Mr HAWKINS But the impression I think is given to the public
that 30 percent of those who had been on CETA had been placed in
unsubsidized jobs Yet you indicate that out of the 25,000 as of
June, who have been removed, 20,000 of those applied for unem-
ployment insurance.

Mr BRISTOW The 'number that is placed, Congressman, is the
number placed through our offices There are others that secured
employment on their own We do not have the total figures on
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those So we can only speak to those who came through our oper-
ations.

Mr. HAWKINS Is it accurate to say that 20,000 have applied for
unemployment insurance, certainly you are not counting them as
having been placed?

Mr. BRISTOW. No, sir
Mr HAWKINS So that the rate of placement sire CETA has

been discontinued is extremely low. Certainly it is less than 30,000,
and it certainly is accurate to say that the majority, if not three-
fourths of those who had been' on CETA, are now probably on
unemployment insurance; is that not so?

Mr. BarsTow Or on welfare.
Mr HAWKINS. One or the other
Mr. BRISTOW. That is correct
Mr HAWKINS So CETA has a much better record than that?

According to the Department of Labor, the placement record was
fairly close to 60 percent.

Mr BRISTOW Of course, sir, we are still working with a group of
individuals The placement percentages have been going up over
the past several months from 12 percent to 30 percent We contin-
ue to foresee an increase in the number we place That is only as of
this particular point in time

Mr HAWKINS We certainly hope that is true. The impression
was given at the time the budget cuts were made that indicated
that these individuals who were being eliminated from CETA were
finding jobs elsewhere I am sure that the Congress labored under
that impression despite the fact that this committee and others
tried to convey quite the opposite, but the Department of Labor has
been using that figure of 60-some-odd percent

Mr. BRISTOW. On page 17 we have that
Mr. HAWKINS. On page 17; that is the thing that has been

circulated It seems to me that is extremely misleading Hopefully
those individuals will be placed, but in the meantime, is it not true
that we are also experiencing some layoffs of people not connected
with CETA?

Mr BRISTOW Being impacted by the reduction in funding? Cer-
tainly there is a ripple effect that goes down through the economy,
that is correct

On page 17 where we tried to show why the Department of Labor
figures, where they quoted 65 percent, there are a lot of qualifiers
as you can see in there in what they put into their figures Our
figures are based on individuals placed in unsubsidized employ-
ment They definitely are people in jobs, not people that have
returned to another program or gone back to school or whatever
categories the Department of Labor used to come up with their
figures So there is a discrepancy there

Mr HAWKINS There is a very huge discrepancy, in fact. It
almost borders on criminality in my opinion When you begin to
talk in terms of human beings giving the impression that, all right,
Members of Congress, you go ahead, these people are finding jobs,
and why should you be creating phony jobs for individuals who if
you let them go will fly on their own and do very well. It just
seems to me that this is completely false I might use stronger
terms, but let me be constrainqd to be a little more objective.

73
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I just do not see the difference Have you any indication what
has happened to the 20,000 who have applied for unemployment
insurance or who may be on welfare')

Mr. Brits-row. Not at this time, I do not, sir I do want to say,
though, that that was one of the reasons we appreciated the oppor-
tunity to come and testify, to clarify the difference in these per-
centages of placements What has been publicized in the newspa-
pers previously is not what California is experiencing

Mr HAWKINS It definitely is not We have not been able to get
the Department of Labor itself, even in Washington, before this
subcommittee to really tell the truth, unfortunately As a matter of
(act, now they do not even respond to appear before this or any
other committee of Congress to explain this type of discrepancy. A
very different impression is given I think you are to be commend-
ed for at least putting the situation in its proper perspective

Let me only ask one other question. In terms of the futureand
I think that your projections are excellent in terms of the skills
that will be needed by industryto what extent are you doing
something to encourage training programs, occupational training
or job development, in order to tie in with these projections, and
are we doing enough along that particular line9

Mr Hcrrciticiss. Our efforts, of course, are focused on providing
the people who operate the programs the best information we can
about where the job opportunities will really be in the future,
irrespective of any other considerations, and the emphasis on doing
that has been to provide that information for the local areas,
prime-sponsor jurisdictions, labor-market areas, whatever.

Mr HAWKINS. To be a -little more specific, who is going to be
doing the training that will be required in order to take advantage
of these skill projections that you are doing? You indicate in sever-
al places the number of individuals, occupations, opportunities that
will be made available in different occupations for the rest of the
1980's. Who is doing something to make sure that the individuals
who are unemployed, are collecting unemployment insurance or on
welfare, will advantage of these opportunities? Is it the employ-
ment development agency of the State? Or do you have a definite
role to play in that phase of activity?

Mr Brits-row We have a definite role to play We see it as an
integrated system Basically, we work with prime sponsors in sup-
plying them with this information. The prime sponsors develop,
with the local community-based organizations, the training pro-
grams and the needs and do the recruiting Then Employment
Service comes into the picture as part of the team in making the
placements of the individuals. We see a network of our Employ-
ment Service offices acting as a core around which the community
groups and the prime sponsors currently and hopefully in the
future will continue to operate.

4...
Mr HAWKINS If-we were to accept some of the testimony that

this committee has with respect, let us say, to the private sector,
we havewhether it is accurate or whether it is well founded or
notand in seminars that we have conducted just recently in
Washington with the private sector, we get a t of criticism con-
cerning the Employment Service Frequently p vate employers see
no value in dealing with the Employment Service in terms of

4.
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getting trained, skilled people Are you aware of such criticism, to
what extent is it justified, and to what extent can we do something
about it?

Mr. BRISTOW. I am aware of such criticism. Anybody in the
Employment Service program I am sure is. I think part of the
problem is that the Employment Service Program up until this
point has had the major role of developing employment opportuni-
ties in the job placement program, matching basically people with
jobs I think that as the funds become more and more tight and the
competition increases for them, there is going to be criticism
coming up regarding the different service providers. I do feel,
though, that the-Employment Service over the years has acted as a
basic core, a network of offices throughout not only California but
the Nation around which the prime sponsors and the community
action groups have been able to function I feel it has a very
definite and important role in that way and it has some kind of
cohesion to the whole system in not having 300, 400 different
groups all going off in the wrong direction

I think we in EDD in California, anyway, have attempted to do
what we call bottoms-up planning to work with the local communi-
ty groups, the vocational education, the CBO's, to build their input
into our field office planning operations I think in those areas
where we have been able to do this and where there has been
cooperation, it has been very successful. I definitely see a continu-
ing role for the department.

Mr HOTCHKISS Congressman Hawkins, I would like to comment
on your question regarding which agencies are providing the train-
ing in response to these occupational demands. I think there is a
significant problem here which should be pointed out In fact, so
far as I know, we cannot answer that question in California or in
local areas or even nationally The Vocational Education Amend-
ments of 1976 mandated a system which would provide both occu-
pational supply data as well as occupational demand data. But, in
fact, there are serious deficiencies in the reporting systems. It is
very difficult to determine how many individuals are being pre-
pared for specific occupations by many program suppliers, by the
community colleges, the secondary schools, the prime sponsors,
community-based organizations, and others. I think this is a very
significant point in our national information system regarding the
operation of the labor market.

Mr HAWKINS You say they are prohibited or there is an omis-
sion involving the 1976 amendments?

Mr.ifloTcxxiss The 1976 amendments directed the establishment
of a system particularly directed to vocational education, a report-
ing system, which would provide information on the number of
persons being trained for particular occupations However, I be-
lieve that that has not had the full effect, and when one attempts
to obtain supply information from all the different sources, the
different training programs, it is essentially impossible to do that
at this time It makes it very difficult to respond to the question of
who, in fact, is training for these occupations.

Mr HAWKINS Well, if there is any such information anyplace, I
suppose it would be centralized from the State Employment De-

'....:
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partment. If you do not have it, I would assume nobody else has it.
Is that so?

Mr Hcrrcxxiss I think that is essentially correct. The intent
Congress in the vocational education amendments was to central
it through cooperative efforts of the employment security agencies,
the educational agencies, and the CETA organizations.Ny personal
feeling is that the information is not available despite that.

Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Weiss.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am not sure if I understand fully the statistics which the

chairman was exploring with you. You indicate on page 16 that
your workload between March 1 and July 31 was 9,500 roughly,
9,491 people registered; right?

At the same time, you indicate that 25,000 people were laid off
CETA and 20,000 applied for benefits Now, did those 20,000 also
work with the Department, or did they apply for benefits else-
where?

Mr BRISTOW. They applied for benefits against California. Some
of them may haVe been out of State at the time they applied. I do
not have the breakdown I assume most of them were within the
State of California.

Mr. WEISS Explain the discrepancy between the 9,491 figure and
the 20,000 figure

Mr. BRISTOW. I am afraid I cannot at this moment. I am looking
at the figures myself

Mr WEISS. I think perhaps it would be helpful to the committee
if after these hearings are concluded you were to have somebody go
through those numbers and perhaps give us a reconciled set of
figures which would take into account all the numbers that you
have cited so far today.

Mr. BRISTOW. I will do that.
Mr WEISS. Would you have any way of knowing what the

impact, if any, of the proposition 13 cutbacks had been and how
they interact with the Federal budget cutbacks?

Mr BRISTOW Basically the budget. for the Employment Depart-
ment is approximately 85 percent funded by the Department of
Labor, so that the local State proposition 13 has very little direct
impact on the Department It has had an impact on the Depart-
ment in terms of additional services that we have had to provide to
those individuals who were laid off as a result of proposition 13,
and the increased unemployment insurance payments that have
had to have been made in unemployment So to that extent, there
has been an impact, but there has been no tracking on a basis to be
able to say that as a result of proposition 13, so many people filed
for benefits or so many people have come into our offices.

Mr WEISS When the committee was out here 2 years ago, I
believe, in this very room, we had testimony about such a new
program There was further reference when we held hearings last
summer in different parts of this State and country of a new
program which attempts to match available applicants and poten-
tial employees, with jobs in positions that were available in indus-
try I think the prime industry identified was the electronics indus-
try Are you familiar with that program of providing general on-
the-job training, and then after some identification of the industry,

/..
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in need, the potential employees would go back and halve manpow-
er training through CETA, and ultimately there was a commit-
ment for positions from the industry itself'

Mr. BRIsrow. The CWETA programs?
Mr. WEISS. Right.
Mr. BRIs-row Yes.
Mr. WEISS. How is that working? Is that continuing to work?

What effect, if any, are the budgetary cutbacks which halve been
enacted going to have on that?

Mr. BRISTOW The program is continuing to operate It has been a
very successful program. The budget reductions will not impact on
that program because that was a specially funded program, funded
by the State, proposed by Governor Brown I believe in his testimo-
ny tomorrow he will speak on that particular issue, that program I
cannot say it has been very successful Basically, it is a program
that makes a commitment to the employer to hire the indiidual
once he has gone through training That really does not exist in
any other training programs That is what makes it unique That is
also what makes it highly successful. The employer has to make
the commitment to hire, he gets involved in the whole training
process, what training is needed It has in-kind contributions
toward the training He has bought into it and has a commitment
when the individual finishes the training.

Mr. WEISS. How long has that program been in existence now?
Mr. BRISTOW Two years.
Mr WEISS Do you have any statistics as to the number of people

who have received training and been placed in jobs?
Mr. BR's-row I just saw those the other day. I believe it is over

300 programs that ave been funded, and approximately 6,700
individuals have btn placed. Again, I believe the Governor will

\ have the exact figures tomorrow
Mr WEISS. Mr Hotchkiss, you referred to this gap in informa-

tion, how about the coordination that may or may not exist be-
tween the various training programs? Vocational education for one,
for example, do you have figures on the'vocational education aspect
of the training and the placement, never mind all the various other
potential sources? ,

Mr. Hcrrmuss. I do not have the figures in that form. The
vocational training programs report enrollments on a school-year
basis. That is the only information that is available in California
regarding the operations of the community colleges and the second-
ary schools in regard to occupational information.

Mr WEISS Do you have a public school vocational education
program?

MK. HOTCHKISS Yes, there are occupational education programs
both in secondary and in community colleges.

Mr WEISS Are therip not statistics available at all? Is that what
you are telling us?

Mr Hcrrmuss. Yes, there are statistics available. Thee are
serious limitations in those statistics For example, differing defini-
tions of what constitutes a program, or differing code structures
used at different levels of education, so that, in fact, it is very
difficult to determine how many students were prepared for com-
pleted programs in certain occupations These kinds of problems in

7;4
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the information systems themselves are pervasive, differing defini-
tions are used, for example, - between CETA programs and public
school vocational education'programs

So in order to get a comprehensive answer to the qiWstion of how
many people were trained in a given area for a given occupation, it
is quite difficult to do

Mr WEI55 Mr Bristow, do you have any ongoing evaluation of
the vocational education programs as to the caliber of the pro-
grams and placement into specific jobs or industries from those
programs'?

Mr 13EisTow No, sir The vocational education is under another
department While they mat, have training in some systems, I am
not familiar with what they are at this point

Mr WEISS. Then going sack to the question I asked, is there any
form of coordination between the various kinds of vocational or
employment training or educational programs in the Staten

Mr BEisTow There is certainly between the Employment Devel-
pment Department and the Department of Education. We work
ery closely with them ,on determining training needs, and then

work in setting up training programs that would meet t4 hose
needs. So it is a coordinated effort to that extent.

Mr. WEkA_Ke you able to tell us, for example, how many
youngsters took vocational education programs in the pdblic
schools of the State, and hov, many of them were then ultimately
placed in industry as a result of that training'

Mr BRISTOW I cannot, but I am sure I can get that information
from vocational education, i-f you NAn-.11

Mr WEISS That would be helpful if you could supply us with
that information

Mr Washington'
Mr WASHINGTON No questions, Mr Chairman
Mr WEiss Mr Peyser
Mr. PEYSER I will defer questions at this time, Mr Chairman
I think Mr Weiss and Chairman Hawkins have brought out the

problem and the interpretation of some of the figures that you
have given us that I think are very important to us, because I am
sure they typify much of what is happening around the country So
I appreciate this and yovir testimony

I will yield back my time, Mr Chairman
Mr WEiss We thank you very much for your participation We

look forward to receiing the additional information from you
Our tieso panel 1- the bu:-Ine, and labor panel Would ou all come

up to the NA, table Seat your:,elves you please

STATEMENT OF' DONALD P. VOKAL. PRESIDENT. SPECIAL
TOOLS & MACHINERY CO.. VERNON. CALIF.

Mr VOKAI, Thank you, Mr Chairman Good morning, members
of the commrttee's everyone has said. (hank you for listening to
us We have a message we would like'to present to the committee
this morning

I am Don Vokal, president of Special Tools & Machihery Co , a
57-year-old Califortila corporation I am vice chairman of the Ap-
preniticeship and Training Committee of the National Tooling &
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Machining Association, and on the local level, trustee for the Los
Angeles chapter of the L.A./NTMA Training Center Trust.

NTMA represents 12,500 companies and pro 'mately 250,000
workersthis figure is erroneous. I believe it is loser to 350, but
we did put that figure in.

That is in the contract tooling and machining industry. Our Los
Angeles chapter representing 260 companies and approximately
8,000 to 9,000 workers is the largest in the country.

I will confine my remarks this morning to the problems of the
critical skills shortage Thdustry. The shortage of skilled
labor in this country po s a special threat to our defense capabili-
ties as well as the overall U.S. industrial base. In line with this,
our competitive worldwide position as an industrial nation is in
peril. Our members produce tooling for prime contractors. An
acute problem to, the defense subcontractors as well as the private
industry contractors in our industry is an acute shortage of skilled
labor, both for tooling and parts. This is throughout the country
and is more of a problem in California than the rest of the Nation,
but is a national problem. The implications of this shortage are
dire. The contract tooling and machining industry is the corner-
stone of all manufacturing. For any assembly line in any industry
to operate, from automotive to aerospace, it must be supplied with,
the tooling.that this industry and only this industrycan pro-
duce. It is at the core of our industrial base. In addition, there is no
weapon system that can be produced without the extremely high
level of skills existing among the journeymen machinists stemming
from our industry.

In a 1980° report of the Defense Industrial Base Panel of the
House Committee on Armed Services, Chairman Mel Price conclud-
ed that, "In the event of a war, the U.S. defense industry would
find i almost impossible to expand its weapons production sudden-
ly and dramatically in the numbers necessary to sustain a pro-
longed conflict."

A national industry base survey, conducted by NTMA in 1980,
showed a shortage ,of 60,000 skilled workers, right now, with a
demand expected to climb to 250,000 additional workers in 1985.
California alone needs between 8,000 to 9,000 skilled 2raftsmen. By
1985, 250,000 additional workers in the skilled crafts trades will be
needed If that surprises you, a typical journeyman works 50 hours
a week, due to the extreme labor shortages, earns $40,000 per year.
Unless this critical skilled labor shortage is addressed, we will find
that major .weapons systems will face costly and time-consuming
delays as they must wait in turn for the specialized, highly skilled
services of one of our subcontractors. We believe the shortage of
highly skilled workers in critical small business contractors and
subcontractors are the result of several factors:

The cost of training the highly skilled, as opposed to the semi-
skilled, 'is extremely high. The cost includes a capital investment of
between $40,000 and $60,000 in machinery per worker and 4 years
of time while the trainee technicians completes their apprentice-
ship.

Most companies in small business industries are highly competi-
tive The relatively modest profits do not afford the bixury of
formal training programs. They are effective at one-on-one appren-
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ticeship training in the old and traditional concept of skills train-
ing It is not all bad, but it does not get the job done that we will 4
have to proceed with in the future.

Where shortages of skilled labor already exist, there are usually
serious backlogs and concurrent pressures on production.

Small manufacturers are reluctant to take journeymen off their
regular duties to train new employees because this slows produc-
tion, slows productivity, and causes expenses to rise.

The present skills shortage is living proof that existing programs
designed to encourage training have failed to do the job.

Federally funded programs, through organizations such as CETQ,
have become gradually social uplift in orientation. They are de-
signed to train the economically disadvantaged for jobs that may or
may not exist, rather than designed to identify and train those
qualified for available skilled jobs. These programs gradually dis-
courage rand finally prohibit the use of tests to identify which
candidates have the potential to be trained. I do not think anyone
in this 'room would hire a secretary or hire a worker unless they
knew their background and felt that they had the basic training to
take that job That seems to not be considered and, in fact, has
been the fact Our CETA-funded pretraining program, which start-
ed 14 years ago, has been considered one of the best joint efforts
between industry and Government. We just currently received tem-
porary funding through November of 1981, and I understand we
were one of the few programs that were allocated funding.

We must stopimposing restrictions and quotas that prohibit us
from recruiting tho se with the proper qualifications and instead
forces us to recruit tbose who are in many cases untrainable for
the demands of this hig-Ny skilled profession. .

In regard to Los Angeles, the Los Angeles affiliated chapter of
NTMA is currently running CETA and CWETA funded programs
with great success Also in southern California, the Los Angeles
NTMA is building its own training center. This is made possible
from funds donated by private industries, interested in overcoming
some of the hiring restrictions posed. This training center, when
completed, whibh is scheduled for September 27 of this yearwill
have an approximate value of $750,000. It will be an example for
the rest of the country to follow in the promotion of training
skilled craftsmen Unfortunately, this program is $250,000 short of
its goal This training center will be open for all, however, these
potentials must have the proper attitude, dexterity, and aptitude.
Also, we can pretrain all these people for induction into.the skilled
metalworking trades, but we must help the small businessman
with tax incentives to offset the additional expense of this training.
You have to remember tHese skilled people we are talking about
are working in tenths of thousandths. That is taking one of the
hairs of your head, dividing it 20 times, that is in thousandths,
divide that another 10 tipaes, and that is the type of tolerance we
are asking these peoplToday to work to We can no longer take
somebody off the street or an automotive worker and say OK, now
we will give you 5-minute training, and you will be an instant
wartime employee like we did in World War II. It is a critical
phase; and with proper aptitude, with prop training, and educa-
tional background, lots of people can enter this field.
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Tax credit programs such as the targeted jobs tax credit suffer
from the same misdirection. Aimed again at the economically dis-
advantaged, their primary purpose is to create jobs for individuals
who are out of work In no wax are they aimed at identifying and
training individuals for jobs compatible with their abilities There
is nothing worse than to be in a job that is way over your head and
you are just at the bottom of the rack. We all know that. Legisla-
tors have not,faced a general truth. Not everyone from any popula-
tion segment has the aptitude required to become a highly skilled
machinist. An even sadder truth is that the economically disadvan-
taged are also often educationally disadvantaged, that is unfortu-
nate An even smaHer proportion of this group possess the apti-
tudes to be effective in this and other highly skilled professions.

Vocational programs have suffered from some of the same ten-/dencies. With a few notable exceptions, there seems to be a con-
tinuing lack of communication between the vocational community
and the employer groups. There seems to be a change in the right
direction, and vocational programs should be supported while this
change is continuing. However, this will take many years, and
solutions to the problein are needed now

An even broader problem is the failure of primary and secondary
school sy-stfms to proiPtde the basic cornerstone in mathematics and
English which are the basic tools of all businesses, especially ours.
The problem is getting worse, resulting in a smaller pool of quali-
fied candidates each year. Here, in the southern California area,
We have found a growing trend of interest toward skilled trade
activities sponsored by the ,school systems, job placement centers,
career centers, et cetera This growing awareness should be dis-
persed throughout the country so that "working with your hands"
is no longer a dirty word. We have been able to achieve this
successnot by osmosisbut through the school system by having
open houses, presenting film clips and slide shows, giying verbal
presentations, and so forth, thus showing these young adults and
educators that there is a terrific future on the horizon in the
skilled trade industry.

Joint industry:Government training programs should continue
and should be expandedthis is one of the two factors we feel are
clear in seeking a practical solution to the problem at hand But
the concept, goal, and operation should be returned to those of the
original Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962. The
specific purpose of MDTA was to identify manpower shortages and
fund programs which would train qualified people, "as quickly as is
reasonably possible in order that the Nation may meet the staffin'V
requirepients of the struggle for freedom." P

A specialized skills training tax credit, available to those critical
industries with a demonstrable shortage of highly skilled labor,
should be enacted The amount of the tax credit should be close to
the true cost of training, which is quite high, in order to offset
those costs and the loss of productivity which occurs during the
training process.

The tax credit should be applied only to new apprentices, and
only industries or professions having a certifiable shortage should
be eligible

-IA
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This concept was introduced as legislation% by Congressman Don
Bailey, a member of the House Ways and Means ,Committee and a
former member of the House Armed Services Committee. H.R. 3752
would be an excellent supplement for the targeted jobs tax credit
It would help rebuild both our defense and private sector industrial
base By limiting the incentives only to those industries with a
demonstrable shortage of skilled labor, the possibility of abuse
would be totally eliminated.

In closing, I would like to draw attention to the article I have
enclosed emphasizing all we have covered here this morning. This
article is typical of any you can find in periodicals appearingthroughvt the United States We can go through Newsweek,
Time, the Kip linger letter. You name'it It is there.

I threw in retooling for defense At your leisure please read those
articles Basically it says the same thing I just said, that technology
is too advanced. We have a new ball game from 20 years ago. We
are so proud that this new training center will serve all of south-ern California I put in a brochure depicting our goaIs and the
direction My comment in closing and in conclusion is that we have
a saying at our NTMA training center, that this training center is'
our industry's chance for a new beginning. I would like to cha
that to read our Nation's chance to again take its place as anindustrial giant

Thank ybu for listening to me
[The prepared statement of Donald Vokal follows.]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DONALD P VOKAL ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL
Tool & My A-0( I111,0%

Mr Chairman and members of the committee My name is Don Vokal I ampresident of Special Tools and Machinery Company, located in Vernon, California Iam also vice chairman of the Apprenticeship & Training Committee of the NationalTooling and Machining Association and, on the local level, trustee for the Los
Angeles Chapter of the L A /NTMA Training Center Trust

NTMA represents 12,500 companies and approximately 250,000 workers in the
contract tooling and machining industry Our Los Angeles Chapter repregenting 260companies and approximately 8,000-9.000 workers, is the largest in the countryI will confine my remarks this morning t0- the problems of the critical skills
shortage in our industry -The shortage of skilled labor in this country poses aspecial threat to our defense capabilities as well as the overall US industrial baseIn line with this, our competitive worldwide position as an industrial nation is in
peril Approximately 20 to 25 percent of our members do work for the Department'
of Defense, mostly on parts at the subcontractor level Other members producetooling for prime contractors, an acute problem to the defense subcontractors aswell as the private industry contractors m our industry. is an acute shortage of
skilled labor both 'for tooling and parts The implications of this shortage are direThe contract tooling and machining industry is the cornerstone of all manufactur-
ing For any assembly line in any industry to operate, from liutomotive to aerospace.It must be supplied with the tooling that this industryand only this industrycanproduce It is at the core of our industrial base In addition, there ,S no weaponsystem that can be produced without the extremely high level of skills existing
among the. journeymen machinists stemming from our industry

In a 1480 report of the Defense Industrial Base Panel of the House Committee on
Armed Services, Chairman Mel Price concluded that "in the event of a war, the
U S defense industry would find it almost impossible to (wand its weapons produc-
tion suddenly and dramatically in the numbers necessary to sustain a prolongedconflict In the same report, the Defense Science Board Task Force concluded thata major contributor to the increasing lead time and cost currently affecting thedefense sub-community is a continuing shortage of skilled labor among small busi-ness subcontractors It is clear that the shortages of machinists and other skilledlaborers are contributing factors which adversely affect the ability of the 'b -tierbase to respond rapidly to significant increases in defense production demands

f)
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If anything,' this report may be understating the problem A national industry
base survey, conducted by NTMA in 1980, showed a shortage of 60,000 skilled,
workers, right now, with a demand expected to climb to 250,000 additional workers
in 1985 California alone needs between 8,000 to 9,000 skilled craftsmen This
shortage may seem Surprising in light of today's high unemployment If that sur-
prises_you trythis a typical court man works 50 hours a week (due to the extreme
labor shortages), earns $40,000 pef year Unless this critical skilled labor shortage is
addressed, we vvfll find that major weapons systems will face costly and time-
consuming delays as they must wait in turn for the specialized tughly'rs.kille
ices of one of our subcontractors In a peactime economy, they will be co peting
'against private industry, which will be building new assembly lines as a result of
the Incentives for business investment provided in the President's tax package

We believe the shortages of highly skilled workers- in critical small business
contractors and subcontractors are the result of several factors

1 The cost of training the highly skilled, as opposed to the sett-skilled, is
extremely high The cost includes a capital investment of between $40,000 and

les
$60,000 in machinery per worker and 4 years of time w-111ehile trainee techniciansample tlearapprenuceship

2 Most companies in small business industries are highly competitive The, rela-
tively modest profits do not afford the luxury of formal training programs They are
effective at one-on-one apprenticeship training in the old and traditional concept of
skills training .s.

3 Where shortages of skilled labor already exist, there are usually serious back-
logs and concurrent pressures on production --

4 Small manufacturers are reluctant to take Journeymen off their regular duties
to train new employees because this slows production, lowers productivity, and
causes egpenses to rise

The ptesent skills shortage is living proof that existing programs designed to
encourage training have failed to do the job

,,
\

I Federally funded programs, through organizations Such as CETA, have gradual-
ly become social uplift in orientation They are designed to train the economically .
disadvattaged for jobs that may or may not exist, rather than designed to identify
and train those qualified for available skilled jobs T>e-Yormer may have sociological
value, but the latter makes economic sense A skilled worker in the tooling and
machining industry, the high technology electronics industry, and others need cer-
tain mathematical skills and logical aptitudes, physical dexterity, patience,-determi-
nation, perseverance, and imagThation, which is simply not present in a large
proportion of those eligible for federally funded programs These programs-gradual-
ly discouraged and finally prohibited the use of test results to identify which
candidates have the potential to be trained as machinists Our in ustry has run a
CETA-funded pre-training program for 14 years It has long been onsidered one or
the best joint efforts between industry6and Government Pupded t the proper level
and under the original conditions of our contract in 1964, it could have done a
tremendous amount to 'alleviate the shortage that now exists Even if we were
funded at higher rates, the effectiveness and acceptance of this program will contin-
ue to deteriorate until the Government stops imposing restrictions and quotas that
prohibit ns from recruiting those with the proper qualifications and instead forces
us to recruit those who are in many cases untrainable for the demands of this
highly-skilled profession

2 The Los Angeles NTMA -is currently running ETA anmd CWETA funded
programs with great success Also, in southern Califor is the L A i NTMA is build-
ing its own training center This is made possible fro funds donated by private
industries, interested ip overcoming some of the hiring restrictions posed This
training center, when completed, will have an approximate value of,three-fourths
million dollars It will be an example for the rest of the country to follow in the '
promotion of training skilled craftsmen This training center will be open for all, ...
however, these potentials must have the proper attituAe-,-Aexterity, ptitu e, etc,
Also, we can pre-train all the people for induction into the skilled etal-working
trades but we must "help- the small businessman with tax incentiv to offset the
additional expense of this training

3 Tax credit programs: such as the targeted jobs tax credit, suffer f om the same
'N, misdirection Aimed again at the economically disadvantaged, their rimary pur-

pose is to create jobs for individuals who are out of work 4n no way i e they aimed
at identifying and training indinduals for jobs compatible wit their abilities
Legislators have not faced a general truth Not everyon f any pbpulation
segment has the aptitude required to become a highly skills machinist An even e^-,.sadder truth is that thb economically disadvantaged are also often educationally
disadvantaged tin even smaller proportion of this group possess the aptitudes to be
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effective in this and other highly skilled professions Any program which imposes
restrictions on the population which can be trained, will ultimately fail as a solution
to the skills shortage in this country

Vocational programs have suffered from sonic of the same tendencies With a few
notable exceptions, there seems to be a continuing lack of communication between
the vocational community and the employer groups There seems to be a change in
the right direction and vocational programs should be supported while this change
IS continuing However, this will take many many years and solutions to the
problem, are needed now s

4 An even broader problem is the failure of primary and secondary school
systems to provide the basic cornerstone in mathematics and English which are the Nr
basic tools of all businesses, especially ours The problem is getting worse, resulting
in a smaller pool of qualified candidates each year Here, in the southern California
area, we have fbund a growing trend of interest towards skilled trade activities
sponsored ,by the school systems, job placement centers, career centers, etc This
growing awareness should be dispersed throughout the country ,,in these areasi so
that 'working with your hands" is no longer a dirty word We have been able for
achieve this success with the school systems and so forth by having openhouses,
presenting film clips and slide shows, giving verbal presentations and so forth Thus
s tintt educaun s that lkiei e Tr a- teretcle-future-on- the
horizon in the skilled trade industry

Our industry has been viewing the problem for some time, seeking some efficient,
logical, practi al, and simple approach to the shortage of skilled labor in the US,
The conclusio we have reached is that two_factors are predominantly clear

1 Joint in ustry Government training progrants should continue and should be
expand b the concept, goal, and operation, should be returned to those of the
original a wer Development and Training Act of 1962 The specific purpose of
MDTA was to identify manpower shortages and fund programs which would train
qualified people, as quickly as is reasonably 'Possible In order that the Nation may
meet the staffing recuirements of the struggle for freedom is a considtnably
different approach tan is presently embodied under existing CWA programs It
may be that the original philosophy of MDTA could be applied to CETA, by adminis-
trative action We are sure the Secretary of Labor would appreciate suggestions
from this committee. It may be, however, that legislation would be necessary

2 A specialized skills training tax credit, available to those critical industries
with a demonstrably shortage of highly, sled labor, should be enacted The
amount of the tax cireditrgliould be close to aletrue cost of training, which is quite
high, in order to offset those costs and the loss of productivity which occurs during
the training process, The tax credit should be applied only to new apprentices and
only industries or professions having a certifiable shortage should be eligible

This concept was introduced as legislation by,Congressman Don Bailey. member
of the House Ways and Means Committee and a former member of the House
Armed Services Committee H R 37:l2 would be an excellent supplemeilt for the
targeted jobs tax credit It would help rebuild both our defense and private sector
industrial base By limiting the incentives only to those industries with a demon-
strable shortage of skilled labor, the possibility of abuse would be totally eliminated

In closing, I would like to draw attention to the article I have enclosed emphasis'
ing all we have covered here this morning This article is typical of any you can find
in periodicals appearing throughout the United States As our therpe of the L A
NTMA Training Center Trust states our industry's chance for a .lew beginning I
would like to change that to read, Our Nation's chance to again take it s place as
an industrial giant'

*\40
A SHORTAGE OP VITAL SKILLSAMERICA IS RUNNING OUT OF PEOPLE WHO CAN DO II'

ESSENTIAL WORK

It is like stepping into an earlier age The scene is the shiop door of the A & A
ThoI-Co in southern COnnecticut, and the s-pectade Is of Aniertcarrpreetatert-erects-
manship tooling up forsAhe 1980s The vision is not an Oicouraging one Jammed
between noisy lathes and oily drill presses stand a dozen men, some far into middle
age Like acolytes uf a dying devotion, they practice the art of machinemaking,
using skills and techniques that have not changed much in 100 years

A & A Tool Co , a precision .machining shop with 23 mployees arid a twelve-
month backlog of customer orders in the aircraft and defc-nse uTdustries, is typical
of a crisis that is quietly brewing un the shop floors of the nation's plants and
factories From the tiny machine shops uf New England to the aerospace hangar
sheds of the West Coast. American industry is being squeezed and constricted by a
shortage of skilled labor

tt
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In the US today, the face of blue-collar skill is aging Small tool shops cannot
replace craftsmen as they retire Larger machinery manufacturers cannot find
willing younger men to train in order to expand production and grow West Coast
aerospace giants like Boeing and Lockheed constantly raid each other's work forces
in the hunt for skilled people At a time when one in 13 U S. workers is unem-
ployed, jobs by the hundreds of thousands in many of the economy's most vital
sectors are going begging for the lack of trained people.

With he Reagan Administration about to launch the biggest peacetime defense
buildup in U S history, the skilled labor shortage threatens to create crippling and
Innn()eary production bottlenecks Without experienced workers, there is no way
to shape and mold the thousands of metal parts that go into fighter planes and new
tanks, into cruise missiles and Trident submarines. Northrop Corp r which co-pro-
duces the F,'A-18 Hornet fighter, is already short of such specialized tradespeople as
jig-and-fixture experts and plaster patternmakers Says Donald Smith, director of
the University of Michigan's industrial develo))ment division "A recovering econo-
my and a boom in defense orders could create the biggest industrial-demand crunch
we've seen since 1941."

Though the skills squeeze is hitting just about every sr of industry, the most
worrisome shortages are looming in the machine-tool trades Nearly all big menu-

----facttrring-firms-eirrptrry-sirrited-peopte -whcr-work-wrtir metal But-, -mere-end-reefer
large firms have come to rely on specialty firms as subcontractors for their metal-
working needs.

In the process, the nation's 3,500 machine-tool companies have become the tiny
base upim which all of American industry now sits like an inverted pyramid The
firms range from garage-size shops with one or two workers to giant manufacturing
companies with employees numbering in the thousands Large or small, the busi-
nesses all have one thing in common they make the tools, drills, lathes, presses and
otherindustnal products

C

RETOOLING POR DEFENSE-AN UNSETTLING LOOK AT HOw INDUSTRY WOULD
RESPOND TO WAR

(Ey Harry J Gray)
If there were a national emergency today, I seriously doubt that our nation could

mobilize its industrial base in time to make an appreciable difference in sustaining
a war effort. It might take as much as two years before we'd see any real increase
in production of war material And that's an optimistic estimate

Increasing capacity in times of national need' does not mean simply switching
from commercial to military production, or building new factories and filling them
with workers, much as we did when we mobilized for World War II There have
been changes -+n the factors that affect our. bility to gear up military production
or production of any kind.

Today, it takes a company from-three and a half to five years to build a new
factory of any size and get it to full production If you're fortunate enough to find
an existing facility to buy, it takes about a year to convert that facility, get
machines in, train people and produce just the first parts It can take another year
or two.to bring that factory to full capacity.

Building the plant and getting the equipment are only part of the job During
World War II, we brought in people who never before had worked in a factory
farmers, clerks, housewives They were trained, often in armatter of weeks, to build
aircraft engines And they built thousands of them

Today, however, you can't just take someone off a farm or out of a kitchen and
expect him or her to build aircraft engines The technology is too advaaced; the
tolerances too tight the equipment too sophisticated It takes three years for some-
one to complete theigorous machinist apprentice course. It takes the better part of
a year to retrain someone from an auto assembly line, for example, to work on high-
teehriology aerospace parts.`
'If we were under full mobilization, with all the advantages the government can

provide, we might be able to squeeze 18 months from the longest time it takes to get
to full production in new plant But it wouldn't be poible to build a factory, train
the people and get the required high technology manufacturing tools we need in
anything less than three years
' One obvious solution to a short-term crisis is to convert commercial production to
military production, but this is not as feasible as it sounds Take, as'an example,
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, whose production of jet engines is split about equally
between the commercial and military markets By turning off commercial produc-
tion, we'd be able to process the military material we had in hand much faster and
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produce the engines ahead of schedule Initially, the Air Force and the Navy would
see a surge in the number of engines they'd receive

The same priorities could be applied to our suppliers We'd determine what raw
material already in the pipeline could be converted from commercial parts to parts
for the military engines In some cases, that material is common to both. But in
many cases, there is a long lead time in procuring critical material not common to
commercial use, which can cause the entire project to be delayed For instance, in
1975, normal lead time for one of our military jet engines wasslk months, by last
summer it was 41 months The increase is due almost entirely to longer lead time in
obtaining certain critical materials, such as titanium

Pratt & Whitney.is the largest single user of titanium in the world The raw
material that yields titanium is abundant on tEe earth's surface. But the industrial
capacity to convert that raw material to what we needtitanium alloysis woeful-
ly short As a result of supply and demand, prices have shot up and lead times have
increased twofold since 1977

When it comes to certain critical materials, the United States is a have-not
nation We are frighteningly vulnerable to foreign sources, many of which are
unstable or unfriendly We are almost 100 percent depgrident on overseas sources
for chromium and cobalt, two elements required in building high-performance mili-
tary aircraft engines Yet the United States does not have a rational policy on non-

miTierars-Ttat come mosity rffinToreign markets This raises the threat of an
OPEC-like squeeze in certain metals The first place were likely to feel it is in
national defense

Another problem The supplier network that 'forms the base of our country's
defense industry is shrinking at an alarming rate Since 1967 the number of compa-
nies irwolved in aerospace production has declined by more than 40 percent As a
result of this drastic shrinkage in the number of suppliers, there have been dramat-
ic increases in prices in this sellers' market

To make matters worse, high costs in terrms of capital and technological expertise
are real barriers to expansion in critical areas, from mining and smelting to super-
alloys forging

We are trying to ease this dependence on suppliers through material substitution,
new processes and long-term purchasing commitments Were also entering agree-
ments for new sources in other countries that are pushing to develop their ownaerospace capability But we can't be dependent on foreign suppliers in, a time of
national emergency

I see four areas that require prompt government attention
We must institute mobilization planning at the government level This has beep

tried before, but with 'Title follow-through In 1975, the military services and det
fense industry made some preliminary studies United Technologies spent 18
months on one study alone, but there has been virtually no response by the govern-
ment since then Perhaps its time to reestablish an office of mobilization planning,
hetided by a cabinet level officer, working closely withbut independent ofthe
Department of Defense and industry

We must develop and implement a national minerals policy that will release this
country from dependence on foreign sources This policy should do all it can -to
encourage extensive exploration at home for sources of critical materials The
government owns one-third of the nation's land, containing an estimated 83% of our
oil reserves and a significant share of gas. timber and scarce minerals We don't
know for sure how much of these resource-rich areas are being considered for
wilderness designation But if this land is closed to exploration, well never find out

We must increase our stockpiles of critical materials The Soviet Union is doing
this, and the results can be seen in the marketplace Equally important, we've got
to cycle that Inaterial so that it is kept up to date, making the stockpile an integral
part of the working defense production system

We must change the way we purchase defense hardware Inspead of penalizing
capital investment, long term profit incetthies_should_be_proinded-for-indutitry-to .

iikvthe investments that would ilprove productivity and lower the cost of gov-
ernment products The current practice of negotiating from a lower-cost base must
be discontinued Industries doing business with the government must have some
rights to proprietary processes restored Government regulatory reporting require-
ments now inhibit private industry's operational decision-making

Industry receives inadequate funding for long lead items, and is financially at risk
for contractual coverage before contracts have been initiated

Tht, Department of Defense should have some leeway in spending future dollars
on high-priority items such as spare parts It shouldn't be tied to the one-year
budget cycle. particularly now thiet lead times are pushing out to three years
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Finally, there must be improved tax incentives now for business investment

associated with the defense industry, such as rapid accelerated depreciation for newplant and equipment
For too long, America has ignored the erosion of the defense-industry baseRestoring it should be given high priority in our defense policy
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LOS ANGELES
N.T.M.A. TRAINING CENTER

SERVING SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA,
"Our Industry's Chance For A New 'Beginning"
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THE NEED
ALL OF L'S ARE IN BIG TROUBLE A 's D

SERIOUS DIFFICULTY Without a dramatic
increase in our ability to train young people to
work with it we are faced with a steadily
declining ability to remain efficient and corn.
petitne here and abroad The problem is that
cnbcal You are no doubt aware of our present
training facility in Boyle Heights its inadequacy
is demonstrated by the fact we are limited to
training 80 apprentices each year and that is not

--
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nearls enough The Trustees of the Training
Trust along with the Board of Ow-, tors and the
Executise officers of 1.A.VINA have made a
bold commitment They are determ oed to build
a new training rauLR ishish will substantially
increase our 'raining rapatr its 5, lb your
support we can make this dream come true"
WITHOUT 't OL,R SLFPORT THE FL TLRE
MAY NEVER COME

. NTMA'S TRAINING PLAN
The average age-pf tool makers in this area

Ls 54 To meet nut personnel needs we must
aggressively pursue larger numbers of qualified
young people We heliese the new doter itself
will be a recruitment desire and we shall pur-
sue all other as allable opportunities We offer
continuous 12-week training programs and
actively 4111 ke mit the training of approxi
matelY 300 new students each yearmore than
three times our present abilities

The total cost for the project as 5550 000
1100 000 has already been pledged The Train
Ina; Center has to date accumulated $50 000 on
its own towArd this protect This leaves us with
a bottarn-tine need for 540.000

r
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MOM

THE PROPERTY
The site of our new training facilits is a

30 000 square foot parcel at the corner of
Bloomfield and Excelsior in Cits of
ssorwalk The 10 000 square foot building
provide 7 000 square feet of fully equipped
simulated on the lob training space 2 300
square feet of classroom space and 700 square
feet for the Centers offices This building has
been designed to preside for the future addition
of 2 500 square feet of classroom and office
space in a second story Parking spaces for 37
sehicies are planned %Soh sour help rye expect
to hese the new training center operational by
late 1981

OUR DOLLAR N1EDS
We ate seeking Founder Firms willing to

pledge SIO 000 or more each In addition we
offer Charter Member status to companies will-
ing to pledge S5 000 each Sponsor Firm desig-
nation is available to all who pledge 52000
There will also be three special rooms ded
cared to firms donating S25 000 or more

karries of these iridustr, leaders will be prom-
mends displaced in the building tobb, 'o attract
the attention of trainees and gist, proper credit
to the donors
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HISTORY OF THE TRAINING PROGRAM
The Training Center began in 1988 thanks to

the efforts of a few dedicated members of the
Southern California Tooling and Machining
Association troubled about the dwindling
number of young lob applicants They rented
a building at 347 S Clarence Street in the
Boyle Heights area of Los Angeles devised a

cumculurn lured instructors and donated the
equipment needed to start up the apprentice-
ship program The Training Center has Pro-
vided more than 1 000 trained operators for
qualified shops throughout true Los Angeles area
during the last 13 years

FOUNDER MEMBERS:
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HAwkiNs. Thank you
The next vitnesz, Mr. K R Kidcloo.

StATEMENT OF KAYE KWD00. DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL,
LOCKHEED CORP., BURBANK, CALIF.

Mr KIDDOO Thank you, Congressman Hawkins and members of
the subcommittee I am Kaye Kiddoo, director of personnel for the
Lockheed Corp We are headquartered in Burbank We have about
73,000 employees, of which about 50,000 are located in Cali isThat makes us about the largest private employer, I behev , in tState Our employees are split roughly equally between orthern
and southern California In addition to my job, l have been head of
the American Electronic Association IR Committee and
done a lot of work on trying to identify needs for electron' lein the State I worked closely with Governor Brown o Gover-nor's ad hoc task force I have been head of other t ngs and more
recently havg.,been participating with the Calif° Round, Table
Task Force- on what I want to discuss-a little mo' completely here,
one of the basic problems which has to do with ourtbasic e cationin the State at the elementary and secondary levet§

My company, Lockheed, has had a lot of experie'n6e..-_ this field.
Under my old boss, Jim Hodges, who was Secretary of Labor, we on
our own with our own money at the time set up a program to
determine what it would really take to go out and seek the disad-
vantaged, motivate them. train them, and meld them into our work
force We stt up -three programs at our major divisions, and thit
was an extremely successful program We learned a great dealfrom it After that program, in response to requests up in the Bay
area, we set up two training centers-up there This time we usedNTDA funds to train people as gasoline station attendants, retail
clerks That too was extremely successful

One thing I hope the subcommittee will take into account, the
manufacturing industry, of course, consists of only about 20 per-
cent of the people that are hired in this country Yet we seem to
get about 80 percent of the attention of Congress or people who are
interested in creating jobs It just ma'y be in some of these other
sectors, some of these other industries, nonmanufacturing, that we
may find more jobs and we, you, may be able to provide jobs morecheaply

One of the things that is very astoundingin -California is that we
have- about 800,000 unemployed I think that was the April report
of EDD We spend about $800 million a year on vocational educa-
tion and yet companies like my own Lockheed has to recruit na-tionally to find engineering and skilled people. I know this is true
of Northrop Many of our cpmphnies, more recently Northrop and
Boeing, have had to go.out of our country to find skilled people, to
find engineers I need not say that something is wrong there There
is something obscene about a situation like that Olen we have so
many people who are unemployed in the State and when we are
putting so much money into vocational education something is notmeshing here

Our industry, aerospace, in California ha-about 620,000 employ-
ees That is up to about the level we were at in 1968 at our peak
Nationally our industry is now at about 1,200,000, and that is down
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from its peak of roughly about 1,300,000 to 1,600,000 That was also
in 1969 The picture in California, in aerospace and electronics, is
basically that our commercial business is about steady or going
down, and then is crossed over by the military business going up.
You will find that in both industries We are all eagerly anticipat-
ing what is going to happen in some new major progr,pms. That is
the MX program, the B-1 program, the CX program, the C-5A
program, and other advanced-technology aircraft programs.

I think it is important to note that regardless of which of these
programs are selected, the initial staffing is going to be,quite slow
Normally our process is you bring in your development people
These are largely engineers and support people You have the
development program that goes on for a year or two, and then
roughly you begin to bring in your tooling people, your tooling
planners, your jig and fixture builders, people like that That proc-
ess normally takes about 9 months to 1 year. Only after that, as
you. well know, do we really get in and severely impact the job
market as far as people go, in large numbers of people That is, of
course, when we are looking for people like assemblers and so on,
people who, if they are not already trained, we can generally take
and in about 2 to 4 weeks,' we can give them the essential skills
that they need to go out and help us construct airplanes, construct
missiles, construct satellites, and so on

Our industry has a reputation, and I think it is a well-deserved
one, that we can recruit the needed talent if the talent exists, if it
is anyplace I do not care if it is in New York State, or on an Iowa
farm, or in England, or in the Philippines, we know how to go out
and do it If it exists We also, know how, when we need people like
tooling people and we cannot find them, we know how to break
thos'e, jobs down into smaller increments We know how to train
people sothey-cawdo the job

Thisand you touched on this in your previous testimonyis
becoming incl.-I.:Ism ifficult to do There are primarily three
reasons for thatl one is the lack of motivation that we see
among, those peop er who are available to either seek out or to
accept employment Otkept training I think ypu touched on
that previously, when you had the EDD people hereI think a lot
of that relates to the corritnunication network. What is available
and what is needed 41 get thvellund of jobs" What kind of prepara-
tion do you have to.Onake' Counseling in schools is dismal

The second thing that rnakeseft difficult for us is that our public,
schooschools in,California are absolutely failing They are failing miser-
ably to provide the basic slolls that young people need to qualify
them for jobs or to even qualify theril for the basic training to take
a job I agree, it is English, it is math, it is science They just do not
have it They do not have the mptivatioh We, gentlemen, have an
extrelpely critical problem m this State ifnot in- the entisre
try

The third thing that is making -this difficultAd, I support the
previous presenter hereIs that the design °rifle .Government's
supported training programs, sjich as CETA, are seriously flawed
in their execution They are wasteful They poorly serve those that
they are designed to serve That is the'people who,need work and
the employers who want to provide them with that&wcrck -
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On the motivation angle, I do not know what to say You hear a
lot of reasons TV, breakup of the family, lack of respect for au-
thority, and so on. I would not guess as to what that might be It is
a problem, though a

I think on the basic, education, the elementary and secondary
schools, if,we had to' focus or attention, if we only had so much m
the way of resources, it would pay over and over and over again if
Congress, our State legislature, and call the people in p4tions of
responsibility Oiould concentrate on that area We had a recent
meeting of our California roundtable and Jim Guthrie, the head of
the departinehtt of education- at the University of California at
Berkeley and he also holds other titles in the State, mentioned
several interesting "facts I picked out a few here because they
strike Toe as very interesting For example, California has 10 per-
cent of all the public school students in the United States, it is
about 414 raillion'about Half a million of those go to private
schools.

We have been reading in the °I;os_Angeles Times that the scores
of college-bound seniors on both he verbal and mathematic dimen-
sions of the SAT 'tests have fallen at a faster rate than they have
nationally Believe me, they are falling nationally, but California
leads the way We are.goink down faster than they are. A substan-
tially smaller portion or .California -bound students as compared
nationally take advanced or difficult courses. By these I am talking
about, of course, your sciences and your mathematics. Trigonom-
etry is a good example Almost three times as many students
nationally take courses in trig as they do here in California.

Textbook writers tell us that the textbooks today that ou u
dents are using are about one to two grade levels belo at they
were 10 years ago Even though the kid is taking p ysics in his
sophomore year in high school, -lie,ig taking a physics hat has been
diluted or downgraded from what maybe I took or so ebody else 10
years ago We all know about the grading, we know about the lack
of discipline in schools which has just become abs tely atrocious.

We are spending $11 billion in California on pri ary education
We are spending the equivalent 0$2,200,per stq nt. That is the
national average Yet we are getting less for our uck1,han they
are nationally, though nationally they arve not get ing their' full
worth, either..

Well, we had another presentation at that same me ting I would
like to remark on Lewis Beall is superintendent o the Azusa,
School District He is head of the State Association of uperinten-
dents He brought out points How do you achieve expellencOnat
is what we are looking for Excellence in the terms John Gardner
talked about in his excellent book on that subject Beall said the
schools' primary responsibility is the maximum intellectuti-devel-
opment of each student Believe the, we have gotten so far over in
the social side we have forgotten what the purpose of the schools ,

are He says the characteristics of a superior school include these
things Active learning time, student behavior, which is jreisleted
into discipline You cannot have education without discipline,_ Aca-
demic emphagis rather than side courses that are' not the basic
courses

Ij
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HIGH EXPECTATIONS

We all know that when a child is placed in an environment
where a lot is expected of him, he often measures up to it. We see
certain families, far example the oriental. families which are very
close-knit, have high expectations of their studen or-and they do
well They do very well. ,

Of course, strong institutional leadership Having had a daughter
that just went through and got a degree in education, she got 2
years of basic subjects and then 2 years of how to teach. I was
frightened to see her go out because I knew she could not do what
she should do or what was expected of her in the classroom.

Of course the other thing that is just killing us in the State, and
you gentlemen and our State legislators are partially responsible,
is that the school districts are overwhelmed by all the regulations,
the morass that they have to go through. I listened to Rqbertson,
head of our school district He came into one meeting one day and
he had that desk two heaps here Here are the things I must
follow You know, we are so concerned with what the average daily
attendance is we are forgetting what we are here for, and that is to
teach young people

What will it take to turn our school systerh-around? It is a lot of
things, believe me, it is not money by a long shot, in fact, you
might even save money

We need to determine what we want from our schools. That is
important What is the goal' What do we really want our school-
system to dog .

We need to provide flexibility, more local control, break up these°
huge school districts lilce Los Angeles They are so far away from
the student they do not know what they are doing. You need to get
local control, close to it

ADEQUATE FUNDING

By that I mean equate the funding, though we have done a good
job in California There is less than $100 difference per student
between school districts That is fairly well accomplished.

Community involvement

TESTING

I certainly second your remarks on that.. You have got to use
testing You have to determine what the status of a student is and
what progress they are making I have a young daughter-in-law
teaching over in North Hollywood. She has sixth grade, primarily
students from Central America, Mexico, the Orient, and others.
They are all different levels We have decreed by law we have to
mainstream some children She has a couple of retarded children
there When she says, "Children it's time for math," she has math
group No 1, math group No 2, and math group No. 3. She is
running a one-room schoolhouse That is a terrible waste of her

v time You are going to wear her out Secondly,-it is not giving the
students what they deserve at all.

We need to consider requiring every graduate of our public
schools to have some marketable skill before we give them a certifi-
cate or a diploma

(ii .1



We need greater emphasis, of courseon the basics.
We need more vocational schools We are way behind in Califor-

nia, incideritally, in vocational high schools such as you would find
in Chicago or back East where thy emphasize that to a much
greater extent than we do.

As far as the training programs, I think they are. flawed in their
execution, they are wasteful, and they just do not serve the needs
of Afeemployers or the employees Well, the answer is very simple.
We have allowed them to become a social institution. We have
developed a whole class in there that are dependent on those
schools, the running of those schools for their own income We
have forgotten what we are trying to do, which is to get people
marketable skills. The closer you can get it to the employer or the
employer association, the people that actually have the jobs, the
more successful' the program is going to be It is just that simr3le
Those are the people we ought to look to to provide this traiihg
Then if you like, get some nonpolitical agency By that I iSean
something other than the Department of Labor, for example, use
the GAO, the IRS, somebody to go in and check on how effective
the program is

I am rigt going to touch on one other problem which I should,
and that is the horrible stdte of engineering education in the State
It in the Nation, too It is going down the tubes. The Ph. D., foi'

ample, who you would use as a professor is earning less than the
dent he cranks out that year A graduate in engineer;ing with a

bachelor's degree gets,from $20,000 to $26,000, closer to $26,000,
just to start, while the person on the faculty probably gets on the
average '$22,000. -We tic' not have up-to-date equipment, it is a
problem

Just rafir b r one thing St evs. I have seen will show that
each engineer cr es bciut 97 .411)- tr-ityou want to influence the
job market, if you t to-create ..re jobs in this country, empha-

) size.techhology, emph i& engineer' g education.
ho* do I sum it up? thin despite,the best of intentions

on the part of everybody, and a ormous expenditure of wealth;
the effectiveness of the.job market, how the job market works, and
the educational system in5Peasingly failing the peopit that it is

.suppoSed to serve, I think maybe remedial actio* is needed novc,I
think it will require the efforts of all of you and us

I thank you-very much for this opportunity
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Kiddoo.
The prepared statement of Kaye Kiddoo follows.]

PREPARPN\STATEMENT OF K R Kibbe)°, DIRECTOR 4-1f PERSONNEL, LOCKHEED CORP 4

rOm Ka e Kiddoo:Directur uf Personnel for Ow Lockheed Corporation, headquar-
tered in B r ankj'a/ifurnia Of our approximate 1,000 employees, over 50,000 are
in Califu making Lockheed one of the largest, if not the largest, private employ-
er in this -ite, In addition to my job at Lockheed, I am past chairman of the
Amen an E otruniys Association's Industrial Relations Committee, past 41a.m.i.r.man...___
of the outhe California Technical Peronnel Committee, member of the Industry
Advisory Cou it to Chancellor Dumke of the California State University & Col-
leges, and pres ent of the Board of Trustees, California State University, North-
ridge In addition. I am participating un the California Roundtable Task Force on
Jobs and Education

I was asked to address my testimony to the occupational and needs of
'ndustry in California and the efforts which should be undertaken to equip the

structurally unemployed ur displaced worker with the necessary skills 'While I
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Scores of college-bound seniors on both the verbal and mathematics dimensions of
the Scholastic Aptitude Tests SAL have fallen at a faster rate than the national
decline

Compared to the rest of the nation, a substantially smaller proportion of Califor-
nia college-bound s(udents take advanced, or difficult, courses Of those California
high school pupils taking the SAT, only about 5 percent of the females and 11
percent of the males complete a third year sciencelet than one -half the national
rate, far fewer California students take a fourth year of English or math

Five percerkt of California pupils now take trigonometry Nationally, almost three
times as many students are enrolled in such courses

The average textbook is now written one to two grade levels below comparable
books of ten years ago

Course standards, grading, workmanship, amounts of homework assigned, and
behavioral expectations have declined, nearly one-half of California s twelfth grad-
ers do less than one hour of assigned reading each day

The highest scoring group of pupils are those considered fluent in English who
also speak Chinese or Japanese

Annually, California now spends maze than $11 billion to support all facets of
lower education This results in annuaoloperating expenchturesper elementary and
secondary schools pupil in excess of 32,200, a figure which approximates the nation-
al average

At this same meeting, Lewis Beall, Supenniendent, Azusa Unified school District
and President, California City School Superintendents Association, presented a
paper which he had co-authored on "A Path To Excellence Here are a few of the
many important points raised

The schools' pnmary responsibility is the maximum intellectual development of
each student

The charactenstics of superior schools include Active learning time, student
behavior ichsciplinec academic emphasis, high expectations, and strong instructional
leadership

The great morass of restrictions, limitations, mandates, opinions and guidelines is
seriously impeding the public schools' ability to make progress towards excellence

The primary ingredients for turning our school system around include these
1 Determining what we want from our schools
2 Providing flexibility, local control, and governance by those closest to the

schools and removal of the morass of legislative mandates and regulations
3 Adequate funding
4 Community involyement
5 Testing to detertine status and progress
6 Incentives for schools and faculties to achieve or exceed mutually derived

standards for pupil achievement
7 Requiring every graduate to have a marketable skill
8 Greater emphasis on the basics reading, writing, mathematics, and science
9 Vocational schools with full industry participation
Let me briefly expand on my criticism of government training programs I stated

that they are flawed in their execution, are wasteful, and fail to serve the needs of
both the employers and potential employees This can be effectively remedied by
overhauling the system and placing the responsibility for training on the,employer
or consortium of employers, the providers of jobs This could be administered by
private industry councils, such as exist, and monitored for effectiveness by the GAO,
IRS, or similar "non-political ageacy

I have not touched for want of time on an exceedingly serious problem which
vitally affects our national economy and perhaps our`survival as a free nation That
is the deplorable state of engineering education in the United States We live in an
increasingly technologically onented age, yet our engineering schools are having to
limit enrollments for want of instructors, equipment, and general support I recom-
mend this subject to your subcommittee's early and serious concern

How do you sum it up' Despite the best of intentions and an enormous expendi-
ture of our wealth, the effectiveness of the job market and the educational system
increasingly fail to meet the needs of employers, employees, and our society Reme-
dial action is urgently required and will require the joint efforts of all

Mr HAWKINS The next witness is Mr. Harvey Brenner, United
Auto Workers, region 6.
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STATEMENT OF HARRY BRENNER, UNITED AUTO WORKERS,
REGION 6

Mr BRENNER. Chairman Hawkins, members of the committee, I
,am a representative of the UAW, an organization uf 11,4 members. At
the present time roughl,), 300,000 of these members are uut of w urk with
little likelihood of being recalled to thdir jobs. Right here in California
we have had a Chrysler plant, a Mack Truck plant, A Ford plant, a
Harvester plant close with no likelihood uf them upening up again in the
future.

While skills are required of auto workers to perfor her duties,
these skills are not readily transferable to other stros. It does
take some skills for somebody to slap fo es and a/spare on a
car in 2 minutes flat, minute after minute, but other industries do
not have a need for these type of skills.

Laid-off auto workers for the main part must be retrained in new
skills in order fer them to be employable. They must be trained in
salable skills in today's job market. If not, they do undergo a severe
reduction of their standard of living, many of them below the
poverty line.

Here in southern California there is a great need in industry, as
has been expressed by the other two gentlemen, for skilled work-
ers, primarily in the machine field, in electrotnic,s, computer indus-
try, and always in clerical. Entering these fields requires special-
ized training both in theory and hands on. Additionally, in many
cases, workers require an extra boost in order to get on-the-job
training with an employer. Schoolroom training as good as it is
sometimes does not enable a person to get hired without effective
on-the-job experience On-the-job training programs, we have found,
under the ,comprehensive Employment Training Act are an effec-
tive way of getting somebody established in employment As a
matter of fact, all training programs, we feel, are about as most
cost-effective a way as possible for the taxpayer to 'handle the
problem of structurally unemployed. The cost of unemployment,
welfare, the rising rate of crime, and imprisonment far outdoes any
possible cost of training. The cost of sending somebody to Harvard
is less than sending somebody to prison. It would be a lot more
effective to cut down the rate' of somebody going back to prison
again.

Actually, a training program would be as big a bargain as the
American taxpayers can havd in this area. Among the various
types of training programs, we found that OJT is probably the
most cost effective as such. It results in the greatest number of
unemployed persons being retained in unsubsidized employment at
a lower rate of cost to the taxpayer. Hopefully that would be a
higher rate of pay.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Hopefully.
Mr BRENNER. OJT programs generally work if employers are

reimbursed a portion of the trainee's wages up to 50 percent for a
period of time depending upon the complexity of the job, with the
prior agreement that these workers would be retained in unsubsi-
dized employment at the completion of a successful training pro-
grkm. -:2

in California, UAW is involved in two rather new programs that
have highlighted another problem under the present legislature. In

9
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we find more and more that large industry participates in the
training- of the structurally. unemployed This seems like a good
solution since these companies have enough resources to create
extensive OJT programs However, most of these programs are
relative failures because the .trauma of the participant's current
lifestyle is too great when entering the corporate, or structured
environment It is necessary to create a bridge to provide egress
from one' life to access to another Transwestern Institute has
devised a system of remediations which changes the cognitive rec-
ognition responsive level from a nonproductive, careless, learn and
do nothing register to a positive response-priented register in which
the trainee deconditions negatively learned precepts and habits
and is reinstructed so that absorption of new knowledge is made
possible

ranswestern's major task is to prepare CETA clients for OJT
----------(ssignments with carious participating companies These compa-

nies fall into two major groupings Small and minority businesses,
and major corpqations participating in already structured OJT
programs at their sites

Transwestern's human engineering experts present to each par-
ticipant in this program a course jn learning readiness. Many
CETA clients have had prior experiences with educational and job
training programs that have not been successful, many carry poor
expectations regarding future learning and working experiences.
The participants of this program learn how to overcome poor work
habits, develop concentration skills and are introduced to Trail's-
western's world of work programs

The program has been specifically- designed to insure the partici-
pants of a 'smooth transition into the business environment Many
clients from the inner cities suffer culture shock wIrch acts as a
barrier to good job performance The human resource development
and renlediation courses covered during this program provide ade-
quate preparation which aids and assists the clients in their adjust-
ments to the business environment The program greatly increases'
the likelihood of continued successful unsubsidized employment at
the end of the OJT assignments

Tic the architecture of, this program our intended goals are the
recruitmentintake, and assessment of OJT candidates. A develop-
mental assessment process will be conducted with OJT employers.
This information will be used as an aid in the design of employabil-
ity plans ro'r participants entering the program Once in the pro-
gram, the Participant wrll be given remediation and human re-
sources courses that will aid them in their adjustrtient to the OJT
work environment

A portion of effective training moneys must be earmarked for
small businesses in the business of training

A system of networking must be developed in the small and
minority business community to insure continued access to the
skilled labor pools by the newly trained, or skilled, and to the small
and minority firms in need of skilled labor As an example, I would
like to leave with you, Mr Chairrrian, a sample of such a plan as I
submitted on a State level

The CETA program, titles II -P> and VII, are re,pon,ible fur much
of the success in training, that does exist today I would hope that
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the future bodes well for increased spending in an area as impor-
tant as this one is for America' Without such supports, I don't see
how we can prevent a tearing of this Nation into two and distant
sectors, -the have's and the have nots.

America's overall blueprint for economic recovery must contain a
system whereby small business can be assured of access 'to affordk
ble skilled labor and that the structurally unemployed or ,displaced
worker can look forward to being provided with necessary skills
These are natural imperatives.

I thank the committee for the opportunity to present our views. I
hope that the committee will continue to look- to the Black Busi-
ness Association of Los Angeles as a resourct in establishing a
viable agenda for the future.

Mr. HAwKiNs. Thajik.you, Mr. Feltenberg
[The information follows:]
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2 SIGNATURE SHEET

As an applicant for State CETA Office funding, Transwestern

Name of Organization)
hereby proposes to prcnide and deliver employment and training programs and
services as stated in this proposal If this proposal is approved, negotiated
and funded, it is agreed that the provisions of the Corprehensise attplovnent
and Training Act as amended in 19'8 or, if applicable, the California Youtn
Erriployment anc De%elopment Act of -197' and other assurances required by the
State CETA Office will be follo%ed

nu tnenvre, as a duly authorized representative of the applicant, I certif
that the inforniation prol.ided in the proposal is correct to the best of rm,
knowledge and that Tans -A -stern is fulls capable of

Name of OrganiznionI
fulfilling its obligations ac stated in thislproposai

iienrs Feltenberg - President
Name and Title)

Lune 26, 1981
(Date)

A-2

1725 West 6th S'freet
(Organization' s Address)

Los Angeles, CA 90017

(213) 483-1880
(Area Code and Telephone \ie
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3. Estimated Characteristics of Participants To Be Served (If applicable)

THIS SECTION IS NOT..APPLICABLE

SDC ElINIC MU?

No. % No.

Male White 14 - 15

Female Black 16 - 19

Total 100% Hispanic 20 - 21

American Indian/
Alaskan Native 22 - 44

Asigh/Phcific
Islander 45 - 54

Total 100% 55 Over.

AGE GROUP

TARGET GROUP

Handiqopped

Offenders

Displaced Homemakers

Persons of Limited English Proficiency

Single Parent

PublicAssistance Recipients

Veterans

'Migrant or Seasonal Farm Worker

Older Worker it

Youth

Women

Other (Specify)

A-3
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4. 1422Ecr SPECIFICS

A. Proj,ect6unmar

.16

Transwesterr is pleased to present .1'.d the State of
California plans icr a fully automated Procurement Management
Irformation System specif,ically designed for fte economic
development of the Black commanitites of California. Trans-
western's project "BLACK ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT - JOBS-1 fosters and
creates the economic development necessary to ensure the a,ralla-
bilidy of jobs within thk1 Black Communities or California.

A One-Stop Reourcie Center (hereinafter referred to as
the 'Center*, offering computerized data collected from t,e
community, private industry and public agencies would fcr t.e
first time be made available under one'Procuremect Managemert
Information System. Directories, contract opportuniiies, mailing
lists and-employment opportunities listings .0411 also be avail-
able from the Center.

A magazine entitled *California Black Econoiic Digest
would hd created from the information stored at the Center. This
putlioatior will b.ghlight various business ffportunities in the
State, profile community businesses, provide informative informa-
tion as to legislative news, announce contract opportunities,

eventsvents of interest to the community, along with articles
of interest written by members of the community, private industry
and public agen,go.es. Display and classified advertisements would
also be provided.

The implementation of the Center and the services it
would provide will lead to the creation of much needed Jobs within
the Black communities of California on an ongoing basis.

B. Need for the Project

Define the problem of condition which makes this project
necessary.

TrAnswestern has identified the need for effective Black
economic development'in the State of California. This need is
evidenced by the high rate of unemployment found in these communi-
ties The slack sommunitivs in the szate of are cur-
rently economically handicapped. This economi ally handicapped,
communittrais currently experienceing one of the highest unemploy-
ment rates within the State of California.

An urgent need exists for the services of the Center.
The Center would provide, in addition to the processing and
dissimination of V..nformation, support and training services in the
areas of management, marketing, financing, government relations,

1U
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B. Need foe the Project (Continued)

industrial relations, putlic,,relations and other related areaL,
Tnis Certer would allow for government and private sector experts
to periodically schedule appointments and'or provioe open forxr:,courseling and informition sessions to interested, partie .would also offer ar excellent opportunit;, for pot bid confer-erces, designed to assist those non-salected bidders it Under-tifying,areas of weakness. Our publication *Califorrl'ia Black
Economic. Digest" would provide for the communication of necessary
information .to the comm.:nit:es, private irds,strb and pablitalneicies.

A computer syst7i# would be programmd tc rate' buyerswith sellers as well as to prepare directories of businessec,
anich wo.ild includes their capabilities an4 types of servicesoffered, Tris system would also allow for the continaoas ipdatirg
of information to ensure the accbracysof information stored In thedata banks.

Tne Cemter wood of considerable vale to the small
inessperscns mating one-stop and obtain:n-3 infurraticn fto el'levels of go:cnmert, well as elements of the prii.ate sectcr

cnrp,trate st re. T,e fa :y wculf create a cenwrel site to:
businesses, both large ard small, to use as a resource center.Resources, that once used, help to ensure the cont.inance and
creating Of new job opportunitites for the Black communities ofthe State of Califorba.

The program would provide as a ni- product, a mallirg list of
great valc to the Black community as well as public agencies, and
private business.

Ir
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C. Overall Purpose of Project

State in general terms how the project wirl.help to solve
the problem or condition stated under B above.

The Center will become a vehicle in which to channel and
disseminate information that will help to restore economic health
and vitality to the Black communities within the State of
California. The restoration of economic health and vitality to "

these communities will ensure the availability of jobs.

The linkage created by the Center between the communi-
ties private industry and public agencies brings about .`the
solu n to this problem. Never before has any program sought to
synergistically create a communications network that has been
specifically designed to decrease the high rate of unemployment
currently existing within the Black communitites of the State of
California. The locating and identification of all Black business
in every industrial\categorY and the ideal that we will identify
all comAnity base organizations, locate and input all black
trade associations, nd list contract opportunities for4private
business and publi gencies, creates a natural economic resource
for the Black Comm nity.

Once all input is finished, we will compute and publish
job opportunitites which exist within the MIS unit. "California
Black Economic Digest" will of course publish, on a continuing
basis, the data collected by the MIS unit to all quarters of the
community within the State. Our computer will make it possible to
link job opportunities data with candidates available from CETA
and other employment and training programs. (Screening and
assessment input will be required).

The tremendous resource created, the economic growth
accomplished, and the ease of job placement for clients easily
makes this project one of the most important ever to be submitted
in the State of California.

A-5
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D. Project Objectives

Identify all major objectives)end how attainment of each
objective will help to meet the overall purpose of the
project. Complete project time schedule.

To meet the purpose of the protect, each of the objec-
tives herein listed 'must be met. The following item by item
explanation, breifly describes the program objective and how that
objectives will be accomplished.

OBJECTIVE 1

To link CETA and other employment and training programs
to economic development activities.

The proper computer software design will allow Trans-
Western computers to accept information output from various CETA
and non-CETA training programs. This information, on intake and
assessment, will be analyzed, categorized, compared and matched
to existent and newly created information from the economic
development data banks developed by the Center°s MIS unit.

OBJECTIVE 2

The Development and coordination of economic development
activities which will result in a significant numbers of
jobs for unemployed and disadvantaged persons.

To quantify the total resources of the community is the
first activitiy necessary for the development of the Center.
Major corporations, government agencies, and private organizations
cannot now find potential businesses to present various contract
opportunities. Opportunities that would create a positive economic
developmental environment. The delivery of the total benefit
package contained herein will guarantee the economic development
of the community, and thereby stimulate job creation for the
economically disadvantaged now residing within the Black communi-
ties of the State of California.

OBJECTIVE 3

To coordinate the community and it's organizations
enabling them to identify lop creation problems, needs,
and available resources.

This project will develope the most comprehensive mailing
list currently in use for this purpose. A maintenance system,
designed specifically for this purpose, will keep all information
current and up to date. We will be alsge- to coordinate changes

A-5a
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OBJECTIVE 6 :Continued,

6. Contract% proposal, and id reso4cce ce-ters to help
fagilltate proposal and Old

.a.rs
8. tilsiness.development shows flIBCE,',
10. Capital formation information. A

To promote acti,vities related to Ind.:stela): and commer-
cial de:elopment in rural and ercban areas in wrich nigh
uneIployment is being experienced.

The same nasic management of pronlems as discussed in
Otjective 6 would te Jsed relevant to r-ral areaS. Informat.nn

h concerning little known procra-s whin' bah he utilized frr
sri ind:stnial te:elnpment will ae mar1re

OBJECTIVE 8

To promote olearnrna hoes ad networelrg ant14.ties
in: saol t-r.hesses to fatl''''. 1-fO:7at,a5 Sorg
aid assistance rederrals.

Trahowestert's Ore-Stop iesoJrce Center will becOre' a
clearing 1,0J5t, fun :for-ti- tizn our er,:citer.zed ct
barrs. Info:ma:Int from tre Center .4 sharer, eith sore
bets to our ser:Ine on a rag-lar basis, or thrsuor or recorded

mrusag, availatie 24 ro- a dz, or trro-nh our ra4a4ihe
newsletter. 4rrirthre t-ret, et- ",et,,orr = csi. '.ec =re
nrratrA Ihre_rit at..it, to comm:ninate a i ntr-ct,re retworr-
.-g a :troan or localiz d basis. Arsiatrrce refera_h,
are aodr 4oato aa.rtiea,
able In rescond to reliest in moment

OBJECTI,IL 9

To improve the visability of small businesses as a
sign.ficant soar-re oi enployoert for entreprenears and

The total c- rr at tar teen distussed in re Vence to this
prc,,'ect will clear:, improde tae ,.abiliti of small businesses
becominc employers more tram any project designed for this purpose
in the past.

dirjECT3VE 10

To test and compare the job creation potential of various
models of small business enterprises.

By the creation of computer software to doodel benefit
and analytical computer profiling we will be able to measure the
potential of various small businesses to test their capabilities
for present and futare job creations.

A-5c
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OBJECTIVE 11

To institutionalize an information delivery system for
small, medium, and large businesses as well as the
political establishments, and public organizations.

Institutionalizing an information delivery system is
achieved through:

1. Computer hot Ilpe
2. Newsletter
3. Public relations department
4. Magazine
5. Speakers Bureau
6. One Stop-Resource Center

OBJECTIVE 12

To structure ehe protect so that at the end of 12
months, it will operate on an unsubsidized basis.

Through subscription to this program of a modest ygarly
fee, through usage charges for information requested from non-
subscribers, through advertising revenue from the magazine and
newsletter, and other revenue generating activities we will be
able to operate on an unsubsidized basis at the end of one year.

A
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PROJECT TIME SCHEDULE

TITLE OF PROJECT
BLACK ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT = JOBS
DURATION OF PROJECT
FUNDING DURATION, 2 TEARS OVERALL
DURATION, INDEFINITE

ACTIVITIES TO BE 1980 1981

PROJECT OBJECTIVES ACCOMPLISHED OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MARCH APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP

1 Link CETA and other a Computer acquisition X

progrom7s together b Staffing X X X

c Software developmeht X X X

_d. R h and fnforma-XXXXXXXXXXXX
tion development

44.

2 DeV!lop and coordi- e Issue newsletter and

cute economic deve- magazine itiblshe4

went activities f. Public relationt
department development

g Speakers bureau deve-
lopment,

h Plug-in information
from CETA and other
training agencies

Coordinate community,
its organizations'

*(Activities necessary
are scheduled)

X X X X X X

X X X X X X X X X X

XXXXXXXXX_ X

XXXXXXXXXX

Plant closing and X X X X X X X X X X X X

budget cuts

Support structures i Procurement outreach

private and public j Install job hot line

13
K K K K K

K

0



PPOSECT OBJY1:TITES

PROJEetTVIE SCHEDULE
(Coot d)

.."7
TrTIE OF PROJE,T

4pLACK FC04041- Dp,a-,,piEvr = JOBS, .
DrRATP101 (it 1-pr;}

,...,F-;NnING nrpATI,N 2 vFAPS OVERALLta

' FlItATI;.., 1NDFtI617

ACTIVITIES,TO PE 1960 1961
ACO4MPLISHEL- OCT 1.0%, DEC JAN FEB 4ARCR APP !iA ItS ILL Alc SF1

6 Increase roductis- k Shanars begin
How to clinics
Job fair
(BOO show

Capita; formation
information

Industrial and com-
mercial (a.stio4Ofien
this objective

already scheduled) °-
expanded

* I

g Clearing.house and
networking (activi-
ties for this objec-
tive already ache
duled)

Viability of !mall
business as an
employer (activt-

'ties for this objec-
tive already sche-
duled)

10 Test and compare p Software production
finisher

X x X

X X

IA

x x x x x Y x x

1 I G



PROJECT OBJECTIVES

ACTIVITIES TO BE

PROJECT TIME SCHEDLLE
(Cont'd)

0.0

TITLE OF PROJECT, .

BLACK HONOMIC DEVELOPMENT m JOBS
DURATION OF PROlECT
FUNDING bURATI6S, 2 YEARS OVERALL
DURATION, INIEFINITE

1980 1981

ACCOMPLISHED OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MARCH APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP

11 Institutionalize
information delivery
system (activi-

ties for this objec-
tive already sche-
duled)

12 Structuring for Sales revenue generation

unsubsidizd opera-
tion sales revenues
receipts

117



PROJECT TIME SCHEDULE

TITLE OF PROJECT
BLACK ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT = JOBS
DURATION OF PROJECT
FUNDING DURATION, 2 TEARS OVERALL
DURATION, INDEFINITE

ACTIVITIES TO BE 1982 1983

PROJECT OBJECTIVES ACCOMPLISHED OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MARCH APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP
ta
ta

., 41.

Not applicable

NOT APPLICABLE
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E. Major Activities

Describe each major activity you will undertake 'in the
project including the organizational component responsi-
ble for the activity. Include: who will benefit from
each activity. When possible, expected results should be
expressed in measurable terms.

a. Computer Acguistion - Transwestern's Data Processing
Manager will be responsible for computer acquisition. This will
be done after a through feasibility study of the marketplace has
been conducted. Transwestern's 18 years of experience in this
area will be fully utlized during all phases of the feasibility
study and acquisition.

b. Staffing - Transwestern will utilize State wide
personnel resources in staffing this project.

c. Software Development - The needs for software develop-
ment will be documented at the start of our Data Processing
Managers feasibility study; he will have prime responsibility for
the purchasing and/or development of this software.

d. Research and Information Development - This depart-
ment will be manned by staff members selected from the community,
private business and Transwestern's public sector experts.

e. Magazine and Newsletter - Transwestern's Publishing
Department.

f. Public Relations Department - This depal.tment will be
manned by marketing experts.

g. Speakers Bureau - Transwesterh's Administrative
Department will be responsible for.this area.

h. Input Pros CETA and Other Providers of Training -
Transwestern's Research and Development Department, and adminis-
trative personnel will work in this area

i. Procurement Outreach - Transwestern's Marketing
Department personnel will.work in this area.

j. Sot Line Operation- This department will be
staffed from Transwestern's Administration Department.

k. Seminars, "How to Clinics, and Job 'Pairs - Trans-
western's staff consultants and administrative personnel will
work in these area.

N(
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ria3or A,tivities (Continued/

1.t btPCD_Sl_w TO trainc cr,'+, of toe pJte major
eve cs, Aaministrative perionnal with znis ass:stanc. of earn
.:etarrment be ilvoice3.

m. Cab.tal Formatchn Information - T?ans.res'ern's
Administration Departmt-,t will work in this area.

n. Spftware Development - T're Data Proce,>sino Tepartneot
for tots area.

o Sale; Pc.e-ie Ge'era'ior Traciw_soc.l'i
Administration, and Staff Controller will work 0 this area.

The overall benefit of these major actia.itien Is e more
stable economy within toe Black communities of the State of
California. By stabalizing the economy of tnese economically
handicapped comminitites, we have on a State Wide 4asis educed
unemployment, wnio will res-it in a nigher standard of life fdr
the residences of 'these coTmjnitleS. TVs is also a tenctfit to
each taxpayer in the State, based on a red-ct:on of services
offered.

F Part1L>:5nt Selection )when applicable)

I-.eicrioe the metnods to be used in recrcLting and certify-
the eligi* ''tj of particfpants.

act ippar'c to _niz
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5. PROGRAM ADMINISTRATION

A: ORGANIZATION GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

BrLefly describe the goals and objectives of your
organization.

Transwestern'i project

" BLACK ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT JOBS"

fosters and creates the economic deyelopment necessary to ensure
the availability of jobs within the Black communities of 'California.

B. ORGANIZATION CHART

TRANSWESTERN DIVERSIFIED CONSULTANTS, INC.

SPEAKERS
BUREAU

PRESIDENT

ADMINISTRATION

OPERATIONS

DATA
ROCESSING

VICE PRESIDENT

PERSONNEL

11
RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT

A-10
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B. ORGANIATION CHART (Continued)

Based on the organization chart, identify staff positions
to be covered by the subgrant and includea brief posi-
tion statement of each staff position covered by the
subgrant. (See following page)

PROJECT STAFFING

Position Brief Job Description

Administration

President Overall responsibility for the
successful operation of the
project

Vice President Responsible for project perionnel
and the operational functions
of the project

Executive Director General responsibility foi
operatiuone and project
administration

' Administrative Aide Geriazal administrative aide to
the Executive Director of the
project

Executive Secretaries General clerical work for
project executives

Bookkeeper Financial records

Proposal Writer Responsible for all proposal
writing

Secretaries o Clerical work to support to
project

Receptionist Primary telephone responsibility
for the project

Marketing

Marketing Manager Responsible to administration
for the marketing duties of the
project

Sales Person Selling project prOgrams

Public s Manager Administrative public relations
or the project

A-3.1
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B. ORGANIATION CHART (Continued)

PROJECT STA ??INn ,Contra- d;

Position Brief Jot bes_r.ction

Personnel

Personnel Manager

Employment Coordinators

Data Processing

Data Piocessing Manager

Data Processing Operators

Research and Development

Rest arch & Development Manager

Investigator

Publishing Department

Publisher

Reporter,

Photographer

Circulation Expecte

1

Hires personnel for start
positions

Reslonsible for project inter-
face with CETA and other
employment and training prograx,

Responsible for all computer
related activities including
programming for th6 program

Responsible for all data entry
operations and researcn of 'not
line" inquiries

Nh

Responsible for the operations
of the research and development
of data for the project

Supplies new and updated
information to be entered into
tne compute/ data banks

Responsible for various project
publications\

News and infromation gathering
for project %publications

Responsible for all photographers
utilizad in project publications

Distrition ind emlem of mraiecrs
pahlice,-iort

A
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B. ORGANIZATION CHART (Continued)

PROJECT STAFFING (Continued)

Brief Job DescriptionPosition

Speakers Bureau

Bureau Chief Responsible for activities and
media exposure for project
activities

Speakers

t

Present public presentations
and participate at functions
which benefit and given results

SUBCONTRACTOR RELATIONSHIPS (If Applicable)

Not Applicable for this project

A -11b
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D. Coorgination

Describe plans for coordinatiow.with other delivers of
services and identify those deliverers.

- The project team will work closely with and coordinate
activities with the following organizations: EDD; the Community
College Board; Bureau of Apprenticeship Standards; CETA -Prime
Sponsors within the State; Private Industry Councils within the
State; California Worksite Operations; Community Based Oraginza-
tions; and other private providers of training within the State.
Available data from the activities of the above listed entities
will be input into our MIS unit at the Center to facilitate the
goals and objectives of the project.

E. Co-Funding

Describe plans for using other funding sources to expand
or enhance this porposal. Identify sources and amounts. '

The project team will seek whatever' participations as are
applicable from the identified providers of services -fisted in 'D'
above.

A-12
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P. LOCATION OP TRNINING SITE

A. Identify proposed location of offices and training
sites and the function to be performed at each site.
Indicate addresses if known.

Proposed Locations and Functions to be performed:

The program site will be located as follows: g

Administrative Offices
Transwestern Diversified Consultants, Inc.
1725 West 6th Street - ind Floor
Los Angeles, California 90017

The Center will be housed et this location.

Branih Office
ThejCentral Building
Broadway and 14th Streets
Suite 1120
Oakkand,, California 94612

The Branch -office will be fhvolved in research,
data collection to be forwarded to the Center, and non adminis-
trative activities.

B. Private Sector Involvement

Private sector involvement will be realized from
subsc.ribers participating in the program. Companies which
identify entry level, upgrade, or OJT Sob slots and/or make
commitments to participant by providing information to the
Center's data bahks will Also be participants in the pro)ect.

A-13
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G. CRINNITXTICW'S rucrnc (Attaalo,-,t to Page A-14)

Reding Source

Los Angeles
City PIC

245 west 6th St.
Los Angeles, CA
Kr. Clarence &brassard
(213) 485-4685

1%u-ding
Period

March 1981
to

Cct 1981

Faxding
Level

5721,164
126 WAS)

CEa 7 7S2 VII FINDING

P)-tPose

Classroom vocational tramirq -
.ord processing (course ircludas
remedial English red basic

typing.

No. of Participants. 20
Cartotmet Program curiently in

progress

Los Angeles City
Camoini ty Develop.

Depsement
215 Nest 6th St.
Ica Angeles, CA
Kt. Clarence Brourseaud

Cct 1980
to

Sept 1991

5110,000
f26 iris)

CEM 71112 113 EtleCDC

Closure:is vocational trainLng -
word Processing (cause includes
remedial English are basic

typing.

No. of Participants: 20
Curt e: Program currently in

progress

Vas Angeles May 1980 5270.003
City PIC to 126 Wes)

215 west 6th St. Sept. 1981
toil Angeles, CA
Kr. Clarence Eirorasard
(2130 485-4685

CSR. TITLE VII EINVIIC

Classroom vocational trainirg -
word processing (cause includes
remedial Englian and basic

typing.

No. of Participants: 50
Amaze: Intake. 1E01

Retention: 951
Place: ex: 841

Los Angeles City July :979 5140,000
Pecan:eel Dept. to , (16 Wks,

1U East 1st St. Nov. 1979 I
nos Angeles, CA
Yr. Vincent Patten
(2130 485-2447

Classroom vocational Lrain1rq -
word processing - (mate irclides
remedial Englian and basic
Typing

No, of Participants: 62
Outcome Inters: 1001

Patent ion: 801
CUM PSE - 117,1E 41 4 ND FLUDDC Placement: 711

Los Angeles City July 1979 5140,000 Claw= vocational training -
Porsornel Dept. to 116 lets) word pro cessing - (cause includes1U East 1st St. to.sv. 1979 remedial English s-d basicLos Nveles, CA TypingMr. Vircent Petlan

(2130 485-2447

CO?. PSE - TIITZ VII i z:o flaetl)C

MO of Participants. 62

Outcome Intatet 1006 lRetention: 806 Le
Placement: 7111

Cutteach Facility for:
West Ems Angeles Sept 1978

Calamity College to
4800 Treffnar, DC. Present
Dilver City, CA
Ks. Adeline Price
(213) 628-776,8

ry ice
(1 night

per we)

LN-K;40 SERVICE PRINIM18
THE Coen:4m CSLIME
DISTRICT UT IPAREASESTER

Classroom vocational training -
word processing (cams. includes
word processing equipment trainirg

and theory)

Welter of Part ic iperts 22

Outwore: This II CM approved =IS*
listed in WIA's catalog. It is the
last erpiptee4 co= 14 taken by
students before certification by the
L,A. [amenity College District in
the field of word processing.
Students attend from all areas of
L.A. County.

Toit ion Supported Progress

Trarowestern Jan 1978 Varied
1725 W. 6th Street to
Los Angeles, CA
ne.Shitley Mess
(213) 483-1680 ddlITICH SUPPORTED TAAINI1G

A- .4 a

80-523 0 - 82 - 9
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Cie:Aram vocational ttainirq -
word processing (causes are varied,
a catalog has been attschs1
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I. IN-RIND CONTRIBUTIONS

Indicate the in-kind services and their correspohding
value that will be provided.

Usage charges - Tranawestern's president's and vice
president's executive offices, including furnishings a automated
equipment used to the support project.

J. SELF-E ALUATION

Describe how your organization will evaluate the
relative success of the project in meeting its
intended purpose and objectives.

Our evaluation of success will be measured in terms
of cold statistics. The growth of economic development of partici-'
pating companies and the reduction in the ranks of the economicly
disadvantaged of our Black communitites within the State will be
measured. The major consideration of success will be demonstrated
by the project's continuance on a unsubsidized basis after one
year of funding.

A-15
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6. Pro.Insal

Corclett all applIcalile budget :bns below. See Lire Iten Instructlors on Page

A. Staff- q Costs

PCS:7114 7:7LE I't a' T2' .T. W.E T2 L. pmar,,n

i

SEE AITTACIB D

0-24.1, STAFF 5478,250
1

STAFF FRINGE BENEFITS

WCRFEPS, 1147E4SATION: 43 % x 5 4,782 5 2,056

F. I.C.A. 6.65% x 1,

OTHER 'S%8 CALCULATIO?Z).

Gfg.UP Medal ($75.00) x 27

11

31,803

2.025_

S"AFT FRfl5 1382....e 5 35,884

'ICrThL STAFFING ODSIS
$614,134

A- 16
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STAPP SALARIES

0. YEARLY HOURS
1,

PROGRAM
POSITION TITLE % OP TIME RATE PER WEEK AMOUNT

President 50% '40K 20 $20,000Vice President 25% 33K 10 $ 8,250Executive Director 100% 28K 40 $28,000Administrative Aide 100% 16K 40 $16,000Executive Secretary 100% 18k 4(1.... $18,000Bookkeeper 100% 14K 40 $14,000Proposal Writer 100% 25K 40 $25,000Secretaries 100% 12K 40 $24,000Receptionist 100% 10K 40 $10,000Marketing Manager 100% 22K 40 $22,000Sales Persoils 100% 18K 40 $36,000PR Manager 100% 22K 40 $23,000Personnel Manager 100% 20K 40 $20,000
Employment Coordinators 100% 12.5K 40 $25,000DP Manager 100% 27K 40 $27,000DP Operators 100% 20K 40 $20,000RfiD Manager 100% 22K 40 $22,000R&D Investigators 100% 12K 40 $36,000Publisher 25% 25K 10 $ 6,250
Reporter 100% 12K 40 $12,000Photographer 25% 18K 10 S 4,500
Circulations Expert 25% 16K 10 $ 4,000Bureau thief 100% 24K 40 $22,000Speakers 100% 20K 40 $20,000

Total $478,250

a

A-16a
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40%B. PARTICIPANT COSTS NOT APPLIOABLE
Classroom Training Services to Participants

PARTICIPANT ALLOKANCES

TR;:I\1\C

OCC,PATIO%
\UMBER OF
PARTICIPANTS RATE TPE ANCUNT

BASIC

JFPENDENTS

,4INTIVE
_.

.

TOTAL PARTICIPANT AacKANas t
S

PARTICIPANT WAGES

cork Experience

TkAl\I\G s-MckSER
°CI:PATIO\

OF
PARTICIPANTS RATE TIME AM1FT

TOTAL PARTICIPANT WAGES

....16

S

PARTICIPANT sa BENEFITSI

work Experience
Classroom Training
Services

WORKERS' COMPENSATIO\ % x S
(ALL Participants)

F I.C.A. x
(Participants Receiving wages)

OTHER (SWAN CALCULATIONS).

pa

TOTAL PARTICIPANT FRINGE BENEFITSI $

A-17
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1

C. MI SCELLANEOUS PROJECT COSTS

TRAVEL

18,000 Miles per Month x18 e per rule x12. Months $38.,.880

Other Travel Costs (ATTACH JUSTIFICATION) 2,400Air Travel (within Califor
a}fIJN I CAT I CAS t

Telephone . 12,000
Postage Sending an average of 20,000 43,200pieces of mall monthly

FiXIIP,:c.vr

Puichasc See Attachall 19.035
Lease/Rental See Attached ig 80.000

Use Charges Inkind ri

SRFLIES

S 750.00 x 12 Month's 4,000
PN

S 4.000 x 12 Months 48 000
UTILITIES

S N/A x Months
A

CUSTODIAL

1 N/A x Mmths 0

I S3JRA\CE AND BONDING COSTS 2.250

OTHER COSTS (SEE DSTRUCTIQNS) 18,000

TOTAL MI SCEI1AXECtIS
, PRCJECT oosTs 1272,765

i

(Add A, B, C) GRAND TOTAL PROJECT COSTS $786,899

A-18
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Miscellaneous Project Cost

Quantity Item Amount Total

Purchase Items

$1,200.00
$ 150.00

$6,000.00
$ 600,00

5

4

Typewriters
Calculators

4 Executive Desks $ 300 00 $1,200.00
3 Cardenza $ 175.00 $ 525.00
.3 Chairs $ 155.00 $ 465.00
5 Secretary Desks

With aeturns $ 275.00 $ 1375.00
5 Chairs $ 60.00 $ 360.00

10 Visitor Seats $ 40.00 $ 400.00
10 Pile Cabinets $ 125.00 $1,250.00
'3 Misc. Tables $ 150.00 $ 450.00
1 Movie Screen $ 250.00 $ 250.00
1 Set Video Equipment $1,500.00 $1,500.00

12 Desks $ 210.00 $2,520.00
12 Chairs $ 95.00 $1,140.00

Misc. Office $1,000.00
Components

Purchase Total $19,035.00

1 CompOter Lease/Purchase $80,000.00
(Hardware 4 Software Included)

RentT---

Other Costs

Space Requirements - 4,000 sq. feet # $1.00

Magazine 4 Newsletter $1,500 per mo. $1,800.00
purchasing costs

A-18a
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Mr. HAWKINS. Finally, the last witness, Mr. Robert Clark, Nor-
throp Corp , representing the Los Angeles_County Private Industry
Council.

Mr Clark, knowing of your great experience. in
certainly look forward to your contribution to thi panel.

field, I

STATEMENT OF ROBERT CLARK, NORTH P CORP., LOS
ANGELES COUNTY PRIVATE IN Y: COUNCIL

Mr. CLARK. Thank you, Mr. Chairm .,ast shall not be least.
I do represent today Admiral Hor , t ,e chairman of the Los,

Angeles County Private Industry Council. am Robert Clark of the
Northrop Corp I represent our president as the metro director of
the National Alliance of Business, and I serve for him on both the
Los Angeles City an0 County Private Industry Councils. On both
tho& councils, I am chairman of the Employment Genfrating Com-
mittee.

I'must say it has been n very instructive 2 years, Congressmen;
and in the meeting I had with you that day with Larry Cooper, I
have come to appreciate your dedication to this very serious prob-
lem of employment and training for the disadvantaged people in
our country.

I would also say to Congressman Washington and Congressman
Peyser, having been born in Evanston and partly raised in Larch-
mont, welcome to God's country

Mr. WASHINGTON Return to God's country.
Mr. CLARK, The Private Industry Councils, as well as the Volun-

tary Busines's Organifation and the National Alliance of Business,
deal with disadvantaged people. The PICS, the Private Industry
Councils, are the conduit under title VII of CETA through which
Federal funds are flowing for employment and training programs
for disadvantage[ people. I would have to say that title VII is
certainly still in its infancy, although it has been in force for a
couple of years, at least judging by the amount of money we have
to do our job We looked at CETA is we came into this picture,
being rather strange to it. I believe that our impression is that
CETA did a lot of good and still does a lot of good.

The people involved in CETA have tried to focus on training for
where the jobs are, and the people involvec certainly the commu-
nity-based organizations in this community, have a perception of
the needs and a perception of the people that have the needs. We
feel that the CBO's inIthis country are a very vital resource in this
whole scheme of things Within the PIC itself, we are a group of
business people, community-based organization representatives,
labor representatives, educators, and one or two client representa-
tives, We are trying to figure out what business can bring to this
particular process that isn't already there. About all we found that
we can do is to bend the system wherever we can to the reality of
the work In other words, where the jobs are, let's find the train-
ing, let's do the training. It hasn't been all. that easy, because in
spite of very formidable statistics from the State Employment De-
velZ5pment Department, when it comes to your own community and
a training program that is going to run 3 months, 6 months,
something of that sort, you are not sure what you are doing.'-,We
have leaned very heavily here on the community-based organiza-
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tions and our success in training disadvantaged people for entry
level jobs is really proportional to the quality.of the CBO.

One of the things we would like to do here, when you consider
that there have been approximately 310 different organizations in
this community that have received training contracts, is to see a
quality control study develop that highlights as good a job as
Urban League and TELACU. When you work wigt the CBO's and
let them handle the client intake and let them hardle the absolute-
ly vital aspect of attitudiqal training, as Mr. Feltenberg mentioned,
we find that placement of people is good. When you work with an
organization that isn't paying attention to what it is doing, that
does not know how to set up a curricula, that does not know how to
hire an instructor, that really is not paying attention to the job
market, then you have terrible failures. I must say it is a great
shock to us to find even now that we have some programs with a
50-percent dropout rate in the first 3 months. We have to stop this.
It is these sorts of experiences that are not the fault of any one
individual. I wouldn't even say they are the fault of the system. 4
is an inattention, perhaps, to a very complex system. What we
want to do in our Private Industry Council here is to look at thee(
reality of <where the jobs are, look at the realities of what we get
for our money, pay attention to the people we are dealing with and
their real needs, and make this money do its job. We hope that the
words we hear from Washington, that the involvement of the busi-
ness community is deemed to be a good thing,, and that more
money will flow through these particular channels, that that will,
in fact, happen, because we think we are getting our feet on the
ground now.

As a footnote before I mention our proposed long-range planning
goals, F would like to mention, Congressman, that the EDD figures
on page 17 of their report that you discussed earlier are familiar to
me. I was under the impression that either President Kolberg of
NAB or someone from- the Department of Labor had presented to
Congress about a month ago the story of what happened to the
330,000 PSE people laid off. My recollection is that the number was
64 percent instead of 75 having gone into something else about a
month ago, but I very clearly remember that of that only 25
percent had moved into private industry. The others were in re-
training or in other unsubsidized Government employment or had
gone to school or something ofthat sort. Of the 330,000, with 65
percent accounted for and only 25 percent of those haying gone
into private industry, from our point of view CETA, title VI, was
an absolute failure. They lost sight of the fact that those people
that were placed in jobs should have had additional training so
that when they came out they could do something. That is my
recollection of those numbers.

Within the county PIC, I have been asked to read to you the
proposed long-range planning goals f9r the public-private partner-
ship in employment and training of disadvantagePpeople. I will
give this to the reporter so he will have it. I will read it exactly.

Item A: Efforts should be geared to 5-year planning and training
should be for private sector jobs that will exist and be in demand
within that time frame. This time period, that is 5 years, is selected
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because most private sector employers utilize that period for their
planning.

Item B: Responsibility for employment and training programs
should be placed with the private sector, particularly programs
which are income generating, self-supporting, or performed by the
private sector.

Item C. Create a bet r system of job projections to avoid over- or
undertraining situati s.

Item p: Encour collective bargaining agreements to include
employment an raining programs.

Item E. Introduce and strengthen private sector input to schools
to (a) determine where the greatest frequency of dropouts occur; (b)
assess the needs of the students as they meelirtheir employment
goals, (c) develop and match curriculum to aid students in meeting
those goals.

Item F: Link employment and training to local development
activities.

Item G: Place people in_meaningful jobs of upward mobility
rather than on unemployment and welfare rolls.

Item H: Develop better understanding of the hardcore unem-
ployed and reaffirm service to the truly needy as the responsibility
of the PIC.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Clark.
Let me begin with you, Mr. Clark, if I may, because I agree

basically with the specific criteria that you enumerated at tlie
concluding part of your presentation. I suppose the most difficult
thing for us to understand, for this committee to grasp is agreeing
basically what you indicate. How do we go about implementing it?

For example, I don't think there is any reluctance on the part of
the members of this committee, or certainly it has not been true in
the past, of placing responsibility for training programs in the
private sector, but how do we do that? How do we go about doing
it?

At least there is great'lip service for doirig this, but in what way
do we encourage the private sector to undertake this? In going
across the broad spectrum of views expressed by the witnesses,
including the various classes of individuals who find themselves
unemployed in the economy, whether they are disadvantaged,
whether they are individuals who are laid off and who need re-
training, or whether they are individuals who are reasonably
skilled but who still find it difficult to go from one occupation to
anotherjust where do we begin with the private sector to give
them the responsibility for training programs and to provide the
incentives for doing it? We have tried different schemes. I don't
think anyone is necessarily making a strong case for CETA. We
understand its weaknesses. It certainly is not going to solve all of
the problems, but it has dealtiyith a limited aspect of the problem.
We recognize that it has to gVbeyond that partidUlar point. No one
is trying, I think, to impose on the private sector that they have to
be responsible for taking the very hard to train individuals and
make that your responsibility. That is-one of the reasons, I sup-
pose, CETA developed in the' first place, because we were dealing

1 3
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with a group of individuals that no one else seemed to want to deal
withpeople with a great number of problems, and so forth.

Perhaps we did not go too far beyond that in trying to deal with
the other parts of the total problem. Perhaps we need a more
comprehensive agency to do the job, not only of the hard to emploY
but those who are laid off, those who need just simple retraining
and so forth, or even get to the group that was first referred to by
Mr. Vokal, those who are in an extremely difficult industry where
they need a lot of: intensive training and for which these individ-
uals on CETA, inientry level jobs, we would not want to impose on
that particular industry to undertake the costs.

In other words, what I am saying is that we have been groping
for several years to get to the bottom line as to what it is that we
can do to provide the answer to this very difficult problem and we
have sought it in title VII We have tried to expand it. We have
made itissued a challenge to the private sector. What is it that
we can do in terms of title VII or any other suggestion in order to
provide that which will do the job that should be done bythe private sector?

For some reason, we have never reached the point where we
could get that type of dialog which I think is certainly much
clearer today, listening to those of you who represent the private
sector. There is a willingness to do the job but apparently nobodysteps forward to give us the specifics as to what it is that we can
do.

Mr. CLARK. Well, Congressman, I think you deserve more creditthan you are taking Neither Lockheed nor Northrop build an
airplane that works right the first time. I think that perhaps you
were close)) to CETA as a father of itsorry. [Laughter.]

Mr. VOKAL. He told me Lockheed always did it right.
Mr CLARK. Perhaps in your dedication to your task you become

closer to the problem and we have the advantage of coming into it
somewhat later and seeing the progress that you have made. It
seems to me that within the CETA legislation, certainly within
what I perceive to be the intent of what you are trying to do, you
are a long way toward a great success. Title VI or any other title of
CETA or any other element of a program can well be regarded as
an experiment that didn't work for one reason or another. So you
abandon API happen to be in sympathy with the administration forhaying cut off title VI Demonstrably, statistically it was not doing
what It should do, at least in our community when we tried to find
jobs for these people.

All right That did not work. Let us find something now that will
work; but you have a good base to work with. There are a lot of
kids and a lot of disadvantaged pewle who have jobs because of the
other titles of CETA and the years of experience that you have in
this. A couple of years ago while getting into this, I was inclined, aspeople in the defense industry do, to peck away at the Government
a little bit and say you are too program oriented and not resultsoriented Well, that was a little unfair at the time. Perhaps even
more so now, because you have a lot of results in CETA. Maybewhat you need to do is to turn around some of the people in the
Department of Labor so they will see what those results are, revise
the programs to enhance them.

J
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I do not think that we have problems with legislation ag much as
we do with regulations, frankly. i

Mr. HAwxmis. Let me say that we have not made a criticism as 0
r such of the adthinistration abandoning some of the programs, the!

ones they claim did not work. However, I think we were justified in
criticizing the elimination of prograrhs without alternatives being
submitted. It is very difficult to go out and say to 300,000 people
who are on a program that, let us say, is faulty and bay to ttem
that the program isn't doing what it is supposed to do; therefore we
eliminate it and then you offer nothing in its place. As bad as it
was, the placement record was much better than what has hap-
pened since it was eliminated We estimated in the study that you
referred to that the placement rate since elimination of the titles

..., of title II-D and title VIhas been only about 18 percent. Despite
claims made otherwise, it gets down to a very low percentage. We
have had testimony today from the State agency responsible for
compiling the information that the largest percentage of individ-
uals who were eliminated from these prpgrams had gone on unem-
ployment insurance I think all of us will concede, as taxpayers, as
private sector people, and in other capacities, that certainly unem-
ployment insurance is not a productive occupation of any kind. We
are paying people foi.doing nothing, which is not quite as good as
the old CETA record that we criticize as being flawed ..

My point is that it would seem to me that bef 'abolishing
programs that are doing a little good for the mone at we put
into them, that we would' try to work out alternati es for these
Individuals who now are looking for welfare and unemployment
insurance which I don't think. we can possibly defend those pro-
grams.

Mr CLARK I think you certainly have a valid criticism and
concern there Not being that familiar with the regulations or the
legislation, it would certainly have seemed that fin nces permit-
ting, there should have been a consequent retrainin program, let
us say, for those people that were not yet ready for jo elsewhere
Perhaps in terms of what the gentleman was saying about the laid
off auto workers in his community, if there is still a gap in the
regulations, the CETA regulations, permitting funds to'be used for
retraining under these circumstances, that is one element that

. ought to'be changed.
Mr HAWKINS. I think Mr. Vokal indicated t*mething clbser to

the 'old MD:TA as being much more desirable than the CETA
concept Well, if we had been, let us say, assured by the adminis-
tration that we should go back to some of those concepts and put
them into a program prior to the tine that we eliminated one,
then I think that we could have worked from that foundation and
perhaps with passing time, another year, we could have had an-
other type of program in place that tga uld have picked up these
individuals that were being eliminated altogether.

Now I take it somewhat personally, perhaps representing ii dis--
trict where many of these individuals, I think, are just going to
contribute to crime statistics, unfortunately They represent family
heads who are left without any particular thing to do except to
think in terms of "I "am not going to let my family starve, so I am
going to go out and take it That, I don't think even on a tempo-

4
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rary basis, contri tes anything constructive at all I gal back to
the point that I making: I do not see us in the proces, no ,=t
least of having the ialog to put together a program to rep',' to
other; and I think t at everyone agrees that some type vi a
in-g program is n ed. I think you have given us some wctider:'..]
criteria on which to build on. I would hope that somehow out of
these hearings, that we can begin to work with some of you on
trying to get. that type of a program put together and to e.,nvince
the-administration to look seriously in that direction

Mr VOKAL. Congressman Hawkins, I agree with the gentle.t-nan
at the end of the table here from Northrop that CETA has all
been bad. The thing is that we have noticed on the national
with the National Tooling & Machining Association, a deteriora-
tion in the program. Going back to 1964, when we became tmoled
with the CETA programing, we had 85-percent retention. file,: all
of a sudden the social aspects and those who needed economic i gip,
things changed; and the rope became tighter and tighter. All of a
sudden,, the retention becomes 62 percent of the la* group of
classes that we had last year. I do not think there is a panacea to
solve all of this, but I think it is a matter which involves education
We have to 'start there. We have to properly educate the next
group of young peole. We have to solve the problems that he Law
We have to get the American people, the kids, get el erybody
saying, "Hey, let's not sit back, let s dct something."

It's a great problem. We are going to have to come up with a
master program. I think by tax incentives. thy,t is going to elp
some of this. That program ought to be for those people who Leeu
it and not a general statement so we can find loophole, I know
that statement is a terrific statement if it can be done, but we razed
to come up with something that says, OK, there is an indu,tiy,
there is a need. All right?

So we :say there are 250,000 to 300,000 people that are needed in
the skilled marketplace for this one little industry that happens to
be the backbone of our industrial might. There is 300.000. How do
we get to those?, You have to take each segment as it cones I
cannot give you an answer. I do not think anybody in this room
can give you stli answer. I hope to God from all of these rearing_-
and I give you creditthat you put it down and maybe there will
be a pattern. I think maybe that is the best you can come up with

Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Washington?
Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I don't think you will find a good deal of disagreement that

perhaps private industry should have a greater degree of control
over the training of future employees; bin my feeling from you
gentlemen is that what you are asking for is sort of a carte blanche
to do 4he whole job, funded by Federal or governmental dollars. I
hear rio mention of standards I am concerned about the cavalier-
ish rejection or objection to testing devices.

The word "quota" was thrown in as something very bad. I don't
quite get the context, Mr. Kiddoo, in which you used it You want
no regulations I am concerned about that I am concerned about
affirmative action, for example. Your whole temper and tone seems
to move toward the structuring of an elitist concept with govern-
ment mt6ney weaning out certain unnamed standards. certain

8+-523 0 - 87 - 14 ;
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people which in_your wisciorn you feel you can train for 'this. This
bothers me

Mr VOKAL Funny, I didn't hear all of that.
Mr WASHINGTON Maybe it was overtones
Mr. VOKAL I made the comment myself in my presentation I

would love to sit down and discuss this in detail with you, Con-
gressman But we do not want a panacea For example, this legisla-
tion that was presented by Mr Bailey suggests a 50 percent tax
credit for year one, a 30 percent tax credit,for year two That is not
asking for the whole thing It is saying take some of these funds
and reallocate it. All we have is money to work with All we have
aile people to work with. All we are saying is we feel that in this
little segment, maybe this would 134 a good way to go Maybe it
should only be partial I said distinctly that we should clearly
define those people that need and don't make it so loose as it has
been before That is an easy statement for me to say, but th t is
where the problem comes Everybody finds a loophole I remem r
an incident at the Small Business Administration a number/of
years ago- -I won't mention the gentleman's namehe was wi-trh a
local group here and became high up in the administration, the
Small Business Administration One day I walked in and sat down
with him He's with a big law firm in Washington at the moment.

I said. "What's the matter"
He said, "Well, I had S7 million worth of bad small business go

down the tubes .

I said, "Well, that is not a lot of money
He said, Out of 335 million'" He said, "I feel pretty bad." He

said. You know what the problemls9 We did not reach a level of
Jcommunication before we started He said, They found same
loophole '. they didn't distinctly know what it was Here we are
He said. I hate ST million Another 310 million of that with small
business, minorities," he said, is going to go down the tubes, too."
He said,,"We have not done our job

I think you could point a finger at anybody and say this. You
know, this is what happens.

Mr Kin000 May I make a comment here? What I said about
CETA, I don't want to do away with it I said it is seriously flawed.
I agree with Bob Clarsrk here, it's a good foundation program. 4
think we did better under the old MDTA I think private industry
played a larger role We are very cognizant of equal employmtnt
opportunity We suppat it "We are going to continue to support it.
But I think you have to make up your mind on these programs.
That is what I tried to point out On education programs, jobs,
what is your goal') Don't mix up your goals Business doesrit try to
mix .up goals When we have a goal, it's pretty distinct and we
work toward that goal We don't say' this is our goal and add a
whole bunch of junk onto the thing that just will not.fly. It won't
fly We have to tweak it a little bit

... I think maybe that is what you need to do with the system I

agree with Bob here Maybe you need to tweak your airplane to
make it work better Maybe you need to get alot of the bureaucra-
cy out of it I do think there is a morass of it You have to have
some level that will set standards I thin,k with the Private rndus-
try Council, it has been very successful here in the city and county
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of Los Angeles Maybe carry that concept a little bit forward and
maybe you could develop it into regional councils which, in turn,
could develop proposals for their specific area for certain kinds of
training Spell out where the people are available. Where would we
get the people. Set up the standards

As I said in my own presentation here, get some nonpolitical
agencyand by that not the Department of Labor, but somebody
like GAO or the IRSsomebody that will be strict to see how
effectively and efficiently you are running the program.

We are not asking for a handout or anything else, but we are
trying to assure that the tax dollars that you and I and everybody
else provides are best spent and are spent for a known goal.

Mr WASHINGTON I am not fighting that. Perhaps there should
be movement in your direction. I am concerned about the people
who understand the standards, which I have garnered from read-
ing your submissions, will be left out. Perhaps Mr. Feltenberg
would want to commenekm that.

Mr FELTENBERG. It is very important, of course, for the small
businesses to be included in any planning that concerns training
because of our need to have skilled labor. If we are not able to
make access to skilled labor pools, it is bertainly going to be devas-tating for us I think, though, that there are certain notable suc-cesses in the CETA program that can be pointed out. I heard the
gentleman on the end talk about reducing that retention level. Iknov; a programin fact, our owil program has the 67 percentThat is just this past year. Eighty-five percent placement level. I
think it is important to look at the CBO's and the businesses in thebusiness of training for skills for tomorrow's technologies and not
just let it be completely in the hands of large industry.

Mr CLARK Congressman Washington, lest I left you a little too
solidly with the impression that the business community wants to
run things with no regulation, I referred in the beginning that thePIC is a public-private partnership and our composition is other
than the business community As you well know, under the legisla-
tion and regulations, whatever we do is subject to concurrence
and/or approval by the prime sponsor. As a matter of fact, legally
the prime sponsor is responsible for the title VII funds.

Let me tell you what we find in Los Angeles City. It takesaboutif we are lucky-2 months to get a training contract
through the system. It is a simple contract, but it is a city mecha-
nism This is not the only thing that the chief administrative
officer has to look at. It is not the only thing that the contracts
department has to look at. It is not the only thing the Grants
Committee has to look at in public hearings. It is not the onlything the 15 city councilmen have to vote on. Yet all those ele-
ments get involved in every single training contract. It's a realpain in the neck.

What we hope to accomplish is to go to the city and Department
of Labor with our annual plan for joint approval, which we doanyway, and put in ,that plan the money we are going to spend and
the general nature of the training programs that we are going to
move into These programs, as I mentioned earlier, in our commu-nity are carried on by community-based organizations such as thatof the gentleman next to me
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I tell you, we are going to have a real fight before the city will
let us put in that plan the approval to spend the money without
coming back to them for each individual contractor I say this
under the conditions where city staff are PIC staff and we are not
removed from the system We simply have to get out of the wheels.
These things really hold us up That is why last year the city gave
back 670 percent of the funds. We are trying to do better this year,
but we are not going to spend 40 percent of the funds We just
cannot beat the mechanism So when I say business would like to
have more responsibility, I say it in that context.

When I said business, I should have said PIC, because it includes
other elements of the community But that mechanism is difficult
to work with.

Mr HAWKINS If Mr Washington would yield, I think, Mr Clark,
you have indicated a serious problem that we have been concernjed
with for a long timethe difficulties of dealing with the lotal
prime sponsor and how to circumvent this It is pretty obvious that
if you go through the exercise that you go through that you would
soon -become discoUraged I am surprised that youeven continue

However, as you well know, under the old MDTA concept, you
dealt dir tly with Washington I guess it was during the Nixon
administra on that the program was decentralized and now under
the new co cept, local primes arethe ones who determine the
shape of the program I am wondering how, it is in the concept of
returning control to local governments How can we-circumvent
some of the problems that you speak about having to go through a
city council, the city of Los Angeles for example, Where you have
to try to satisfy a majority of 15 councilmen You indicate that you
even go down to the level of hiving to get approval on individual
programs I don't see how you/could possibly operate under those
conditions ,

Mr CLARK The city staff that serves us has been operating
under those conditions for other titles for all their lives, so merely
bringing in the complication of title VII didn't really bother them
They are the ones serving it It has obviously bothered us We
recognize the need for involvemefit with the political elements of
the community That is a reality' We would like to streamline this
system without relieving them of any overview or responsibility or
their political leanings, if will

The mechanism can be changed by changing the regulations to
permit the annual plan, for example, to have attached to it an
ultimate authority to the Private Industry Council to spend the
moneys that have been approved in the plan

Mr HAWKINS. Well, this committee will certainly give a review
to those regulations along the lines of trying to meet the problem
that you speak of. This isn't the first time I have heard, this
criticism, butnt is a very valid one I am surprised that you don't
operate with your" own staff as an incorporated group rather than
leaning on even the city staff i

Mr CLARK This has been a function of iime The staff has been
in place 3 weeks It took a long time for that incorporation to go
through the city The county has a little different relationship,
functions a little differently, but the time element Is still there to
get a contract through
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Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Weiss?
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Chairman, just on that last point, Mr. Clark, that

is really local option, though, is it not" It's not the Federal Govern-
ment or its regulations which imposed those requirements or re-strictions on you?

Mr CLARK. It depends upon how you look at it. The prime
sponsor can do what he wants. If he wants to review a contract, he
can review a contract We do not have the option of saying no, you
are not going to review that contract. If the system were so estab-
lished that the annual plan not only said what we are going to dobut had a few more spalfics in it about how we were going to
spend the funds % and at the end authorizes us to spend the funds,then we can run these contracts through without having to gothrough the whole political system.

Mr WEISS I must tell you that New York, which does not alwayshave the simplest method of operation, either, has.marka_ged toavoid this trap. --,,

Mr CLARK Because the prime sponsor gave it to them. It didn't
. .give it to us.

Mr WEISS That is right But that is precisely my point. This isnot a matter where the Federal Government or the legislation
itself or the Department of Labor has imposed any of these restric-tions or onerous regulations on you. You have a problem that
exists locally It is very difficult, it seems to me, for Congress to
turn around and say to the local sponsors, "You shall not." Itseems to me that if, in fact, the work that you are doing is worth-whileand obviously the prime sponsor thinks that it is orwouldn't have you involved in itthen you ought to be abl
work out an arrangement with them which doesn't, because of
their own restrictions, make it impossible for you to do your job.

Mr CLARK It is still a matter of whether you have an adversar-
ial relationship with your local government. It is entirely possibleto have it If the regulations permit that sort of thing to carry on
to the point where you cannot get anything done, there is nothingthe business community can do about it.

All I am suggesting is that if the regulations make it clip. thatthe involvement Qf the political community is not watered, but
certainly in the matter of detailed review its authorities are limit-ed, then the business community can function.

Mr WEISS Again I say I am not that familiar with California orLos Angeles I find it very hard to understand any locality whichhas a very serious unemployment problem where you finally
manage, through Federal legislation, with goodwill involved in thebusiness community; to get a partnership operation going, then toturn around, to cut off the very possibility of that operation suc-
ceeding because of this adversarial relationship If you have the
adversarial relationship, then why bother to begin with?

Mr CLARK The adversarial relationship could happen in anycommunity It happened in this community I would say for avariety of reasons and perhaps tied to the nature of the processhere and the numbers of people involved. It is difficult to run a citywith 15 councilmen if some of the things you want to do don texactly fit with the pattern that they have had before Again thepoint I am trying to make is that even if you do not, have an
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adversarial relationship, if you legie it up to one party to work
efficiently/ at the sufferance of the others, you do not have a very
good partnership. It is that particular point I am trying to make.
The only way we will improve the efficiency of our operation here
is at the sufferance of the prime sponsor. The prime sponsor has
departments whose job it is to review contracts, go over clauses,
tnd they are not going to give it up.
\Mr. WEISS. I am not sure about that. The other side of it, follow-
ing logically to what you are suggesting may be the answer If the
Federal Government is not going to impose its will on this kind of
local government-business initiative, and if the prime sponsor,
which is the local government, is not going to have any kind of
oversight regulation, then indeed what happens, and in one in-
stance perhaps it may be fine but someplace else it may not be.
There is a private sector operation and they have a blank check.
Someplace along the line, unless you want to have a repeat of
horror stories with the private sector being on the receiving end of
waste, fraud, and abuse, you have to have some kind of responsibil-
ity in some level of government there is taxpayers' money that
involved.

What we thought we did was, in fact, allow for the partnership
to exist at the local level, but you are quite right. If one party to
that partnership says no, I am going to make your life impossible,
that is not a partnership.

Mr CLARK Well, perhaps you still don't get my point. I am not
saying that a contract is going to be negotiated by private industry
or that taxpayers' money is going to be spent without proper
review I am saying the Private Industry Council if they can get
together with the prime sponsor and the labor representatives at
the beginning of the year and approve a program that has funds
tied to it, when you start to get Into a contractual relationship then
with the training organization, it is still the prime sponsor's con-
tract operation that is going to be sitting in there doing the negoti-
ating, because they have the skill, but you are not going to hav'e
the words picked, over at the political level in a process that takes
months.

Mr WEISS That is right, that doesn't have to be. I follow and I
agree with you wholeheartedly

Mr CLARK That we would like to see You see, it could also put
an end to what happens in our city. And I don't want to wash our
dirty linen any more that lL necessary. But if you look at the min-
utes of what happens when the CETA programs come before our
city council for approval, you will find those programs that have
been negotiated and established ari'd are ready for signing and final
approval are subject to last minute funding changes based on the
personal desires of the individual councilmen. They are changed
right then and there at the' council table. I think Congressman
Hawkins is right It is a little tough to swallow some of this.

Mr. WEiss As a former member of the City Council of New York,
I should tell you I don't think council members ought to have their
hands in that situation They don't belong there. Indeed, they, it
seems to me, ought to be put into the position of having to make
the choice. do you, in fact, want n effective partnership situationi.

with Federal moneys underwri this program or don't you'
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Again it seems to me that you have a great deal of leverage in the
situation. You are,,in essence, the only game left in town.

Mr. CLARK. We are the only game left in town, but it is a little
aggravating after awhile to be the guy that always invites the odd
fellow to lunch.

Mr. WEISS. I appreciate that.
Let me, if I mayMr. Chairman, with your indulgencetouch

on another area.
Mr. Kiddoo, you mentioned in your testimony that close to $800

million is spent annually in California on vocational training
What does that statistic mean? What programs are included in
that $800 million?

Mr. KIDDOO Actually it is a figure Governor Brown quoted. We
had a Governor's task force, which was primarily in the field of
electronics. I took that from his statement. He used that in a
meeting that we are spending $800 million. That incidentally was
about 11/2 or 2 years aga.

Mr. WEISS. The reason I askI understand he is going to be here
tomorrowI am 'concerned, as I indicated in earlier questioning,
about the lack of evaluation of the vocational education programs,
the lack of coordination between the various departments of Gov-
ernment. I mean simply because we spend $800 million, I agreewith you that doesn't mean that we are necessarily getting a
nickers'worth of benefit out of it.

Mr. KIDDOO. That is right.
Mr. WEISS. I would like to think that perhaps the business com-

munity, which you represent so effectiyely, would want to get into
that situation to see whether, in fact, that program makes any
sense or whetherif it does, it is receiving proper evaluation and
monitoring.

Mr KIDDOO. Congressman, I think as you witness the last 2 or 3
years, the business community is becoming increasingly active in
the field of public education and the whole way the job market
works and so on, As I mentioned, one of our most powerful groups
in the State is the California.Roundtable which consists of the
CEO's of our major concerns here, like Lockheed, Northrop, and so
on They have established a task force. They are. digging into it.
They are having studies conducted, and so on. The American Elec-
tronics Association, of which ahead their IR committee, hired a
full-time staff member We have established a blue ribbon commit-
tee to look into not only technician training but engineering train-ing I think the interest has been shown in the private industry
councils here in which we participate along with Bob and others,
and Berg Fragner, for example, from TRW We are exceedingly
interested in becoming increasingly involved. You are quite right
We have a big stake in this. We have a big stake on whether or not
we are going to get the people to do the work that we have. So it'sa very selfish interest.

Mr WEISS Let me finally lead in from that comment to you, Mr
Vokal, because I am not sure if I understand your thrust and that
of Mr. Kiddoo. Perhaps I am unfairly, in my own mind, character-
izing your approach because I do not understand it. When you say,
Mr, Vokal, that you do not want loopholes, you want only those
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peopf,: nee d it to benefit from these programs, you are talking,
I hriderstand it. about the industries; is that right? .

Mr VokAL Correct
concern is that that may be fine as far as the

olla _ `.,r a- flit as industry is concerned, but at our side of
tEr_ 'Mt 1 JD% ernment level, our concern can't only be whether

,ettna4 sufficient numbers of workers. We have to be
inA:e .1_1 I ask the question of youabout the individuals

Avl-Au e .lobs, regardless of the needs of industry. HOw
I (., . of the heads of families, our young people? What

iui therri It secin, to me your approach leaves them but
iam.in totally
),,I You have to remember that I am talking about a

and machining association that is made up of
r:Aitsmen I am saying that one segment of the country

auc- .,e a terrible skilled labor and we should listen and look at
he,' probioms, also A

I People Fired jobs. I do not come here with a panacea to
., LIA., I canie,here with a small segment of the problem. I am

r,,,t what I sa., should be applied to everything. We have to
ha ,,e jobs for the-,e people I am saying that with the possible
alh takh,g the pot and shaking that pot up and letting those
pi the opportunit) to seek their level and then help them

rudiiig12, don't force the unes that really have it to do mediocre
fru: v he', they can reach a better aptitude or higher altitude in
risen tiff That is what I am trying to get across.

WEiss This matter of attitude is not only the attitude of
nrial employees It is the attitude of business and industry

?hot -wrietimes is a problem In the course of this subcommit-
ti < hearir,i;s last year, we went to Minneapolis and we visited the

run by the Colgate Corp there Without the benefit of
r rnment Le5-,1,-,tance at the time, they built a plant deliberately

ir t!,e ,:eta greatest economic deprivation and have trained from
,;round up people, who do the simplest and the most complicat-

ed ..u.k iniaginuble Everything from designing and making, man-
uf. turn the equipment itself to the wiring, the most technical
'hi:IL, of (1:_,..trohi,: ,ring involved. If you looked at that community

iti.ut th, benefit of their experience, you would say we are not
, find people An this community who can do this kind of

I think what you have to do perhaps in industry also is not
,i,nded by past stereotypes, because perhaps the very people
v',11 do not think can cut the mustard, given the proper

tttiudc,. and AaotAcation, on both sides, can, in fact, be trained to
do the most difficult and complicated work

Ind (lie manufacturing I am sure is very difficult and com-
pift ,t. it isn't all that complicated There are hundreds o£ thou-
...and:. of people who do it

Nir ,K .'igam training The thing is you have to remember
th ttikl 11.'* we are talking about, the average employer, has 18 or

uiile They are exceedingly small. They are down to the roots
not of these people came up through Most of them came

up Lilt uugh ('ETA programs We have files if you want to see how
CET:\ has been in some instances Those are very posi-
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tive. They are there. It is a small grouping of business people that
happen to be in a very critical industry.

I hear what you are saying. I hear what you are saying loud and
Clear. Again, I feel that we have to look at the overall program. I
fortunately directed this training center trust as one of the trustees
for a number of years. We had a lot of Chicanos, a lot of bla ks. We
had a cross section that you would not believe. I had an opp rtuni-
ty to interview about 15 of these young people who took t e apti-
tude test, showed that they could work with cars, work with their
hands. They say, "Oh, here, maybe this is someone that could be
directed." Maybe they only run a machine. I shouldn't say only.
Maybe they don't have to be a toolmaker or machinist. Maybe
there is something down here they can do. It tore my heart out to
talk to the Chicanos and blacks who had been reading in the
newspapers that there were skilled needs that this is a wonderful
trade where you can earn $35,000, $40,000. They wanted to get into
it. I couldn't recommend sore of them because they did not have
the background or the proper education. At that point I was play-
ing God. I think anyone who interviews at times is playing God.

Mr. WEISS. Couldn't you see the benefit of a program which in
fact would bring people in at entry level positions and provide. an
opportunity for further education and training on the job so that,
in fact, 2 years down the line they could qualify for a Job you are
talking about?

Mr. VOKAL. Sure. But this is a momentous problem We have to
start working at the schools, at the educational levels to get these
people to want to learn to get the most 'out of their lives instead of
being oriented toward the food stamps and similar handouts. Lots
of people need help. God love them, they need it There ari some
there that are takingadvantage. You and I know that It is a hard
problem. I cannot answer you or..anyone at that head table and say
this is what you should do. We have to work at it We have to chip
away at it and take the good and go on.

Mr. WEISS. So long as industry looks at job training only as
something that will benefit them, rather than benefiting so.-aety as
a whole, we are going to be in a lot of trouble

Mr. VOKAL. OK, but many of these people can raise themselves
up. And you come up with tax incentives or incentives to help
industry. And later on they become paying citizen and they can
start to pay taxes and not be on welfare rolls. That is v,(2tre we
want to be. No one wants a handout. Everybody would love co go to
work.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. Again, I would like to thank each and eery

member of the panel. You have been extremely helpful I want to
assure you of the continuing cooperation of this committee and

qigolicit your continuing contribution to the work of the committee I
think we have had enough dialog to understand each other . little
bit better and certainty offer a standing invitatioi. for your input,
your views.

We hope that we will continue to enjoy this yam( ;Healy r.,,op-
eration.

Thanks.
Mr. VOKAL. Thank you

1 I
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ii,,-Th Mr. H wiciNs. The final witness is Miss' Birdell Moore, who has
been sitti\around all day. ---.....

STATEMENT OF BIRDELL MOORE

Mrs. MOORE I am Birdell Moore. I am from the community. You
know, I am from the people and I represent the people, volunteer-
ing, because I am not able to hold a job. In the first place, it is
discrimination, it is what got the country in its place. He is sitting
up%there talking about Mexicans and blacks-and they don't hire
them if they are qualified, especially the blacks. It is totally dis-
crimination for jobs for our young people in the black community.

We send them to jobs They are well trained. They are turned
down on everything you can think of other than saying we don't
want you because your skin is black.

, .. And I know and I have sent them to jobs and they are U.S.
citizens, born in this country, and everything else. They are asking
them can they speak another country's language to get a job. Then
you can send them out to jobs, they will find every other excuse
they can find to turn them down. Then you go there. He was
talking about scientists I got a nephew who was majoring /in
science and he got the highest honor in the Navy cadet that you
can get He was in the highest office. He has not been able to get a

' job He has not been able to get a scholarship to continue his
education Every time, they want his mama to support him. He's
23 years old, and she got both legs off. Her husband is dead, and
she got a child, a smaller girl to take care of, and nothing

Now these are the kind of things that they are doing to our black
kids. And we have in Jordan High School a good training program

wandthe children, the young people how to work in business
wand in stores, in different things of this sort, but they want to cut

that program off where they are training those kids, and that is
the way it is all over

Talking about the CETA program, the CETA program wasn't so
bad, the Only thing was, it didn't leave them enough time to really
be trained That is the only thing that the CETA program needed
is enough time to be trained They are trying to reenlist the block
grants; which you had nothing to do with You fought like hell to
get the money But with the block grants, believe it or not, they
are trying to cut out every block grant program, administrative
program that they have in Los Angeles City. ..

I` went down to the block grant, sat there, listened, and every
person that came up there that had a black administrator, they
were finding every kind of fault that they could find to try to cut
them off, to recommend that they be cut off, and then you sgnd
them and then the Watts Foundation, Westminster, and Ted Wat-
Nis cannot employ all these people. That is the only place that
they can get a job Only maybe one did one here, and one got one
here. And you can look at television and you can see what they are
doing to that

There is no other ethnic group that fought in any wars more,
than the blacks, almost equal to the whites, and- you can see on
those pictures in all of those westerns, and everything else, they
got everything in there but blacks Those are jobs.
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You.can look at everything that the State has, the United States
has, the Governinent hasthe local State has, and the city and the
county, all the people, who are administering the moneys and han-
dling it and saying who are qualified. None df-them are black.

Every representative what we have corning into the Watts Foun-
dation is somebody else. We know we haVe black people that could
fit into those jobs and represent us. Everybody can represent us but
ourselves Now those are thethings thae is sickening. We are tired
of it, and talking about war and training, well, I agree only once
with the man hat said that we have nobody to fight, because all
the people that they are giving the, jobs to in these factories and
things are foreigners. Countries that we have had fights with, we
have helped them fight in their-sisvillwars in,their own country and N.
they are not going to fight against their,' own countrymen We
know it. But that is all they are hiring and that is all who,are*It getting the jobs, and our people fought in every war, helped save
this country, helped preserye this country; but yet still we get
nothing

We are tired. We are tired of bei ed off Because I don't
say all the young people are robbing ealing and burglarizing
and committing crimes want jobs, bu iggest majority of them
do, If they ttad an opportunity.

Now for me, I think 'thaf when he was talking about how he
turned them down, I went for a job for a baker. I am a baker. And
I had never run a bake shop, bill I did all the work, and then I
asked the man for a job He asked me did I have any experience. I
told him to tie where I could get the experience without the
opportunity and Fwould be the first person in line

And he hi:red me, and I had to just quit because he would never
let me go.

Now that is what this young man was talking about. Did you
give them a chance`' They need a chance. They need an opportuni-
ty. But if the never get it, they won't As long as they can, think
up something that they don't have to Say your skin is black or your
skin is brown, we don't want you, they are going to de it. I think
the U S ..Goverrwient should demand that these human rights,
affirmative action ulans, be enforcreth because that is the only way
that they are-ever Yoing, to get enforced Well, when I fell flat on
my back at Santa Monica Hospital while I was taking nursing
training at that time and I was working there as a nurse, and I fell
flat on my back with a, heart attack; and after I got up, I had two
within 3 weeks, and I was out of commission-. I couldn't work po
more, because I would begin to have blood clots. I couldn't work.

So I asked about the social security, and different things. Let the
big businessmen use the social security for ,investments. So I'
wanted to know how much of it did they send back aryl how much
was my social security. They said that the social security was all in
one big sum and they couldn't tell one individual how much there
Was, and then to the question that I asked about the dividends that
the big businessmen give back to the Government for the money
they loan, and they said none

Now to let them continually use the taxpayers' money, 411k
about the welfare, people are not going to starve to death. They aTe
going to rob, they are going to steal, a0 it will be worse than the

15;
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time of Clyde Barrow and Bonnie Parker if these programs are cut
off and the people are out of work_ and the ones that can't get any
training and get paid while they are training, if they are not in
school.

Now that is my statement.
Thank you.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mrs. Moore. As usual, you have been

very active and very expressive in ¢resenting your views. I wish to
congratulate you on the excellent job you are doing in the commu-
nity as an activist and a person who is always dedicated to the
things for which this committee is fighting.

Mrs. MooRE. And I don't get paid for it either. Thank you.
Mr HAWKINS. Sometimes I think we don't get paid very well,

either. Thank you.
The hearing will continue tomorrow morning at 9 o'clock in this

same room.
Mr. GREEN. Could I add a footnote to the panelists?
Mr. HAWKINS Be very brief, Dr. Green. We kept individuals past

commitments.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES GREEN
Mr. GREEN. I wish you would take into consideration when they

were talking about the private sector getting the funding and that
they were putting paw/no work, that they have to come to an
Agreement with the unions that if this is done anywhere like this
that the unions will then begin accept the people and go through
apprenticeships to get into jobs. here we have that one
revolving door, that if you don't belo e union, you can't do
the work. The job will not hire you. You don't belong to the union.
That is the(one simple problem that has to be considered when you
consider all the rest.

Thank you very much.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you. That concludes the hearing for the

day Thank you
[Whereupon, at 1.50 p.m., the subcommittee was recessed.]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows.]

PREPARED TESTIMONY OF MELINDA BIRD, WESTERN CENTER ON LAW AND POVERTY,
Los ANGELES, CALIF

My name is Melinda Bird I am an attorney with the Western Center on Law and
Poverty and am eking half of unemployed persons whom I represented
Some of these inch have been displaced from their jobs by plant closings and
by county health service cutbacks, others are welfare tecipients who have unsuc
cessfully sought work and CETA participants affected by the reduction in federal
job training programs For these and many other Americans without jobs, recent
changes in federal Oolicy pose difficult contradictions which can and must be re
solv"

o'ne hand, we face massive losses of existing jobsilom plant closings and
runaway shops, and from lay-offs caused by budget cutbac and service reductions
In Ios Angeles alone, these two causes will result in the loss of over 3,000 jobs in a

e month period during the summer and fall of 19S1 The Administration's plan
reduce CETA job training programs has eliminated- jobs for over 32,000 Public

Service employees in the State of California, whose placement rate into unsubsi
thied employment is as low as 20 percent, according to the California Employment
Development Department (EDDi in its testimony to this subcommittee Nationwide,
unemployment for youth and minorities is rising, in spite of,,a small drop in
unemployment for adults and whites --(LA Times, July 3,1981

Simultaneously, wages and working conditions are deteriorating for those with
jobs The US standard of living has fallen to the point where we are now fifth in

41,
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average income Inflation has so far outstripped wage increases that the minimum
wage is almost 20 percent below poverty level for a family of four More and more
workers are "underemployed"forced to work part-time in low wage, high turn-
over jobs in the fast food industry, or other similar positions in the secondary labor
market IUSDOL. Monthly Labor Re VIM February 1981 1 With over 70 percent of
all new jobs being created in the service and retail sector, rather than in manufac-
turing or other high wage, high productivity industries, this trerniappears on therise, with a further drop in income and productivity IUSDOL, mployment andEarnings, March 1980

WHAT THE NEW ECONOMIC POLICIES PROMISE

On the other hand, th.,--e without jobs are assured that the Administration's new
economic policies and reindustrialization strategy will create more jobs in the
private sector through de-regulation, tax-incentives and reduced spending on social
welfare programs The shift is clearly from a situation in which the public sector
bears the burden of job development through CETA and similar programs, to
reliance on the private sector to meet the employment needs of minorities, women,youth and displaced workers

This approach is apparently strenghtened by predictions of massive labor short-
ages in the 1980's, by many businessmen and economists See, testimony of DonaldP Vokal, National Tooling and Machinists Association, and testimony of Robert T
Bristow, and Robert Hotchkiss, Cal E D D , before this subcommittee In spite of
existing unemployment, this projected labor shortage has inspired Administrationproposals to amend the Immigration Act to introduce at least 50,000 temporary or
guests worker from other countries such as Mexico It is clear that this expanded
version of the existing 11-2" temporary worker program will not be limited toagriculture, as is the case now, but will almost certainly be extended to otherindustries

How can projections and promises be reconciled with the lay-offs, the low wages
and tremendous economic disclocation experienced by the nemplOyed and theworking people of this country' It may be that the new poi s will not work, and
the promises will be false However, to the extent they s cc ed, it may be because
the government has, In this transition, "put the private for to work' by insistingon a quid pro quo for the tax concessions and other corporate welfare" programs
on the Administration's agenda The following four ements should be included in
any government policy on employment

1 National legislation concerning plant closiii s and runaway shops, including
notice requirements transfer provisions, severance pay, and retraining

2 Obtaining concessions and commitments from business to hire and train dis-
placed unemployed and unskilled marginal workers, by using favorable tax treat
ment, industrial revenue bonds, public contracts, etc as leverage

3 Strong enforcement of protective labor laws
4 Availability of low-cost capital and other assistance to small community busi-

nesses with a capacity to create new jobs

PUTTING THE PRIVATE SECTOR TO WORK
I Plant closing legislation

In the last sieve:al years, legisliition has been introduced to the US Congress aswell as the California legislature to ease the devastating economic `effects of anunannounced plant closing or relocation These bills must be supported and
strengthened If the people are to experience the benefits of the promised economic
revitalization, Industry must be induced to act responsibly in the use and removal ofits capital Without this regulation, productive resources are abandoned, the manu-facturing sector is in danger of migrating to underdeveloped nations with a devas-
tating loss in the productive base of this country and communities are senselessly
destroyed through sudden losses of jobs The Ford-Riegle National Employment
Priorities Act of 1970 California Senate Bill 1494 and other similar legislationwould not restrict industry in taking positive steps to rebuild the economy and
would prevent these negative effects, which retard growth and development
2 Job leveragaw

Historically, the private sector has been 4 reluctant to hire and train those most in \k)need of a jobminorities women, youth and older workers displaced from previdusemployment by a closing or layoff -as the lack of success of the CETA programs
testifies-The absence of strong private sector training initiatives is the real cause of
the so-called skilled labor shortage The result is job stratification, as in Modesto,
California, where plant closings have driven unemployment to as high as 25,7. for
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semi-skilled cannery workers from other locations with consequent 'sousing short-
ages and other negative side effects The labor shortage in Skilled jobs is the result
of locking people into low wage dead-end jobs with no opportunity to gain new and
socially needed skills

In response, government can use its existing power and resources to leverage
commitments and concessions from private industry to solve these the hiring and
training bottlenecks without federal or state "welfare" programs In Modesto, the
leverage was tax exempt industrial revenue bonds, which will be available to new
companies which agree to give a hiring priority to local workers displaced from
their jobs In New York, public works construction contracts are awarded to compa-
nies which hire CETA eligible workers and are locally based In Boston, construc-
tion contracts and UDAG funds are targeted to firms which commit ,to hire city
residents, who are largely minoirty and experience much higher unemployment
rates than suburban workers -

At a federal level, the tax reform package contains incentives for investment in
equipment which will eliminate jobs, rather than create them Instead, favorable
`tax treatment must be tied to job creation and positive training programs The
efforts of private job training centers, such as the National Tooling and Machinists
Center in Los Angeles, must be encouraged and directed towards the unemployed
and idsplaced worker See, 'Leveraging With a Toothpick,- Richard Kazis and Peter
Sabonis, 1979 (attached)

I Labor latMnforcement
The so-called labor shortage includes not only skilled but also unskilled workers,

and is sometimes attributable to the unwillingness of U S workers to accept low
wages and adverse conditions when they can obtain welfare Those industries, such
as agriculture, which are most vociferous concerning labor shortages, copsistently
hire undocumented workers who are vulnerable to exploitation and are afraid to
complain about illegal wage practices or conditions Simultaneously, the industry
insulates itself from normal competition in the job market and wages fail torise on
a par with other industries Over a 9 year period, wages paid by U S apple growers
increased by 33 percent, while prices rose 218 percent USDA Handbook of Basic

rot Economic Statistics. 1979 Attempts have been;' largely unsuccessful to improve
agricultural wages by tying them more closely to manufacturing wages through the
use of the Adverse Effect wage rate. which must be paid by growers attempting to
employ "H-2' or temporary foreign workers to harvest their crops. See 20 CFR
Section 655 207

Rather than import more foreign workers to worl, at unacceptable or illegally
low wages, the existing laws should be enforced to imprcNe conditions and allow free
competitive bargaining in order to attract more workers to these jobs
4 Assistance to small con:mut:01. businesses

Over 70 percent of all new jobs are created by firms with under 50 employees, and
small, community based enterprises must be supported by continuing to make low
cost capital available to them With superior lobbying power, the multinationals and
large firms are receiving numerous benefits from the administration, even as the
Small Business Administration, the National Consumer Cooperative Bank and the
Economic Development Administration are severely cutback in funds Small entre-
preneurs and new community based local development corporations must receive
more, not less suppo?t to tru'y revitalize our productive capabilities and create the
must jabs Any economic development proposal, such as the Urban Enterprise Zone
bill currently pending in Congress, should include special benefits for small commu-
nity businesses
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arguing that the financial Incentives are inade-
quate or the red tape overwhelming They dawn
that they cannot overcome the attitudinal prob.
tams of this segment of the workforce In many
cases where buainess claims to be partimpeeng
voluntarily it 9 dirrICW1 10 obtain statistics Mat
prove involvement with tee economically disad-
vantaged

The evidence is clear that the private sec-
tor has rarely been interested or active in
providing trcurung and foo opportunmes
forz the horo-core structurally unem-
ployed

The private sector epproaco ia necessan but
neither volunteerism nor uocentoxes from govern-
ment are suft:ment_ 'is Gan Ebkn of the Nahonal
Alliance of Business told ss thetacromistra..on s
current Private Sector thitiative P-ogram is like
"trying to leveage W1'2113 10.0:11D,cx

The govern ment must 'ne stick as Neil as
the carrot A goiternmenta. sate.zyat ice fed-
eral state and .anal ieveis 'o use is*yerage
and fir.anciai clout to force nusmess to net r,
volved is the only real eitenat.ve Goverrment
regularly etovtdes business and nclustr-.
/Pants. coat: acts and tax orears as alf,-..V11 .05 or
particular ma-pc:ate e.s 't s not _a-fair to
ask recipients of such ner c in turn provide
benefits to the crerzau-u ties .1 vouch trey operate

This prize pie -5 recognscd it the prov.s.cns of
many state ince. and federal ':eve ^eecen: P70-
grams It .s ciente:2.ot.. based on the past rec-
ord of bus.r.ess n employment and
training programs targeted to tne structural -v
employed :ha: only Ilia: quad pro-quo contractual
agreements between government and lo.xs ten
can break the pattern of busmess inaction Such
creative gosetninental leveraging can tie the be,,-
eta for e wabi;(,ri.eie sector
like the variations Mat have gone before can
have a signf.cart impact or the .Ives and job op.
porhuutters of the structure:Iv ziempleved -acre-
en in this countrythose workers who because
of their lack of sk.11s and tralring are dependent
upon government . :come maintenance pogrerns
for their surv.val and who cannot `aiiy develop
their produL.t...0 potential for the "aer.ef.t of the
nation and themselves

A History of the Private Sector Strategy
Manpower Development and
Training Act of 1962

The first 'Libelant:et post war program de-
signed to CotritA1 anemployrner n country
was the Area Redevelopment Act of 1e51 which
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provided federal assistance to businesses to de-
pressed areas This was followed one year later
by the Manpower Development and Trammg Act
of 1962, an employment and training program
which within 3 years was 'pending more than
5400 million nere.alty focusing on the coeds of the
cyclically urvarrployed those workers displaced
by fluctuations in economic conditions and on
those people uneraploy I due to repsd technologi-
cal change to their fields ft was not until 1964
that the federal government reoccur-0d the need
fore program to aid the structurally unemployed
The Eco-ocituc Opportunity Act of 1954 targeted
its employment and training nitattives 'o tae poor
and minorities le an effeet to increase their gat
Umpation and t'ieir ol..ty to compete in the lacer
market and nit 1569 the Act was aoeorbing more
than 3700 million of allocations'

Under ',STA oath instivlionai end cm-the-yob
pm-) training we, mandated lastosnorial tram-
mg run by toe Department of Health Education
and Welfare was p-evided through farrrial class-
room mstruc co a' -7481.ona, eel:cation schools
and centhrs Orr ...ncer the auspices o, the De-
parrrent of Later provided trainees with experi-
ence and nos tr.ict.on .1'1 the 0.oxplace throug'r ar-
rar.gemerts woth private errployers
most ...I p ace'-e-.,1 were ,11 classroom settiegs
and :IV CT Butt :"e perceothge of OTT place-
:rents c..rtheac.: eacr -ea- Ir 1963 only 6 percent
of the tra,r,ees wee OTT programs E7 1965
'he ;.>ercertage ' ad ,_rped i9 Percent.' The

was so pronour el that the Department of
L3g. ne-zas the , -Tap 4'1 charge of
tra.c.,:cg pcgrama w :nth a few veas

There are severe. reesoes 'or Cris ponulart'y
boto Li the Zepar'nent of Lacer and the pri-
vate ,ec'or Or cos's per rainee were only ono-
fo.trth as relit as m.stit..anal costs and OTT
tainees were ricte I.kely 'c f.nd ions site: their
Ira r..ng than were th., class sect counterparts
em 'he perspeclive of pnveil .ndusin/ the

drew to OtT was a result of 'lot" labor market
card.: ants Busiresscs were .00zing for workers

v liked the idea 'at ice 'eneral government
would pick up the tab for tratithe teeny peones
who hove oeen hired and 'rained without
the sunsirly

Out -the ,out 'raining :-..therans it the 1960, did
not '"owethr provc.9 many opportunities for the
stucluteuy unerop'nyA The focus was on et-
erecting and retraining 'ha cycliceit ...memploved
Set weer 1963 and "ac_re. 7: perce-i of alt OF Par-
Lcipents were main 74 per en' were write 55
percent had 12 ve irs or more school.ng 65 per-
cent were unernp,oNed 'or 'ourteen weeks or less
and only 3 per' ant were income tr.insfe recipi-
ents '

In :966 .n lerp.rui Aoh the pun h for a War on
Poverty the Of t':",r-r;....mni order MOTA were tar
gated more cle rly to the economically disadthn-
teged To ,iiiidelince worn cher:god to mandato
that 65,perceni of all riiirictos for 1967 would be

1 t
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drawn'from among disadvantaged groups This
targeting did have some olfesI in changing the
constituency for the training programs In 1956
only 43 percent of all OfT participants had eleven
years of schooling or leas By 1069 this had shift-
ed to 51 percent indicating vomit progress towurd
involving More stritturelly unemployed workers'

NAB-JOBS Program

As the cities h ed up in the mid-1960's it be.
came clear that the dcastod impact of federally
subeichzed training programs was woefully Mace.
mate. As a-result a new employment and train-
ing program was developed and anseued with
great fanfare in President lob -.son .;anuary 955
State of the L.:naon address The los Opportunities
in the Business Sector 1;OBSi program was a spa.
Mk attempt 'a create otos and training oppor
tundras to the private sector tar the hard-core ur
employed Run ay the newly crewed non-prot
National Alliance of Businessan intermediary
organization staffed by leaders of the business
coromuruty end geared to ircreasang pnvate sec-
tor participation in manpower pianrangtne
JOBS program made almost 5850 .nor of feo-
eral subsidies ava.lable 'o or oa'e errpta,ers fo-
b:ring and training no disadvantages a^d 'c
providing some supper..ve vortices sucn as
transportation and raed.ca. ca-e' The si-ateg,
was hire first train later wan goverrment
subs.dizing the training

Both nosiness and government oat nigh hopes
for the program President tonnes announced
that be would reallocate funds from exis'ir.g pro-
grama to create loos and training for one-ha
Son hard-core unerripi,ved b. the middle of :9'.
In the first months of the pro.ram spared ty
a combination of o sense o' and rev
spcmaital.ty a desire for fa,rehie pubiic,R and
a shortage of laaor in the extremely 'ight lan.r
market of 1068 he business crres...hi.,
contacted local NAB of ce, to piedge 'cos A.
though the program was to De concentrated .n 50
motor cities. It soon spread to .50 Be 'oily 10'aa
about 155.000 perraanen, lobs had heon pidged
surpassing the original interim goat of :00 a0g
lobs by July 1960 It !octal as if a .ocnbinetion of
'Justness volunteerism end goof ,ornent incentive
would haves signifir-ant impact

But the private sector s nthusiasm faded
quickly Must of the early plodes never ar.aterial.
iced into actual tit)" and now piedgcrs became in-
Crossing!), bard 'a ilt-a0 riusineC.3 were reluc
lent to hire the stray turally unemployed and g.-11-
etelly provided ,otrs they wowed have 'bled any
way to people !het would have hired anyway Bo
tween 1908 and .173 about 5700 million wes ob-
ligated and only Shout 365 Eno mho oenorrilcol
with the federal funds mono ,f which would have
been created regardless In addition the irnoi..ni
of training Accomplished under the JOBS pro-
gram according to a atua7 by her Leyden Garth

3
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Mangum and Ray Marshall appears In have been
muumal In 1970 when the economic slowdown
hit many NAB 'areas were the first to on laid off
and firms became very reluctant to either honor
old pledges or make any new ones Two sears of
ler its main hern.iled ,r.troduction the ;0a5 pro-
gram qt.ietly receded from public attention and
activity

The record of the NAB-JOBS program reveals a
great deal about private sector attitudes !oward
employment and training programs The business
dommunoy was glven a cnoice Businesses coLdd
par9cpa.e cr. a contrac' basis whicr required
of: tecord keeping and cernf.cation et trio nzri
ner ofd sedvantaged worsen -ed aod

dace oprnen. g-ma, program, of supoo-i,e
services and ,re r,nn fo- the disadvantaged
in exchange h., reenbiurserne or surisclizintiJr
by the fedora' gc.erramert ,or training ex,,,n4e5
7:4 Gthe.. option .as poriciPat.cn an a vnid7-
ta,, ro,cortrac cas.s 'or which businesses re-
ceive'd no ,enerai s4bsic v out .00.,:n
rec,rd .eepmg cer'.',net cn Cr cleric:Ater: train
.rg pr..g.acts

An average of5.tr ree Out of four firms par
2"1 ?Cc, B ;OBS program couse

to part.cipote . ton.% so there
would oe no go,er!Lmetitai slangs at-
tached

',ACV firms chide !hr. vCIL.TAdv% ounnontre-t
-ipb-0.1,11 Belo. s-69 and 19'4 ar 3,0'.:e i.
three cut

o.

co', co- partic,paii.ig chose
to ge .n..r.tveO n 're JB3 prover-10c 'roar Ow,
arms wAh run st- ngv ache: arr.; taera. ,ry !ef*

ur.useC more ti,'. 56-"a0 alts if
dies{ ' The advantage, were eked: A hosireas did
not cave le n.re .- i'sesNantaged Miny bus,
oesses 41caply illed or ne.v crop avers disad-
vantaged pubi .ornrrilmon, and as
Cng manpower prc4- Ira atylitcir kkOinincrl uNk

the 1.icilitical h they Coln t Rave to
anything 10 get Businesses idol lei' that thi.
JOBS financial ,ncent,es pro.ideo an r.i..1 tic cat
economic ed,anlogi. chiod still reap viatica,
benefits A full 95 percent of 'hose hired ,nder
the contract portion 71 the program were nertif.ad
es diendyarilage4 hi stare etnPluY'"e'nt services
and other even, Ordy tS percent of those
hired through the non contract preRre..1w.lre re-
lifted av dosodvanIsged tuvhcr percemogoa of
non.cwitrac then c trainees were mo:e
white with twelve or more years of st.hiaaing and
with family incorni-a it excess of 11 093 More
over when tho diamond for labor %Melones' in
1970-71 employer, bath contract and nun-con

1 3
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tract parbapation began hiring a greater per-
centage of whites women, and better educated
trainees

Charles R. Perry, to a study of the JOBS pro-
gram. concluded

The JOBS program was ,nmally touted an a
iob-creation program designed to provide
meaningful work ex;erience for Lhe disad-
vantaged However there wan little in the he
sic structure of operation of 'he program to
foster such action and there is tette evidence
that the program resulted in either the ere.,
lion of new tubs or tne mnd,f.eaticn of evet.
mg lobs on a sign:Leant ecele for the benefit
of the disadvantaeed In precer, ion pledgee
typirelly were sought and secured on the
513 of existing or prospect.ve epemnes doe lu

el turnover end 'he empios
opportur.nies were centred pr merit}

but not exclusively to erery levet blue coder
and service Jobs '

The evidence points fa ehort-terte, gains in in-
come and employmen for some member, of mu-
noritme and he disadvantaged Feed 'a come im-
provement in employer etteLre s toward 'he on-
empleyed But the jOBS reseed also
eetes the eagerness of 'he eue.nees corr,maruti 'a
provide for is ,aonr neerie and as eouails
firm ffeluc'ence 'o deal wife; tee hard-core situr-
turrilly unempluseee. The NAB-tOBS prig am at
its height took about 40 percent ef as fra,nees
from the d se:son:aged +e em largely dead -
end Jobs they wow:: naee reserves anoere,
provided tfle or no .rader.e The iene-Ferre en-
pact of this manor pre.ate .e.ctor en,,,ative. on fee
structurally .inempioved s geeemity recognized
fo have beer :11171.-al

Public Service Employment as Crisis intervention

1971 the Emagency Empleyrnent Ar was
passed market; a 91;mi! can' s' ft in me leder&
approach 'o employment and 're -erg Because of
the econotnic stoserinwn tilt hegen in 1972 and
the clear Inability of the trre'S ,rid OJT programs
to create new fetes Coneress,arced 'a the pure,
sector for.help During he ri.gn ,tr.els of economic
activity in the 1150s the '-.sus rad Peen on pro-
grams that would mp-ov, 'he emp ee a baits of the
disodeantagod By 19-1 t was envious that train-
dig is not use'ul if 'here are insu'ficient ion oppor
!unities waltueg at 'he other end The Emergency
Employment Ac forded 'he tenng of the unem-
ployed n t-ansitinn tt pule e Jobs in eta to
and local gc,crnments in el fee, acknowledging
the unwtdrneness Of !hp private sector 'a create
new fobs for the cheecvan I lgref rbhen toe econo-
my continued to lag EE.e was tr. orporated as a
centre, element or ere i.orr,prerensive Employ-
ment and Tre.eing Act of 1973 it liAr which eon-
selicLeted nt1 Pm, ynrim, rearms
',rostrum eielnr ono roof til Iho I,. ittirlatotti of a.

4

bon The budget for public service employment
under CETA grew steadily lumping from 27 per.
cent for $620 millumi of the CETA budget in FY
1974 to SO percent for 53.2 billion} in FY 1976 The
President's Economic Stimulus Package passed in
1977 boosted PSE even further In 1978, 58 per-
cent (or S4 7 billicml of all CETA funds were spent
n PSE and another 8 pe-cant was spent on youth

programs which are also public sector gibs pro-
grams "

The introduction of a subsidized public
service employment progrcun mos on ac-
knowledgement of the inability of the pri-
vate sector to create new jobs for the dis-
advantaged

During CETA s first five sears befo-e reauthor-
mation in 1975 the ion q share of oSi wert
to Title VIemployment Icr 'ne ewe:catty unem-
ployed The only year 'net T 'lo II programsem-
pluiment for the strevurallv unemploserdpro-
viderl more ,obs than Title Vi e as in 1975 when
'here were 15i 110 edividuzis in Title pro-
grams at .ear-erd end :23940 enrolled T 'le
Vi The next ,ear the empeas,e In ceurecreych-
cat ?SE programs became preno.incec 214 020
mmnduais enreLed in Title at year-end and
Jai. 93 570.1 T 'le fl B. tee end of 1978 a re-
:0.1 of the Prescent it c SO:I:OJOS Package
,iding Title enrofement nae re,aceed 3 high
-,105int of 496 315 compared to ;,tie f:er_roilment of
111 754

HIRE and STIP The Pendulum Swipes Back

Although poPer see', - erreeovinent programs
continued to grow In he mid 19703 there were
s,gns be 1977 of -eneweal interest in private sec-
tor involvement I-he HIRE : program ees kicued
off in 1977 with pr,sele sector enthusiasm Mee-
niscent of the NAB-JOBS experience Created .m-
:nerdy an a private sector oa-the-lob training pre
{ram tergreed to unemp,osed Vietnam-era orter
ass economically disadvantaged youtr, and the
lone -term Lneciplosed with incomes of under
310 000 HIRE I resemoted tee NAB-JOBS pro-
gran?1,1 other problematic ways

As was true .rater JOBS `trees participating in
HIRE have the option of siprong a contract with
the Depertmnt of Labor ur participating notion
Carly Purim:penis who eien o contract get reim-
bursed for SO ;-er,,ont of 'he hourly wives paid io
trainees In return they as,ree to hire and train 15
or more eligible eel., duals for full time perman-
ent positions p wine a' cost Si eft on hour hiring
Fleet from referrele from lore] Employment hero

rho eeietere , eni leel pee. imiee, liar

1 tJ



Jot In the JOBS progrom rot, iv. no fader l funds
feat no restrictions oh their turnip policy and
are lePPo`ted to be or nn ape. at i.uttnil inn by
the United Status Gostrnmeot fliey are asked
only to provtdn iubs to target turnip uarnbers No
spectal training is 1.1.quired time iliornselvol
certify whether prospective v.orkers are eligible
and arc allowed tu rroruit Ir non., uy whatever
means they thr'o'e A,though t.ollitnars partici-
pants stgn written ;sledges to make Job one:ones
available to eligible target group memners the
pledge in no way places any le--1 obligation on
the firm

The results of the E-RE 1 pugra, have L.een
thsappousting Since 1977 a,,proxirrately 1000
firms have parlitopp0:sel in the pro,:rern
Sullivan of the DOL HIRE ottice claims that 14 i.,00
indinduals have been hired Is firms raw signed
contracts NAB claims tha t over 112 000 individu-
als have been hired 0- the 800 firms part.cipattr,g
voluntarily If the jOish caper:once is any indica-
tion though a sizable per-el:taste of those
112.000 participants wore or ,babis not el.gitile
for the program The foot that oily 11 pert( nt or
those individuals claimed as lured were hired
under contract sno.Yo onc, .ga rt. yiot the busi-
ness community s no' in ereo,ttl 10 mating firms
commitments 'hey ca^ tenc tc when the :sone .5
hiring the eccriornicaii, ri.s.cyartagt.; The riiRE
experience ind.cates Ina; a 10 percent wage' suo-
!ley is not sof f.ment ..:cent 'n moor husinesses

The bench's of he -ere neglimbie
compered tots cos' trro Ziairne a private con-
sultant who asai..ai,d prof; -a-h maims
'NAB got S15 m11P rt o orernoie HIP= 1 ani the.
d.dn t ever. 501 up notional r -Fir: lie add
ed that HIRE l I. ke. AB.I0E-s eau ved private
dusty to pack cost poi,,Icat :Otis a tot of
ousinesspeople Co up there :to the HAI: and tett
the cornroll'ees in Jusiness is wers,n, othind
these programs is one ...ay to seep :he
goyernm fit oft' hou41. '. is If
ems in Washington L'.1S,wl cur to ver.fy fir tie:1y
Mr Zinrner. rigure 'h. a. 1 tl noon' s mini-
tenii The pogrom of Itriatts soils on 0:otober
1980: but 'Fire s rittle iki of, my new

btears 11 be in the pri, -on -pi-I rte,ha
end of FY 1970 the funs, w rur out by
thenWit:I few new ,,b3 found the :.irgetod
dtsadventagcst gr000s

A encore' pr.vatt rr t Isuncried
1977 has had a ,Aotor trot r. The Skill
Training Improvement Program l'TtPl -itrodaced
as part of Pr. sOtait ^,..srtr s 07-E. imorn:c Stint
ulus Park/Igo pros,dos :thon. 1 k I tr fling for
unemployed 'id Jr'.erempl avail persons STIP is
not a progr int fur.'ht bard o ire al ruc:urails un
employed ft is portly an Jpiireding pragrnm ant
pertly a retrain -fig pro 0:: im for die-Ancor' oid
cyclically unomplosud isairsors Triontne ,)rn.
grams aro Usual!, I cidoorni
arms that pea nu oa well

Net tirproon,tly prty-iti employers CIrrr guile

If;
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interested in STIP They aro able to find employ
ems In fill their current manpower needs May are
enonurog.-d to poi rtioipoit, in program di 4,,,11 and
operalam from the ouls,1 Phi- federal gosorn-
merit suIrsichtea tno training program :nrough
f ETA And empoiyers do not have to .11<W t
what they sir as tho attitudinal probtems if lie
411-U0turaily unemployed

-vaiuuti, date eurrentiv available or
i.e STIP program T, ore is however 1 gm.e. 31
conseusus that some firms are inter,e,i ,rid at.
ilve It is clear that the STIP program wl'h :to pri
vatarsector overs,nt cornmatees and its neavy
emphasis on pm air to sector design and implemen-
tation was meeii"o be a precursor and '_$t ran
to the caoren: pr.vate srraleg, a f.,,maiat
ed in ":.ate VII of 'he roautnorized .etis
lion Me Private .se-:sr ?Si?)
Ale foc-ds an PSI? .0 the ,otter at :his Pa-
per out we utc-s'ion he relevance a Olt sTIP ex-
perience to PSI?

STIP is Po' a r.r,,a;811 far 'he str,,clara,is
PSIP s SClP ma. have netpe° ior tut

some of the po.crstoa: and political 2- oiems
that PSI? riot ens :r:e n FY 1979 and ,9O) B..'
STIP was not geared .: to answer the crit, _al ques-
tion aouu: private 5e: or .0sni.ernon' nrnn.o,
:rent and trarai. pro; -a-ns is pr.v, skied

,,In 'he
mental uncemi.es---.. mare a sir JUS
men( re' s,mpo. 3 r.(^.4 ernpic.oes 'o mee' cur-
ent :atvsr needs ou: :r he coat,or a' sew
portumt and ra.n..-.g tor
the hard coo.' 5: r:o`u-a-. 01

'its _a_.n s',rica evide-te s.:-'s 'o
a pes,m,stic ',o .s -r 'oe rem:a:a
Paper we t 're p:-.Vatt ,taxi
as ,' is now aroculo'ed an1 ,ages' spt
'Fat non 00 ;'d ,nlist
the pr,Yo.o _ oe str igz:e n r no 'he
metovrron not,,, re,: he xIgn.f1,-.an,

An, wt, nt.ta,de ir. '

market

CETA Reauth4rization
Reviving the Private SeCro-er Strateg}

By 15 -9 he ,i..r .031 the Co7 P,h 2,,,rjrn
wan at 's ho t ,h.. r.Irtmt, ne pro-
gram had bk,orne widtirsprt,ad Goon the presa::
mg ('lath( of b ,dg ' 3.tarlr 'u tej .,re
Catbxs their ,),Mattlit ,S0
to 'rim die 71-9 hoolite 11, nein.) ova ' -fit rap,

it test Is
econorm, re, noun,. tram the 1974 5 rl i (smile
The sentiment to rut hart on Cr.; A 1 dlt +on,
for the cyrtirsills unemployed wiis strop More
over the press w is full of horror stories of 1,ET
fraud and mist:urn 1,,t -mend roilr,bW,nx further
to the ,arklitsh oga,st PSE

There were ;.;00,1 r,asons fur dissatisfaction
with the PSF progr to, In many rottes 'he lobs
rrtonuy Woe Oari to !viii revenUe-Sho.I mum, I



pal governments rather than to provide lob oppor-
tunities for the disadvantaged. In Detroit. CETA
money was paying the salaries of 512 police offi-
cers, 204 members of the Fire Department and
310 garbage collectors Over half of Iletroit s
CETA participants in 1978 hod family incomes
above the poverty level ' Furthermore the place-
ment record fur CETA employi.es was notoriously
bed In 1978 only 15 percent of Boston s CETA
employees found permanent unsubselized tons
after their CETA positions ended Training for
people hired in PSE lobs Was almost unheard of

There were in effect. two distinct PSE pro-
grams one for long-term municii,,I employees
was a revenue-sharing program fur fiscally-

-strapped cities, the raiser 'or the nerd-core unenS.
ployed was a oho t.t-term dead-end oohs ogrim
that wee viewed by pert.mponts as 'tie cream of
government income-maintenance programa but
as neither a lobs nor a tairung program that
could lead to unsubsidized emplorment

When the tMe approached (or the reauthoriza-
tion of CETA for FY 1979 the hostility toward
CETA and tnt:Elie service employment program
was expressed in Congress and the Adrurvstra.
lion by a protrarnmatic shift toward cutbacks
PSE (especially T,te coontercyhcal pro-
grams) 'he targe.,ng of PSE funds to the stricter-
ally unemplove, and he altroductIon of a nu:n-
ew of new tot :at yes and 'o get the pri.
vote sector exc,ted about and ,r,ol.ed fede-a
employment and training programs The thrust of
the 'new CETA was to revive with new ,ncen
trues the private sector St-aloqf ,

For FY.1979 Titte VI ,obs News to be-mat
358000 in preparation of further cuthar.ks to
200 000 ,nbs by 'he end of trig() The level c."
funding for Title il-D counturStruClural puha,
service employrrent was to be raised to provide
267 000 'ohs m t.oth FY 1979 F, 1980 As of
March 3! 1979 Ti; e enrollment had dropper,
to 311 062 Title II D enrolirne,ro had umped to
242,323

The thrust of the 'New CETA has bean
to revive with new incentives the privrUe
sector strategy

Congress voted to target PSE mobs more ,pec.fi.
catty to the economically Ii,advaniagod Tie
Maximum iaralhai of e5; err,, pmnvmrw v. is !_-.0t at
18 ,0 ya h. 14 r l k
for F.,1- tnln wi o trial r
wags phut prow swoon -c 9,Uld I,, ,11

hithu,1,1 tp ur down
ntum Ile rain by which .ivvi othi the

111)(a 19.r mall ore, to avowige
wages thrtiuktioot the Altura) By shOoloting
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that prune sponsors could not supplement CETA
workers wages with non-CETA monies as they
had often done in the Dost OOL made sure that
new CETA prAitinos weallif be entry-level jobs for
the ecommucally disadvantaged, rather than
high-paytug regular municipal government lob,

The Admini.irat ion ilevelOpwri two new private
sector programs designed to offset the ruts in
,a1htic Sorvice ornployn nt Boththe Targeted
lobs Tax ( relit alTrl and the Private Sector Ira-
tiative, Program IP;-,11') added as Title VII of the
CETA reauthorization legislationare meant to
give the private sector specfic incenPves to pro-
vide 10 a uppurt unities fur the economically disad-
vantaged The programs were des.gned to coun-
ter the hominess community s recl,rring complaint
that government red tape aaidera private sector
interest and pa rticpa ton Because of the central-

y of these two new Jul,- I yes in the federal gov-
ernment current employment and training strat-
egy the success of Carter s entire employment
and traming strategy has become contingent upon
how business reacts to and cooperates with these
programs The critical question is whether busi-
ness participation w^ll create new ;ohs and train-
ing opportunit,es for 'he structurally unemployed
or wne'hcr the hus.ress community merely
take those 'ex and emplov-ent benefits that serve
their current labor needs Lte now tam to a clos-
er look at these proram..vo see what trends are
becoming apparent

Targeted Jobs Tax Credit

Tne Revenue Act of 1978 replaced the general
new ;ohs Tax Credit with 'he Targeted lobs Tax
Credit a credit of op 'o 53 000 a vear 'or employ.
ers who hire employees from seven target groups
iouth 18 to 24 in econoacally disadvantaged
'amities Vletriamr under 35 whore

checonomicaily sadvanta ed economically d,sad.
nt aged ex-coact, r' ikerits ar general assist-

ance rec.pier t s of Supplemental Security Income
(SSI) payments youth 16 through l8 participat-
ing in on approved cooperative education
grant and handle upped ioo,viduals referred" re
vocattonel rehanditation Applicants receive
single voucher formff-al notifies potential employ-
ers that the applicant may he mitt-lbw for the tax
credit Final cor'ificotion is done by Employment
Services after the employer signs the voucher in-
dicating hiring '

How is the business community reacting to this
credit' The respense to dn'e s embarrapingly
poor although the Depar.rnellt of Libor and the
Internal Revenue Service must shoulder much of
the tilorre for the start Althousi fjTC was
SUpOosiai rta vied tr Snminv !,thuhry
1979 mu I `11,It rrilluviu ti,.' ii flip sties
.10 not ris .too aiair a, lumaui, impleinoototion an
Id hoe buihhey 1101 "thy to ties," bumi
thh laf Fanio,ta moan! It 19 Mir., 10 114-
911Int, Mut (71,1hy trlhbuVOr, ihit yet ktkiw that
iht., mail! eve:, 1,;(
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the Depiirtniont at 1.. sir in iteillv hoped to
have 1000t10 'activate it trim la, Oust,. Ritsips
'fortified e tarot in the private suet ir by

September 30 As of Jure 30, only 8 416 persons
obtained lobs under the program "' In motor cities
where use of 1.e credit should be high, figures
thew almost nu participation Ihroukh lute Bos-
ton hod certified Z0 edits Philadelphia 4 and
New Orleans none " In it cue cities and others, the
CE TA prime sponsors la ye refused to nanute the
vOucherme process for the titree tar,eted gruips
that are their resoonsibil,tv (18.21 year old-disad-
vantaged youth t ietnac+-ea veterans and ex-
convicts; arguing that they tea financial in-
centive to perform a full Intake on each par iCe
pant since only Employmert herviees offices are
receiving additional VOL funds for T;TC
mentation

The Luber Department s gnats were to
serve 1 percent of the eligible target population
across the country " Officials row admit that the
goal was too hem In Pegior t hew I-.ncland) the
oartifiration goal for FY 1079 wds 4910 the total
number eertifie is of June 30 was 119 to Rein-in
V (Michigan. Ohio 111iiees lad dna Minnesota
and Wiscor.sr9 the goal was i 970 certifica-
tions as of Jo, r 30 cm., E^4 people led recen,ed
lobs for ayuc". employers %salad c toe 'ex
credit " fTaLie 1 a bre wn .1 vouchers
and ccrt,atioris resiun

It is e%est,nnable wrethe. the .a..x credit as ce
signed wec.,1,..roa rat`, ad;
unemployed even f 3.31. admires lave prob ems
were remedied There ar,.. a .,.ritsor of to sons to
,e skeptical

Vost local moor .rr ireemicwee
the National Cc-,ter for JOB'''. 4 ILST'CF all If felt
'hat businesses will to al to fano. aleir estab-
whed airs s sod tt,on try Is apply the

credit ret rod,- ittC Ann 1.1

rid Joe Beall onla I has.0 p irn,eat of
tub S, rye, Hot it ttrl Ito u u rvy es-
detially in Did emh. wlien making out

err taxes for nest "r usrn Allulti of the
anti:steno Dap trirricat nl , dice -tri.ied

ire on rsid hot t o ,I rotor
beck and applying it 'ii h -ice they h not al -sad,
was; net, Pow, I na , ' I it, r arc

priminear dor in, ite, e. .e Lind Ar'er our
presentatoir 11., ' wi c,1 was (-ern
lee eCcountsulls runt 1",, 0, off., Obvious-
ly if bu4inessis 'eke the t tx rredd nth, end of
he year fur employers they would have hired

anyway then the ,ob creation poLilidi of the
credit will be And the neeofa to el.gible
participants of having a r et hand will be
quite limited

There are nthcr proble ms w Oa, Targeted
iba Tax Create Our crop oil ri re,rminse has
been spotty sod Ion I-, a TI7C ail
otiedrntor fur Becton 1,1 hi it I Ili ek that Ire

,ruse them w t ridur t inn, upon their part to
drew IRS attention to Ihi or ,te p,0 or oarkies

7

1cfv"

r barge of Ti t and the 13(31. Rode VI iiffil II
ogreod that Internal Revenue Service involve-
ment, necessary because the incentive is a tax
credit 'makes a lot of people nervous Business
complaints of excessive red tape in federal pro-
grams led DOL to develop a streamlined simple
tax credit But no amount of simplicity will be able
to convince some employers to participate due to
,heir feelings about IRS ..crutiny

Table 1

TUC AcTrvrry, REPORT
As of June 30 1979

Region Vouchers Certifications
I 680 419
II 3 326 492
III 1.679 934
IV 5.723 3.325
V 1,649 884
V 2 475 1 021
%II - 963 391
VIII 443 262
IX 1 750 528
X 338 160

TOTALS 19,028 8.416

Some officials bel.eve that the vouchering of
eligible pariimpan's ma. actually backfire Bon
Downing thinks that employers see the voucher
more as a stigma than as proof of an individual s
initiative In Mas,c nusells we nave made ron-
rentrrittsi on If use employers who had
hired these groups helots.; But tow when they
how up with t vouch, the employer., don I wont

them 11 is consistent with 'he rear Lan rhea
had to the Emelt., mint Service in the lute 1960s
during the Huan Resuorce Development push
Thet similar weidpublo ized foots on the !lard-
cure unempliai d m ode many employers wary of
ES referrals A few years later when the furor
died Clown i rndlayr r ..,atfirlonce in and use of Em
plovmvnt Sorer., incto.osed to the point where
morn emplov.r. would :AC hOMOVet wits rf
(erred eaen inc.e with labor market deficien-
cies 13 r3031011 Currently PSE intake workers ac-
tively discourage CETA applicants from obtaining
vouchers arguing that the stigma far outweighs
the financial incentive in the eyes of most employ-
ers

These problems aside the question remains as
to whether en Targeted lobs Ian Credit makes
sense as All loLontive for the private se, for to in-
crease their hiring of the structurally unem-
ployed In effect proponents of the credit contend
!hot 3 50 percent tax CrLdit which amounts to 0
mute sulrady of between 25 and 41 perrent'on



,wrh newly hired unskided disadvantaged work-
.r, depending upon the firm + I ix br it ket (See

Table 2J, is enough to offset the ititudtrud barn.
ers of employers to hiring the economically thud.
santaged the hare licapPed. and members of the
other targeted groups

This contentions open to dtspt.te A U S Chant
der of CommerceGallup Survey completed in
ruly 1970 clearly and c.ites that businesspeople
want the disadvantaged to oecome inb-rrady be-
t re they Ire hired (Livid Robison in n 1979 re-
yert prepAred fur the NJIInlidt Commission on Ern-
eloyment Pulley pot a the way It (business)
wants the deficiencies of the mnerican public to
if, runlet:idled ',ire young people Fwrome ein-
olnyo-s It cants adequate orioncotion noun-
"'ling to he provided se two entry level employees

have crophible work fitIIII.CiOS rind habits It
wants basic literature and arithinetic skills to be
taughtif not by the schools her by manpower
i.rograms MC provides for none of these sup-
portive services It is simply a credit Ninny busi-
aesspeop'e will choose tc leave well enougn ,done
and will not participate

The ingrained attitude among businesseople
that hiring the disadvantaged is aways a risk/
proposition w.11 in many cases not be altered by
'he incentive of a 25 percent or even a 41 percent
Woos subsidy The Targeted Ions Tax Credit ai one
will cony ace ION employees to zire from a pool of
employees t,at they do e,' t tritst or saline Ns Or
Isabel Se whin director of 'Fr. Nviona: Conmis.

on for Manpower Pours exp' iced it no unlike-
ly ,hat A qe,hs,dv rem, ,t at the corporate .eyei

111 iodise a lire m ironer 'o hire s,renne per
to be a pour rsk in an c-nployee
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There are a number of reasons to be skele-
twal about the effectiveness of the tax
credit even a well - designed onetn cre-
ating new jobs for the str_uctiraLly unem-
plred

The only firms (het will be at all interested will
be small low-wage low-skill labor intensive firms
that have high turnover rates little opportunity
for advancement no need for trained helpand
which will hire laborers wheo they need them,
whether there is a tax inkentwo to do so or not
Thus the highly fouled program even were it to
he 'noun seriously 1p government and business
will create a limited incentive to A limited number
of firms to hire a limited number of people from
the target groups The Targeted lobs Tax Credit
will do little to stimulate employment on such a
scale as to help significant numbers of the occe
nomically disadvantaged

Placate Sector Initiatives Program
(Title VII of CETA)

Title VII of CETA the Private Sector Initiatives
Program (PSI?) which was added to the CETA
legislation during reauthorization II 'mended to
ce the cornerstone of the federal government s
private sects strategy 575 rrufiton is budgeted
for FY 1973 to help proode private sector employ-
ment opportunities 'or the econornicaiN disadvan-
taged ,thother 532 5 million-has been authorized
(or the corning years Each CETA pr,me, sponsor
has already been given money to cstabosh a Pri.

%isle 2

MC. WHAT ITS WORTH

ANNJAL
l'RoFrr

FWM'S T NET VALUE OF
kr CREDIT' vr 1

NET VALUE OF NET TOTAL
CREDIT' yr 2 VALUE

' Ader 525 000 17% 52,490 51 245 53 73525 000-$50 COO 20% 52.400 L200 53 600550 Q00 525 000 30% 52 100 51.050 53.150575 000-3100 000 404 31,800 S 900 52,700,?100 000.Plus 46% SI 620 s 610 52,430
iced on n maxi:ram: credit of Si 000 per elor ble employee of first year and SI 500 for the second year

NTT TOTAL VALUE is t' an the face volrAtf the credit because the employer s business expense de-thither 'or wage- a r. reduc_L Sr phi onioi lof'hacredit As the table shows the higher the tax bracket
the less valuable Inc credit -or this reason, it is assumed that small businesses with low profits will ben ost likely louse the (MO

Ihono Welt fiv 1).1111l. tees! p 4 Corporolion 1 or PubliiRrivato Ventures Plulndelphoi Pa
v),,)



vete Industry Council {PIC) which is to Ix, the
mechanism for involving the business immunity
in manpower prngrem planning l'he Pit it who h
will be dominati d by rumor busine,ses in ouch
prime sponsor area such as the National Alliance
of BusinOss and the Chamber of t.ornmerce but
which must also have smell business union and
community based organization representation.
are supposed to 11 secure more lobs for 'he dis-
advantaged and 2) get the private sector involved
'in all aspects of local employment and training

activities
PSIP is a new kind of incentive from govern-

ment to business The Department of Labor 11 of
!meg the private sector involv,ment uland per-
haps control overlocal employment and train-
Ins programs as an incentive to increase private
sector involvement in those program, PIC pro-
ponents argue that if members of trio nosiness
community can shape the programs to fit their
particular needs they will be more likely to par-
ticipate And the more willing they are to partici-
pate, the more tubs and training opportnnities will
open up

The Private industry Councils are arcorsligig to
the CETA regulations to ass,st the ice! employ-
ment and training structure to become "ore re-
sponsive to the OUSeaeSS community to present
the private sector s new and recommendations
for making programs more responsive to iocal em-
ployment needs end to :drse and provide di-
rection to the local eraplove-ert and !raining ass
tern on ways to increise private sector rob place-
ments for eligible persons Allowaole activities
include coordinating educational programs with
on-the-lob training- using direct conracts for em-
ployment and training programs with nrivnte for-
profit and non-profit organizations developing
apprenticeship programs disseminating informa-
tion to and encouraging °arta ipation by private
employers providing technical assistance to pin-
vete employers to reduro the administrative
den of employment and training programs coor-
dinating programs with Other lob development
placement and employment and training activities
carried out by both public and titivate agencies
increasing opportunities for upgrading and re.
!reining and encouraging private employers to
develop forecasts of int) skill requirements

Not surprisingly start -up has been slow Gary
&ben of the National Alliance of Liusines4"estt-
mates that only about 50 percent of the prime
sponsors sot up PICS and submitted proposals for
1979 fund re the mid-August deadline Rick
DoLoon ort MorporatomtoeiubhoPrivate Ven-
tures, an organization that he's been monitoring
PIC progress altree, that progress has been
"htghly situational Ile feel, that perhaps not
every prune sponsor should have tried sot up is
PIC. since 250 nr so will probably be a tom!
waste And Randall Ripley All Ohio Slate Um,.
versity researchor following PIC implementation
fools that very few PICs will neve program', out
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up by lanuury "
'),,Iran lists etX reilaens why PICa have been

slow in getting off the ground it buionesspeople
do not take .1 flying leap into my new venture.
since their style is not to rush in without prelimi-
nary planning 21 the process of setting up a PIC
can involve delicate and time-consuming acotia-
lions especially in areas where NAB and the
Chamber of Commerce are at odds or as a, Cleve
land, where the nusinebs community and the city
are at war; dl the business community is skeptiral
of PIC impact in some cities in light of require-
ments that labor and community-oased organi-
zations be represented 4) CETA officials often
have a poor sense of the tininess world and vice-

...Q:5a, making communication and coopera,ion a
slow learning process 5) the uncertainty and
changing signals from 448.51)ington on funding
levels for Title have slowed implementation
tal the CETA offices have had to spend a sir at 6'03
of lime and energy on problems with and sari _s
in the public service employment pigr,im this
year and have, in many place= adoptcd a wait-
and-see attitude toward PSIP focusing instead on
PSF., a program they arc familiar with and urider-
stand

Randall Ripley nos concluded from irutiul
research on the PICs that there will be
inertia as a dominant force in many
areas

Eacn prime sponsor s situation diderent but
these problems coistilute signifirant Iiivuuer; in
most areas Some cities like Detroit 'i.ive not
oven had A first meeting of the PIC Pandall Ripley
has concluded from as initial research 'hat

there will bo inertia as a dominant terror in many
Arens

Some Ms have overcome the many harrier, to
implementation and have even begun to make
grants Most of these were able to build from
pre-existing pubhcipriveto ormtrern rig using
either on manpower or economic development
program planning Milwaukee Gountv (which in
eludes the city of tvblwaukeol has developed a
customized on-the-tab training program (or Mil-
waukee foundries In New York City the PIC has
been set up as a non-profit corporation so that ,t
can receive funds from foundations and business
es as well as from CETA The New York City PIC
has packaged and brokered a multi millain dollar
training program fur airline reservation r lurks
PAN AM is doing the actual training A number of
companies leave agreed to hire the graduates Be,
cause en exponent ed airline is doing the trotting
rather than the government other airlines have
more faith thut groduutoy wilt belob-reudy
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The question -erne:wt, though whether PSIP
Can succeed where other private sector untie.
lives have failed As Dr bah. I Sawhill admits
post programs have been less than aJi Li+Ssliii

Atner1Ciis',Ibille, Ill 1111 ih 111W-,1, Ted
narguird work, r I illy, V111, Ilion 4 troll, lin.
acslari that 14 lio more clfeetive
ihan other tiiiiiv,wer roan, A is umtly to
leased survey by the tonal Alluun o of busi-
ness of 009 busies, p. opli col lee Labor
Secretary Marshall aim press . erence, gloss
,-..1USe for worry Duly 12 percLra of business iv-
acutives polled worn et.,11.0 of tbu federal PSI?
program ,lid only 14 pert L it Mf tho a to whom
I hi, program NOS .ascribed sou a ,OUrIt.10.1
grief idea reit percent felt thi program w ms
poor 1611 and 70 percent said that whit,: it

sounded good they wanted to wail and see

A NAp survey of 809 businesspeople re-
cently found that only 12 peecent were
aware of the PSIP procrorn and only 14
percent said that it sounded "like a great
idea Seventy percent wonted to waif
and see

If the busines, corrzrur - c ol to m p g-am
which cleport;11 upor private sec Jr 11111811V the
potential 'or surcessfol pear.- iyheiamg will
oxtromely iirm'ed David Rol, sun la his February
1079 report to the National t nmmissuoi on Em-
ployment ?Miry w3rriml of s ,me orob-
lems Ile <pie how orbs,.' a role buoness
woidd aunt tc play Some Lusir.e.vpsople would
find It ch/ficuit to devote a lot of to PIC meet
egs Large emploves may feet doh-pound to

send a crir,onnel office- hy the co 111,1 se vrole
huh ' if the council remains arty en advisory
Lady however ih 5 participation t, large corn
Nimes may be pen torrnu Phb,,O i feorep that
keause of insidraient business sob res the PrCS
,Juld end up re mmte ni orreni macpow, r
councils ...Litt have been ro .etivi I, iielfe
in involving employer, In the (-ETA. ,ystcrn He
concluded The result is that PLC., v..1: not be.
dominated by those employers who are in a pool
lion In supply Kars Most new p Inv; Lnuiltry
ire created by -mall and rnAl sized businesse3

Tito P1(.1 ire Gland ,t,41 to brAfrirn nate,' by repre
sontotives of large hoonesses Prime epos
or ire, give r 700 I niployei I nr ri n 1,, In

luirtiot iirolilengi with h ovine 'Liu, I osim Is 111 -11(11

oniplrivini ind nolo,. WI 11;

r.d.vitili I., 11.11 we.11.11111, ,1,
1. ruMi i word, ill, wt, 1, ,,,v"

Lig de. io VI 1, 11111 1111111V n runny
hew iirivritii for Inl, rid it,
fur Itmreunnnurully,h. hlym d will htull
Ind Ihu ea" ptimi
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"If they could," concluded Robison, "a
large non.her of businessmen and bask-
ness manpower professionals would not
deal with the :overament at all

What would itI Ike h got business Af-
ter interviewing 45 business tuanpower,profers.
sionals noleason felt that the business community
wanted more free rein than participation in the
CETA program even under PSI? would provide
If they mold a Large nurnbor of butunegsman

and Lusintms inanpower professionals would not
deal with government a' all, and especially not
with the prime sponsors Business judges
training programs by the profit motive and by om-
ployer productivity which contributes ,c) profits
The political exerlithqkmust judge 1,tvimng pro-
grams by their effect on political power sand on re-
election The political and profit motives are not
seen to meet

The Need for a
New Private Sector 5trategy:

The Carrot and the Stick
At this point it is necessary to challenge the

basic assumptions of a private sector strategy
that continually tries 10 accommodate business
demands for more incentives and fewer con-
stcaints is a precondition for private sector in-
yok-men( rt emplo,ment and training programs
ilia PICa wore created in orde- to give business
more input and controlgreater incentives tor
participation Yet it is likely that even this will not
prove sufficient Lumen the low level of past in-
''rest In and performance by the .business corn
munity in providing labs and training for the
structurally unemplovi e there is little reason to
,tollave that. in any but the most unusual situa-
tion, further ineentives without strings attached
would benefit the targeted Constituency It is non-
cLivable that ihu 13,1511:C3S community could be
satisfied with a significantly creator federal con-
tribution to the costs/ training and hiring the
disadvantaged But ,t IS quest onable whether the

satisfactory incentive level is one that the gov-
ernment can afford to provhde

It is lime to rethink the current private vector
strategy After so many years of the government
providing hie.tre, with Ili, rnrrot It et time to in
trodih i I lie nitro! ry n.1 a I cwt-elfor
lion sir a. gy It II nr deli only if government

ri Ihiv, w ov, In tIMilOy cool
liower Ili fie wiry

fining Inc 161. I i lit II. idly Melt
wtiliiiiriro111111 tor, 1E/M14110111.111 GOVIn.li

111111i 11111M1 11.11,11111i 1,10-111/0 U111111(10 11/Witril
wi Will give you ii-breek federal

contrio I n hind tax abotement or whatever if

sr
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you comnut yourselvea to hiring and training a
ierteln number or percelitage of the hord-rore
itmentileved fr4airnoteiti inure tool lo aolottron as
well as positive incentives ptarlam.ath ur time /1
lucrative federal contract hire and rein people
from the local unskilled wigkforce ur lose it alum-
cipal commitment to lending sewer and road
service to your plant site The precedent for such
leveraging exists and it is to these examples that
we now turn.

There is little reason to believe that fur-
ther incentives to business without strings
attached would benefit the targeted con-
stituency After so many years of the goy;
ernment providing business with the car-
rot. it is tune to introduce the sack.

The federal government has begun to use Its re-
sources to leverage concessions from prdete in-
dustry on issues thathe gave- moment considers
important The Local Public Works iLFW, Pro-
gram, run by the Commerce Depa.ment.? Eco-
nomic Development jdmmistratian ,s one exam-
ple The program which funded $4 oblion in pub-0
he works projects in FY 19,7 was designed to im-
prove public facilities and a,so provine a f,scal
stimulus to the economy and to attacc --vcocal tin
employment The legislation auttlorizing, tne pro-
gram container' the -ernrement mat it least to
percent of each LPM grant be spent on purcrases
of goods and secsoces Scam min ants/ contractors
and suppliers The srgumsot was that some O.
eminent funds should begireent preferentially In
order to help attain priority employment and civil
iigitsts goals

fn Memphis Tennessee is r result of commuu
ty pressure orgo,n7eLl no rennesseo ACORN I ho
sgctation of Community Organizations for Reform
Now, the concep' of prerit,i, set-asides Was ex
pan ed upon The bilA Southeastern Remonal Of
lice agreed to require from employer I and can
tractors invel,-A ,0 modernizing 'he 1.3, to school
under the LPN program that iney whenever pos-
sible. give preferential i onside:floor, for employ
moot to the unemployed and underemployed living
In the neighborhood near the school

The trudding of the Trnniv3soeyTomlaghtuy
Waterway a propel of the a S Arrn.Y I awl of En-
gineers is another nab!a works program 'hal has
tried to Mendel° Utillei opportunity and employ
rnent end (reining programs in as Lotararto with
private businesses Imo lived in scaralrurttan A ml-
nlinty hiring I taush w is tni roylaLtyl at the Area-
wide Affirmullyo Ac non Plan n n tusult of sum
munity prb93111.` 1111 by the klmority People
Council on ihe Tonnessoe romblibea Vvaterwie,
and the k odoration tai Southern U.suporalives All

11

contracts also haye a "local labor preference
Hewes Met reeler., Mot 80 port ny1 of the
Wet. rsytty atirlfort a 1st r:fatni n nj Ineiiv mon,
surrounding ILL ill/311'U, 111.311 stied Rte ,ditty tow
Corps .1 hnguiears inuoderl an on-the-nib work-
er trainee program in their latest Waterway
contructs these provisions require tnal ontrao-
tors parta tpate m a proeram that subsidizes them
or hiring less experier,,ed workers andprovsd-
mg six months of ondheeontrainang

And finally the Targeted Jobs Demonstration
set LIP in Spring of 1378 makes scout 53 million of
fader?l fund. avaiiaole on a competitive basis to
local governments vuu are aLready
sienna! amount. of federal money for ar/momic
rinveiopmeni and transportation p/i ects The lo-
cal governments most use Chem./3es/ oordinate
their federally itsiested programs so a accord-
ing to the Federal Register the rneXlmur, feast
bie Dumber of ions/treated under Federally assist-
ed (programs) go to econotracally d,sadvan
taped persons woo are el gdpie tar assistance un-
der CETA The program a.so requires that Lhe
max,murn number of bosucess opporiundoes cre-
ated through these programs go losmail minority
or communal. entrepreneurs as coordination
can tax° the form of new inslitutiona, .4i/range-
d-lents or Me oreaticn of other activities draining
programs me livelong of the Targeted Tax
/targeting luta, pocurements etc apprJpria to to
local needs Lora, goscrnments were .o submit
their applications for the program at t'-,e end of
Italy 1979

There ore many precedents for using fed-
eral state and local monies contracts
and services os, leveraee to spur bus,
ness participaton in programs that are

beneficial tt perhaps not profit-
maximizing

State and local precedents aye also become
more common in recent soars There ,r erns to tie

growarg I oncern 'hat int entiva.3 to to private
sector are inadequate tar spurring pert, ipation
tot prpgrotn, that aro sot tally heneftcia, but iatr-
haps not proftl-macurating the state-run Com-
munity Development hiruince Larporation It.DEC)
in !Ylassachuseits imposes covenants 1311 business-
es gettingepuity or (mug torn debt I intinc.au from
the rnrpunhun ihiii require., local and minority
hiring for primary labor market position, Otiose
paying /those t SO nein OM of the minimum us oil

In Orogon Ita Portland Pori tammi,siiii, [lupus
en hiring Eigrootnytnt, on all contra, Inc. lying
money to per'orm work I.-rioted Is iht, a nusalton
of the port area like the I'DFC program in M.13311
chusetts this partiLultir progratn 13 Milled at in-
creasing the private sector employment uppor-



tunities for minorities through government
'deals' with lirrnkit does business with Portland

also has developed a sophistiLated quid prwquo
system that is applicable to any expanding or re-
locating plants in Port'asid If the city ly being
asked to provide preferential zoning special sew-
erage Of rued construction or usher sunder tree-
bies to 1 firm the coy niAsss.en a f rst source
agreement on 'he fa', 'hat requires th.it LETA.,
eligibles Cr chi. rsrrt %nurse ,r all non -n, tie onnl
:obs at Outfit:atm-3 involve, t A Co..rntAtt ettitrylt.
,411 firm has 'a move Portlund Of the
600 new $0h3 .0 be created SOO have been
pledged In Cul 1-el,nhles

These programs can provide 'lie incentive
that the busines'k community needs 1.:e
threot of reduced business ;nst con trutts
and lower profits '

One last example should sof' ce no 'grew tore
State Department of Trsnsportat.on has dever-
°per! on innovathe Severegm4 strategy for ertal-
tng lob training opportunsta, r 'ne prgate ,
tor All contracts with the 1/upartrnent d' *ens.
portation o.rr cer'ain amount contair a
rder provviung money over and oisove stor.-
tract ornoun. 'ss pay for theitr c.o rut of Ar.^.0rIttes
by the firm sigrang the coetra.c Trois :;le '.en
does not lose any money pr rocipatmy sr Inc
[rousing program

These snne-rvve programs wsco sru to of
fact, the a ,tow drty,tte
tor stroragy ore 'ho' sus snrsk-st.s And
lever I, OR karrhons or" rt. shy- .harn r
force bus.nes% partsespet ct: 'n programs :o .trt
ploy the inerpsc.rdbad undt'remotoyed,an
adapted a, port of nruott gv cf ,stri-.
carrot and Chi, stick to een' ons .ement nom, A
hesitant and wen hostde husonesr comrnanits
This federal 4,:nvorarnsm: could -rat:date that one
rentracrar dutog over S10 C,,d ' ners wit'- the
government mast sgrae '0 t ye and train CETA-
eligibles or a first-source .as .1 they want' to
continue receietnty federal contracts If one 'on-
us:fors the number of f.rms 'Sat contract with the
Pepe r-nent of Ztufense F141 :VT) tiEtr seal oth
er agenc t'd.' pu,ent stot_. nr 0100 cynt
leverage Lniffttl Irk/ a c.ts fluid link tux e,,ete
meats prefrrential public worlic improvements
OW other bent , .+1 ste loaustry to 0 dim
GOOUTIlltnerd businesse, pbly ail IC:lye 'Ole
in employment and 'roma, pro.'rurns ,t is per.
haps unforskrato to a such q id pro qua at -yoga-
moots mud be rnadt, ,r-,, 're totvo flit to, nav

'to 'mwia ng 'ss ProYkka ,chrs ssa. Hotrod,: In
flits sirs,, tordttv wt./mint," I CLft ti ft
to ttrrii'flytrin it till, tint: tett Jae! t's pro.
vultt tint ott ttotott 'Out ot,o, sal-meows.
suede Ilse 'fosse! of rtntItt st i, tii,Itopin tint ttt
Outs Iv tool low,' prat',

t2

One simple mechanism for hitipIrmenting a pro.'
gram that links the receipt of locril governmental
contras t benefork,Logmitments by privahs sec-
tor firms to hire 'Ind train the stmeturally unem-
ployed no lob Punk the fob Beni would work
like this All businesses doing 510 000 worth of
business providing goods and services doing
construt 'Ion work and providing research end
development rroo.Omitt,sin the calendar year
with either 'he hoer sl or torch government wssuld
agree to list ell sot:open nes in thee' Ousint.3s with
the Li-1A prose sponsor t hose bussneases wou,d
further ..firer '0 'are %said elf indiktdunis re-
ferns! io ssa n 'ty tie prone oal-tor bets re they

"hire other traliveltiftis 'ne, hi,ted tubs Idudiotdt3.
es would hot their sob aperunes with the Prune
vponsur for sne weeks.prsor 'cs ,s1 rig ;ohs with lhe
general poloist_ or any other urganizatsor [except
an !egoscal 'sk co vo 50'0,05 1Te prime sponsor
would maintain ,he 'sst of evader:to ,ohs sinclud-
ung lob descr 'put, ,ccacon la am awl sitsil levet
required but ormtt og 'he compan. s noural In-
do.duo:s elig'bte fir par,,cspat.csr, .r. env CETA
pre'grarn would h.,Ye access 'o ,he ion Ear, a' the
pr.rre sponsor s f' cr or-n.4 b..,s1:1ess court

ed sndtk.cluzds w,aid ter, referred '-o spy
f.c otr.. on a ors: come ',rot serve Canto

The business rom.-runitv will not be
ne.v direction. But fed-

eral erripiovire,. and rrain.ng mit,atives
have never reQ1;, pleosed the pflockle sec-
tor ,

Thi, effect if 'h.s fun sunk 'would :c force
t,ister.s..es to ups, ,p `civil pror-orsi to 'he
vancrosc..el, svorstakcd ,..FT -P'iglbse P020
.a'son st would a,,,rs it k .0 tslersato .he problem
sf CET., PSF ascrkers fared wth

hope of trormalc,p un,,b,daed employ men"!
the ,rsr e too Parc w.puid not r on-

frontit,u.mr pc yleln t-ttoo-nag fog the strum
!Jralrk uneinp.rtosci %ratrumes like tnat OC
.tar curl by the ''Ztro 'lark :k;11rtrneot of Tronspor
carton and tne Tennessee TonotiRbee OtatOrway
prC,,ctd Ion be Adapted SO: he purpose

Taken '04e.h...- the ors:yr-era outlined ,n
section can proyelt a se; us and effective Poor,
entatton of s mpluvment and trussing programs
which Con to p... Ito partnership rn
employment ind re,r,Ing ;:oucy n true partner
slue rather than s outsway stream
incentives The huvins so community will out be
pledsod wish !to , new diov_tion But Toile, al en
plo,ment trd tr ...hooves hove floor rent -
'v phut, t1 thu pro, to yin 'or And it i, time !hal
ihs ssrrtstshev he pus sn revile Of itirVt
VI" ,ilium hot 'Id,. Pt ogotinvtud iholtovInestt
ortittsilititV ultttn .ally

hard4
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any be truo (hut only in millions private sot,
fort ran rid our easrlyty of the human ii,e so-

ts of $0 nois.11, unt ant riled unemployntenl
Fitt the hialuty of private $,N, tar plotottlyny toil
the Currant rlt ord of Ile' t.orlot Aantiotatratton
programs suggest that due gout is a iPng way off
itj still business 35 usual fur tylsiness end rio
progress for the unemployed Loh, the federal
government begins to take a hard-line approach
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In !Alginate manly, rneul m lob creation for the
strur0urnll9 Ult, nwiuy1 Iiters tet no oat non lot

U1,1 tn 31144 4,42,014,yetth1 Rath. r we
flesh sin vs teinrt,v11,411,114 'carve a 1111)0 prortrom

WI-Jung anti hoptut, .otal to 110l Ike
route to full empitp,mer t Its time the federal goy-
ernment tecut{mzett or cat the ty.13Latts$ of put Uri/
has country to wort. requires more han trying In
all a log with a tnotArx
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PREPARED TESTIMONY OF M. ALFRED HAYNES, MD, MPH PRESIDENT/ DEAN,
CHARLES R DREW POSTGRADUATE MEDICAL SCHOOL, Los ANGELES, CAI:1F

My name is Dr M Alfred Haynes and I am the Dean of the Drew Postgraduate
Medical School My specialty is Public Health and I have been involved in the
teaching and practice of Community Medicine for the last 23 years I have studied
the health problems of Southeast Los Angeles since 1969 and even though my
comments may be based largely on that region, they apply equally well to conch-
tions in many inner city areas of the United States

First let me state, as a matter of principle, that any problem which contributes to
illness or to the death of people is a medical problem Using this definition, the
greatest medical problem in Southeast kos Angeles is the problem of unemploy-
ment ....

Although it has been observed that the socio-economic status of a population is a
major determinant of health. many physicians have persisted in confining the
definition of medical problems to those conditions which physicians can treat with a
pill or an injection now or at some time in the future All other problems are
considered non-medical problems By this reasoning, when infants die from pneumo-'
ma, it is a medical problem but when they die as a result of pqverty, it is not a
medical problem Violence is the leading cause of death in certain age groups but if
we cannot see the cause ive agent under a microscope, then it is not a medicalI
problem Higher rates of dmissioh to mental hospitals may be a cause of concern to
physicians if these patients can be cured by psychotropic drug, but if the mental
stress is due to chronic frustration related to unemployment, it is not a medical
problem I reject that notion and say unequivocally that any factor which is shownto bear a relationship to ill health or to premature death is of concern to the
medical profession and even though our expertise may be limited in these areas, we
want to lend our full support to every effort to eradicate these causes of ...r health

There is increasing evidence, both in the United States and in Great :ntain, that
the national economy has a profound influence on the physical and mental health of
the population and the relationship can no longer be ignored either by those who
determine economic policies or by those who care for the sick Stated differently,
any efforts which facilitate a decrease in unemployment will also facilitate an
imprdvement of health and those who ignore the problems of unemployment are
contributing to illness and death

Physicians who serve in underserved areas see daily the consequences of chronic
unemployment and underemployment We see it in the form of higher infant
mortality, cirrhosis of the liver, homicide, and mental illness What physicians do in
hospitals may have limited impact on the rate of some of these problems but it is
the responsibility of physicians who see these problems daily to emphasize all of the
contributing factors and to support every effort to eradicate the causes

I am particularly concerned about teenage unemployment because it has such a
devastating effect on the well being of the individual A successful early job experi-
ence means a great deal in our society where a person's worth is measured by hisability to earn a livelihood Continued failure in this experience is castrating and
raises serious questions about one's worth in today's society As a medical institu-
tion, we have supported the CETA Program, not only because we would like to see
these young people well trained and have an opportunity to achieve and progress,
but also because we realize that it has a significant impact on their physical and
mental health and, in turn, on the health of the community of which they form a
part We want to see these young people physically. economically and mentally
healthy, and a job is a first step towards economic self-sufficiency One of the
alternatives is to see them either as the subjects or objects of violent crime This,--
alternative is the one we would rather prevent

Contrary to what many may think, there are many of these young people who
really want a meaningful job As you know, the employment statistics seldom
reflect the true picture These statistics do not usually include the large numbers of

...i...... young People who are so discouraged with the system that they do not even tryThey are the ones who subsequently appear as another kind of statistic
We want to publicly applaud the dedicated work of the chairman and of this

entire committee mote than that, we want to underscore the relationship between
employment and health and lend our support to any effort which will contribute to
the improvement of employment in communities of desperate need

O


